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ABSTRACT
The articles in thi ft-scentcollection scent the views`, of

eacher educators in Czechoslovakia, Polafld, and the Soviet Onion Lon
inservice, or *lifelene teacher 'education. The iirst sectich
contains five essays: (1) li,n1tv teachers' training ;reject in
Czechoslovakia: (2)- further educatiOn-cf teachers and educational '

personnel in the Czechoslovak Cysten of education; 4:4 teachers and
the new conception of basic schools; (4) ways of idpreving the spates
for teachers' further education: and (5) saw probity!s in the initial
training and further education of teachers. in the second section of
the voluie, reports on activities and symposia of the'Eurcptai
information Centre for Enrther Education of Teachers (11C-1 /1
located in Prague, Czecheelovakliar are,preiented. :The Centre Vas
begun In 1973 at the Charles,Diiversity (Prague, Ciech6.16itakia) as
an informatien clearinghedse and analytical cehter. Although
essentially national in scope, EIC-fET cooperates with international-
organizations such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural Organization. The articles in thid section discuss: (1)

ETC -FETits information subsystem'"Further Education of Teachers*: (2)

an, international syMpodium on preschool education (Fragut, 1976) 1 (3)

an international conference of advisori on: the research and
informatiot priorities for the further education ,of teachers (Prague,
f977); (41 an international symposium on the further education of
dptilial school teachers (Prague, 1111); (5) an international'
syspositoron the further education cf teachers in the use of

'educational technology (Prague, 1971); and (6) an interrati.tnal
survey on the effective use of educ'ational media and further -
education of teachers (Prague, 1977). (Fe)
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VIASINORE!

The present collection published hr the European In-
formation Centre for the Further Education of Teachers,
Cparles University, Prague, opens up's new eerie. of syn-
thetic studies and analyses of the views, infoimation and
reports on the further education of teachers in the in-

dividual European countries. Its aim is to, give a full
account or a concise generalization of,the best experi-
ence concerning the conception, system, content, methods
and ways how to organize a life-long education of teachers
and other educational workers.

iThe main idea of this volume - as its title and sub-
title suggest - is to make'available tne views on a life-
long education of teachers held by outstanding education-
alists and experts in the field of teachers' training and
interpreting the theoretical bases of the reforms in the
further education of teachers which have been going on
practically in all socialist countries during the past
five to ten yeari. For the purposesof this volume three
countries have been chosen, the Soviet Union, Poland and
.Czeohoelevakia, where in our opinion a particularly marked
affort has been made to modernize the system, content and
methods, of the teachere° further education.

Even if there are some minor differences in the
respecIive national systems, there is one nommon point.
They have devised a long-term scheme for the further im-
profement of the central control and institutionalization
of teachers.,further training, laying, at the same time,
emphasis on the various methods and forms of teachers'aelf-
education. In each of the thiee,coUatriee teachera'life-

long education ie'conceived as a System, in which,the
training carried out in educational establishments and

self-education alternate according to the given schedule
and the output, of which there is an integrated personality
of a well-educated teacher bringing up a new generation:
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NE! TUCKERS' TRAINING PROJECT IN CZEOROSLOVAKIA,.

Jiff Filler

?acuity of Education, Charles University, Prague

. ,

The rapidly developing life of a socialist Society

la) constantly places increasingdemands on the,ideOlogical,

political and professional qualities of people; n all walks
of life. ---

Socialist ation ranks prominently in the system
of "science technology - Production - management - edu-

citian, as it is a embers providing scope for innovation

through the human factor, facilitating the implemen-
,---- tation of recent scientific knowledge in technologY, in- -

dustrial production, social organization, in culture, in

fact in all fields of social activity.

Under socialism the importance of education and of

the school system lies in its universal miepion as a. tool

for educating the socialist citizen as well as contribut-

ing toharmonizing the interests of society as.a whole

with those of the individuals and social groups. Educa-

tion is asocial factor affecting people in a comprehen-
Idve way, both as producers and-consumers; a factor act-

ing on their consciousness and their entire' personality.

It representi an essential valie for every member of the

socialist society by offering him a socialist lifelong aim.

Typical of socialist education is its open system'

embracing both content and. organization. Hew. scientific

findings should continuously and systematically be includ-

ed in the content and methods of work enabling man, to re-
,

ceive a consistent education in and out of school in keep-

ing with the changes in the social process of work and

according to everybody's individual needs and interests in

their all -round development.

O
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Only a well educated man can fully meet the demands of

socialist and cemauniet production, i, e. a man well-versed

in de rudiments of Social, natural and technological

sciences, a man well-informed about the maior achievements, ,

capable of creative thinking
did working and of applying tip -

to- date knowledge to the social process of work.

A versatile. education
combined with:a high standard

of expert proficiency is an essential feature.of socialist,

man as well ae an objective of the socialist school eyabea.

These new, long-term projects for the development of

socialist education in Czechoslovakia were outlined in a

resolution on the further.development of the Czechbslovak

system of education adopted' by the .Presidium of the Central

Committee of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party of June 4th

1976. .

The document gives prominence to the role of general

and theoretical education based on Marx-Leninist theories,

and methodology. The open system 6f the content and or-

.ganization in the education system
referred ite in the re-

solution ensures hareony between.immediateand subsequent

gradual changes entailing profounder alterations envisaged

in the future. The resolution
lays down the principle of

consistent dialectical unity of man's education and pro--

feaeionsl training in terms of both content and form en- .

scaring the necessary interlinking of all sections of the

school system. In concept the former rigid distinction

between elementary and secondary education has betn era-

dicated by making he latter available to all pupils, so

that gradually all of them will be able to complete their

compulsory achcol attendance with a school- leaving

nation certificate. Adult education and training ie now

firmly integrated in the school system.

The aim of the education in Czechoslovakia is that

it should yield. people universally and har:,niously deve-

whose aptitudes, interests and abil.ties are ati-

.

sirs i is lei lab a *II



emitted by the most modern educational methods. This is

based on the scientific assumption that man as a biosocial

being represent. a.sum total of social relationships." In

4 this sense the, highly effective educational influence of

school and of other educational factors have a decisive

formative effect on the all-round development of man's

personality.

The education of a versatile, harmonoualy develciped

personality is may possible in the dialectic unity zf

upbringing ilia education, pdt into effect in the system

of life -long communist guidance. The care and attention

devoted to the enlightenment of all members of the socia-

list society and, at the same time, the efforts of quali-

tied staff to promote the abilities and talent of each

individual to the full constitute one of thi guidingprin-

Oples of the Czechoslovak educational system.

Education in Czechoslovakia is a matter of general

concern to society. It is ensured in, close collaboration

with the family,'the state, especially the local govern-

ment bodies i. e. the Natiohal Committeea the organizations

of the National Front, economic organizations and other

institutions.

Vocation is based on a unified system of schools and

educational institutions with a marked working and pol-

teohnicalbharacter. Their attendance is compulsory for all

children and youth from the age of'six to sixteen. Schools

with identical, standards and streams have been established

throughout the Cztdhoplovak Socialist Republic, where

toitiontia based on uniform syllablIbis and curricult7, while

the text-books take into account lOcafnational dithren-

ces.

All schools and institutions included in the educa-

tional system are state run; all citizens of the Czecho-

blovak Socialist Republic are admitted under the same.con-
.

1
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ditionn, regardleea of the nationality, sezo wealth or

social origin. Tuition achools'of all levels and atreaaa

is free of charge`:

The educatio in the Czechoslovak SOcialiat Republic

is founded on M ism-Leninism and is continuously being

perfected on the Vitas of the latest acientiP:d-and teoh-
,

noligical findings.

The structure of the unified Czechoslovak educational

eystem is as follows:,

1. Creches and nursery schools for children up to the age

of ail:,

2. Elementary schools,

3. SeCondary achoola,

4. Universities, w

5. Institutions, for adult training and education.

,Children reqpiring special care are providA with an

upbringing and education at pre - school, eleaentary and se-

condaryschool level at special aehoola established for thie

purpose.

The Czechoslovak educational syatem also includes

People 'e Art Schools, People's Language S.:floc:la and Lan-

guage Schoolb,othera educational and social school aaenitiea

as well as a network of educational advisory centres.

The greatest wealth of the socialist society - the

young generation - is entrusted to the teachers and in-

structors.

In Czechoslovskia.there are the following teachers'

categories:

Nursery school teachers are trained at secondary pe-

dagogical achoola and at three selected pedagogical cone-
.

gee, whre they gaih full qualifications as profeasionala

at nursery achoola.

1 2
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Future elementary and secondary school teachers study

at univereitisp, wive they can take course. for:

- teachers for the loysigrades of the basic schools;

teachers l'oriaubjects of geLeral education,

teachOs of specialized subjects,

- teachers of handicrafts,

-' teachers for the People's Art Schpole,

-:teachers for Language Schools,

- teachers' for sohoole for children requiring special care,

-SducatiOnal personnel, e. g. out-of-class supervisors.

The course for teachers and educational 'personnel of

all citszorias ;s Tun according to syllabOses oficially

approved for the whole country, which include, in roitabie

proportions the ideological- political and the pedagogical-

paychological cosponents and the actual subject. Practical

teaching at the schools and educational inatitutiona avail-
' able for.the factilties is part of the compulsory training.

The projeot for the 'urther development of tle Czecho-

slovak educational system and the reports giving the reasons
?Cr the'essantial qualities required of a socialist teaclar

characterise him as one who should west the demands for en- 4"

suring the undividedkness of hie ideological and political
influence, guide the young towards communist moral stand-

ards and be fully prepared for the tuition of his own sub-
ject.

The ideological' aqd political
maturity of.a teacher or educationalist is subject

to an acquisitioh-of4arxism-Lecir a, a full identifica-

tion with this ideologyiiid-an_ability to apply Marxist-

Leninist methodology in creatively a`olviug whatever situr
Nations he may come up against in teaching or ids school
in public life. Are teachtr'sideological maturity a

from'his socialist conviction and is evident in his involve-

ment in the implementation e the Czechoslovak CommuniSt

I
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arty 'a policy. It is asserted in winning czar his pupil.

to take an active part in social affairs conducive to the

strengthening of the socialist system, to have socialist

attitude to work and to common property.'It also makes it-

self felt in promoting the deepening of international rela-

tions among the socialist oommunity of nations and in sup-

port of the pkogressive revolutionary forces' struggle

againat imperialism and war.

The moral qualities ofateacher or

educatqr are a source of strength in influencing the up-

bringing of his charges in the spirit of communism accord-

ing to.his personal example. The moral qualities are in-

tensified by the teacher's active role in the building of

a sociaiiet society and effected by further personal life

experiences.

The teacher's (and educationalist's) gw.eral pie d

gogical qualification is reflected in

hie close acquaintance of the pupils as individuals and of

the environment of their up-bringing, as well as knowing

the aims, methods, organisation forma and ways and means

of communist education in the broadest sense of the word.

This ie based on Marxist pedagogy and psychology and inter-

related disciplinee and on their imaginative application

in the educational practice, and their rational control at

various levels of the school system, among pupils of dif-

ferent age groups and under different tuition and training

conditions. All this knowledge, skill and competence aerves

to accomplish the educational aims in a single continuoini-

procees, during which the teacher makes use of his subject

to encourage the pupils' ereativjty.

Training teachers in their 'epecialised
qualification means seeing they haveacom-

mend of the eciancee conetit'ting their respective subjects,

the theoretical rudiments 'hing as a subject in itaelf,

including the theory. of to ,. This' ehould be up to th:

1.4
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standard of Vs stoat MO-to-gate knowledis ofeci ce and
research and the learning scat b oonbinedwith t need
and ability to renew and supplesen the know -
ledge acquired in heaping with, the_pmogries11---e in human
fimdingi and_social.prictice. feature a t etcher, as an

airport in his sub4fat'and in the theory cettaching it,
shouldbe endowed with is the ability to lay the founda-
tions for en educated pupil as well teaching his to

- --generalise and ilaitifY ihe-tnitwledg* acquired and how to
use it in a systematic and (mastics sanner. ibis also
assns., the ability to teach the pupil to find his bear-
ings independently among the aultiplex attained learning
t.ind to use it in practice, and thus shape in bin a scienti-
fic soda of thinking corresponding to his age and Rental
.capacity. 9

socialist teacher's work, however; is not sere4
confined to school or other educational institutions. A
teacher VI *loos public worker, A
an active proloter of the party, a person who tskis part
is political work and cdltdral enlightenment Orson, other
public activity. Ha should disusainate the latest edema,.
tion methods and procedures in out of-school up-bringing,
particularly in the faaily. He should take an active part
inthe educational work in chilliren's and youth organisa-

' Lions.

socialist school teacher should also be'capable of
ispiesonting the principles of socialist health core'and
a healthy environment and contributing to the establish-
ment of conditions for leading 4 socialist Way of life as
a geneial social standp6int.

The schools responsible for training teachers are
chiefly responsible for the cultivation of this above -nen -

tioned'qualities. Considerable importance, howitectt, is

attached to the early professional guidance of young pee-
pia towards the teaching, profession, and to a suitable

15
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selection efcanditates to take up this carter.'llo this

end a Set of measurto has-been taken, which already in the

alimentary schools serve to form the pre-requisites for the

the pupils' commmal social activity and to propote all

their hobbies,mhich in one way or another eisgm and deepen

the childrens positive attitude towards the teaching

profession.

Not only grameer sehool rrnduateo but also those from

other types of secondary echoi. 4 are eystematically recruit-

ed for teachers' courses.
Secondary school educated people

from industry and other malts of lift may also take up

teachers' courses.

Within the framework of the unified system of teachers'

training a unified system of consistent teachers' further

education has been introduced. Its eim is to renew, deepen,

supplement and broaden the kaosledge and skills gained in

the basic university training according to the needs o/

the developing socialist society in the conditions of the

scientific-technical revolution.

Tht content of this *dm...Am is uniform and includes

the ideologicel7political,
educational-psychological and

the professional component.

This education tub three stages:

- Stage I. ensures th(finitiatic,. of the teachsr-Aeginners

into the teaching pro:Otte:gr.

- Stage II. represents the teachers' poet-graduate Ctudies.

- Stage III. represents specialized studies.

The Czeniuilovak,.syetree-oftheiurther
education of

teachers and other educational personnel is composed ofi

1. The further education of teachers ;'

2i The further edgcation of the leading isludaticnal

officere;

16
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3. *wriest further training of teachers and other
edosatiosel personnel;

and plotebelfigi is itt,the services of the Ministry of tduca-

d, the fur se educatioi of the leading sduzationists

.1d411
time;

5. Ideological - political education of teachers.

All the others 'Splayed in education undergo iompul-
eery studios corresponding to their respective positions.

As to the,forms of the implementation of this'systeu
it is carried out as full -time, part -tile or corresponded.'
studios, or special lectures,

seminars, courses, fellow-
ships sta. are organised'for them, The focal point lies
in iudeppadest individual studies.

lash new teacher, in the s#cond par of his teaching
practise, is enrolled in the first stage, of training, which
SOMIOns the initiattpn of

thetescher-beginnersih J the
Soothing practice.

/allowing this first-stage of the further education
and after several years of teaching practice each teacher
is enrolled in 'post-graduate university studies.

Its goal is further ideological
- political, educational

smd professiesar development of teaohers,.as well as the
improvesest of their work and fostering their all-rouSd
education" )tmeativity. The soured of studies usually
lasts two years and begins at the earliest after six years,
sad at the latest After sight years of the teaching prac-
tise'. the course of post- graduate studies ends with the
stibmissiom of a written paper and with a final examination
before a board of examiners appointed hy tht dean.

leoeiviag an, soadesic degra4 or a higher degree in
education or psychology may be recognised as a form of
post-graduate studies. Part-time studies, shreby the teach-
6r acquires higher qualifications or supplementsthem soy

17
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cording to the needs of the school, may also be recog-

nized.
a

After having gone through the first two Siages-all

teachers are obliged V3 take up specialised studies.

Aliiteachers.and other
educational worker', are cur-

rently b&ing educa.ed in other forme, which ensure the

,renewal of' once and methods of education and the

educational activity of these workers in view of the needs

of the society as well as of the talent and individual in-

terest of each teacher.

After the successful completion ofthe respective

stages of teacheraffurther education, a certificate is

issued; which is a.requirement for fur:ther.proMotion as

well as a 'Salary rise of each individual.

In raising the standard of teachers`` and educational

personel training the theory and practice;of teaching are

c/osely interlinked. To this end there is a network of

schools attached to the faculties, where priC'tical teach-

ing is carried out, and of educational eatahlishments,

where the teacher-students apply their theoretical know-

ledge in all subjects in which they are qualified in

practice. 0

University training of teachers is also closely

ed up with the research work. Faculties of Education and"

University Faculties training teachers participate in

ucientific reeearch,.partiularly
in the field of educa-

tional psychological sciences.

University lecturers training teachervare obliged

to acquire higher political and professional, and mainly

k.methodological qualifications by obtaining PhD or higher

degrees, and by further'siadies in the eatablishaints con-

cerned with further professional training of university

teachers.

,R
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In ag reement with the long-range scheme for the dews-
. lopment of the Csochoslovak educational system tisochers

and educational personnel of all categories shdhldtgredusl-

iy receive a 'caplet, university ducation. The measures

proposed, compared with the present state, represent a

further step tor*ard, namely in the 1W:owing sense:.

1. they unify on a national scale the categOies of

the fields -of studies and the systea"of teachers' training
.

paying consistent regard to the content and,foras of the

'nee conception of education;

2. they increase the nusber of teachers' and Iduca-
. tional professions with university qualifies:Um:a;

3. they improve the quality in the content orteachers'

education in two-subject-courses and unify the prOfessional

e ducation of 'teachers of general Causation subjects for the'

second phase of Basic Schools and.for Secondary Schools;

4. they unify, tiden and deepen the political-educa-

tional; educational-psychological and the didactic

in teachers studies.
9

The,general ider, underlying the ne w conception of

teachers' education is:

1., to train the teacher in the course ofhis univer-

sity studies to become a specialist of a wide scope, who

will then be in a polition to teach at sePepal levels of .

the educational system, as well as at several types of the

educational establishments, thus facilitating his appoint-

ment after graduation from university and his transfer

4? during his teaching career;

2. to design the project for teachers' training as

an open dynasio system, which without major difffoultits

and according to the increasfo% demands of practice,

enables the teacher to improve his qualifications in the

course of a life-long education, to supplement or broalon
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then in keeping with the anntespOrary general' lava and

trends of the development of all other professions under

the influence of scientific-technical progress.

To ensure the above-mentioned tasks a'nitional Goa-
Iagsion of expert* has been set up to investigate the

studies of teachers of general education subjects is gred

5 - 12 of the second phase ot'the Suitt School and of the

secondary schools.

In occordant* with the long-term plot for the develop-

went of the Czechoslovak system of education new Mais fea -

tures sere outlined for the graduates; stet/ plans,

hoses as wellas nateriele have been worked out in order

to achieve nationalwtandardiestion for each partiouier,

teaching subject, and to co-ordinate the content and forms

with regardto the new concept of educationtiollined-th---7---

the document on the further education-of-tie Csestlovak

educational system. tacileacifir is at the same au

educator. Attecticaligiven to the perfection Or the eon-.

tent of thectraining oteechers with two4abjeste, dog

the training of.teaOhers of general education subjecti for

the second phase of the Basic School and for secondary

schools has been unified according to uniform currienla

throughout th4 CSS.R. The and

political training, as well as the ed nal-poyabolo4-

ca, medical and didactic coeponents of towbars' eaftomos,

as well as thirectual professional illubject haVeobean

broadened, unified and substantially enriched. The system

of teaching practice has been newly donceived with respect

to the content, length and structure of its oylaaisetkon.

A system of schools affiliated to the faculties oTeduca-

tics hie been established to Obeure a close connection

between teachers' university training and the school end

social practice.

Thenew system of three stages provides the neceosary

prerequisites for supplementing and improving teachers'

4
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quelifications. Thsr are: the adeptatiort stage

ion Oil first 7Morm libie:14.10401, thwahnoietios stop for

re-lomlificetion stage) in the aystem of post - graduate "

-4 \ .stmdiea, and finally the specieliSation step for those

r1-4 \ !soliciting speeislised 1;eding functionein the field of
(NJ \\ *location. otandord her bun. set for, the content end'

Ctrictwre of srpplessatear and perallel studies of teach-

ars of specialised subjects and of apprentice secondary
*Sheol toechere,

All independent faculties of education, all universi-

ty faculties training totahers enjoy en equal itstei and

havo\s joint *lesion: The new concept of education and

teecit1mm' treic*ng is heihm introduced after thorough re-:
search\I:orh successively as fro' grade one. The first
teacher traided according to the new project will gradu-

ate in the 03711, in

!re' all-Oand training and thyme system of a lifelong
education of teachers and other educational personnel sq

described above will soon be backed by new legal neemuies

a new net onunivereitioo and try new legal statutes issued

br the *misty, of Mdcomdon of the CU and the Ministry

of Mention of theSSM.

pu Ratut imam OF Ts Ace* AND SDUCATIONAL FIMSONNIL II
IRA PROJECT YU 20 MI TOR DIVSLOPONT 07 TO OATCHOSItha

STUMM 01 =CATION,

' Tara TWO
Central Institute for the further iducation of Teachers,

Prague

The revolutionary proceis of tbe'dovelopnAnt of science

and technology Ur a developed sodialiit society revolutioni

21
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ses also the system of education. Its reorganisation is

based on the resolution of the Party docuaent on "The-fur-

. ther developmentof the Czechoslovak oyster of education"

waich outlines the programa, of the school education policy

laid down at the Vth Congress of the Communist Party of

Czenhaeloiakis. Itslbearer in the field of education is

the teacher in whose educational activity should, according

the resolution, prevail the processes of t formative

character instead of the hitherto practised informative

processes which often led to formalism and verbalism in

instruction. %.

Accordingly, the tiemands for a better training of all

educational workers are. naturally rising, toofor in view

of the Objectives of building up a communiet society the

teacher 'Mould be in a position'to shape an integrated

personality of the pupil with firm moral political atti-

tudes and international tenets as well as with an initi-

ative and devoted relation toward wort for the benefit

of a socialist society. The point is to place particular

stress en a creative approach to the iaproveaeut of the

education of the youth in schools and in all out-of-school

edUcational establishments. Therefore great'iaportance is

attributed to the personality of a socialist teacher whose

'creative. personality cannot be substituted for iu the eht

cational work in all types,of schools.

The existing experience and research show that the

university training and preparation of the teachers for

their teaching practice in school as iell'asthe school

itself have not often established famourable,con4itions

for the teachers to be able to cope with the exaoting edu-

cational activities in a creative way, thus increasing

their effectiveness. Between the teachers' preparatory

training and their initith teaching practice there has

been an undesirable break which should gradually be remov-

ed by a systematic organisation of the further education

22
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of teachers and other educational workers aka continuation

of their basic university studies.

Great attentionkis therefore given in Czechoslovakia

to the problems of teacher training and its further impro-

vement. This is an entirely objective pi:Jlio*0n arising'

also from ths,quickening pea* of the scientific-teohnicial

revolution. Mese problems can be successfully and compre-

hensively selved'in the present condition, of a socilk!!

society in whioh the optimum possibilities aneprerequisites

.for a vers.:tile and independent development of the indi-

vidual man have`been established,in keeping with the ad-

vancement of the society and scientific technical know-

ledge.

The exploitation of the advantages of the socialist

community-must needs lead to the co-operation with other

socialist states in integrating the concept of education

also in the,field.of selection, training and farther edu-

cation of teachers and educational workers, even in natu-

rally in different forms. The findings and experience ob-

tained from the reorganization of the eiontentmnd struc-

ture of the school systems in, socialist states help us in

tackling similar problems in the field of school education

which need to be volved in harmony with the soientific

technical progress in a developed socialist society.

One of the adopted docuMents which was apprsAved after

the XVtt. Congress of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia

is the project of the advancement of.Czeohoslovak education

system outlining a long-tdim programme of the education

in the CSSR. The implementation of this programme would be

unthinkable without taking into account the decisive role

of socialist teacher's personality. And it is the teacher

as well as the conception of hie education that are given

due attention; initis document; not'only from the point of

view of a new conception of the content of education but

.23
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also in view of a new system of educational establish-

dents.

The demands for devising a new content of initial

teacher training and further, education are essential.

Teacher training, as any other social phenomenon, is a

variable product of social historical conditions which

directly or inlirectly determine its quelity..Teaofior

training in the CSSR has a long-established trdition

which was, of course, considerably 'larked by the class 41s

tinetions of the bourgeois society and its School 'yet**,

in.which, however, progressive and revolutionary ideas

concerning teacher training were foraulated. With these

trends then the progressive traditions of those teachers!

organisations persistently fighting for a progressive con-

ception of teacher training and its enhancement aleo'idon-

tified themselves. The programme of the Comannist Party

of Csochoslovakia oriented the prewar left wing in the

teachers dovemcnt and the progressive public toiards the

fulfilment of the deaand for a uniform socialist school

and for the university education of teachers, that is to

say, towards the.goale which many generations of progres-

sive teachers onli dreaded of and which the progressive

teachers! organisations were fighting for.

A qualitative reorganisation of teacher training be-

gan after the liberation ofnurrepublic by the Soviet

army. The pqet-var dovelopaent, in which also the topical

and prospective problem* of our social development were

reflected, led to this reorganisation. It is tho'aim of

the present *tags of s developed society to concentrate

all the progressive ideas form the 'past and to apply than

in a creative manner above all to teachers' basic training

and further education.

The quality of all educational work has been.enb

stantially changing with respect to tlItie experience, which



of course assumes that the funciton of tho teacher should

essentially alter as well. There -is an inrvitable shirt

:11vakinparting more knowledge and skilli towards shaping

en iaegrataApalonality of the pupil with a definite sin

' in mind. This'inplies thatthers is .also a shift from iio-

lated educational activity towards planned integrated so- r-

tivitie*affeeting the pupils as a whole and unifying the

'influence.of teachers in class and school with that of

other educational 'Arbors qutsideachool.

Thelsain idea underlyine ihe'ohanged,proposed in the

content of.teachoro' univercittrainincts,-therefere, to

mAelbte teachers'and other educational personnel of a broad
4.* .."-

profeasionalscope sothat they were in a position to teach

at several levels'of,the school education systole and in

various types of the educational establienments. Another

. essential prinoiple,into.devise the teachers' training

scheme as an open dynode system enabling ieachers'and

- educational personnel to acquire higher qualification end,

it necessary, to supplement or widen then in the novae

of theirNifelong education in keeping'with the ..sands of

sooialist society and the tendencies orthe up-to -date -
---

standard of scientifii technical progress.

, The new ceptept of teacher training emphasises the

fact that all the components of teacher training, ie e.

ideological -politica, aorta, educational-psychological,

as well as the knowledge of the teacher'e spcoialist sub-

ject should be in'equal proportion. At thesens time,

teachers' ideological-political dudation i4 conceivekes

a factor which pervades teaohers' education as a whole.

The ideological-political education cannot stand apart

frost the other speci.lised disciplines as it integrator

all of thes,.thue helping to establish permanent bond's

and logical connections within the regularities in the

social and natural sciences:

25.



The desired harmony in the training of teachers also

calls for a new approach to the training of teachers and

educational personnel. The point is to instill teachers with

the abilities to solve educational sitUatioNith the help

of their knowledge of educational end-psychologicaldis-

ciplines, to think over the subject matter and letseek

zreative ways how to impart it methodically to the pups so

that it will become their permanent possession. In this

prdcess conditions are established for teacher's creative

educational work with the pupils which largely involves.

the processes of shaping their moral qualities. teary quail-
\

Tied teacher should, therefore, master not only toe theory

and practice of teaching but also the guidance of education

apart from the school instruction.

Teaching practice is an important factor in the initial

training of teachers and educational personnel. It is WAY

in this way that the prospectiveteacher gets acquainted,

with the practical problems of teaching and educating. Com-

pared with the hitherto existing conception of teaching

practice the new project of the advancement of education

in the CUR moreover includes the field of social-political

practice, Am to the educational establishments, only the

training of nursery school teachers will remain at secon-

dary school level, i. e.at the colleges of iducation. Teach-

ers and educational personnel in schools and educational

establishments for the children and youth between the ages

of 6 - 18 will gradally rabeive a uniform training at the

faculties of education, arts, science, physical training

and sports with regard to their respective subjectai The

teachers of speoialised,aubject* in secondary schools will

bq educated at universities, universities of technology,

ochodis of economics, uniaereities of agriculture and

academies of the arta, and 'partially at special faculties

of the ,eepective universities with the appropriate pro-

feseional orientation towards-education and psychology.

26
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It is therefor, quite natural that also the further edozft-

don of teachers fhobld be conceived asa continuation of

the bisic university training and should be fully linked

with it to comply with the exacting tasks involved in the

reorganisation of the content of the docialist school

system.

Aon-founded and persistent promotion of tne conti-'

unity of the basic university training of teachers and edu-

cational personnel with their further education directed

toward, raising their qualifications calls for a systematic

method in determining the content of the particular types-

and ftsgss.of the further education of teachers and the

.other educational personnel. The uniforms system Of the

further education of teachers and the other educational

personnelJo carried out in three basic etagee; that is to

Bey, the initiation of the teacher-biginners Into teaching

practi5ie, post-graduate studies of teach:141 or studies

after the school-leaving examination at secondary school,

and the so-called interest-oriented studies.

The first stage, the initiation of teachers and out

of- -class idpervisors into practice, follows up immediately

respectiye basic! stuCies. The-teacher-beginners need_

mainly mothOdelegiabl asaistance and advice in tackling

dlfacult sduCational situations and it is necessary for

them to, get to know the life not only in the place of' Ile

school but also in the whole district or region. The work.

with the teacher-beginnersires a great systematic

iffort, particularly on the pare of the headmasters and

educational authorities. Yet the role of the toichei being

initiated into teaching practice should above'all be evident.

an should have not only a natural authority among his pu-

pile buOpo among the teaching staff of the school. This

first stage of the fv'ther education of teacher-beginners

is carried out according td the teachers' individual plans.

-It imcompolsory and lasts a year. Tt.ends 6th an over-

-411011111.
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all evaluation of the teacher including the results of his

educational activities and giving also suggestions for his

further professional development.

The second stage of further education has mainly the

!Unction of innovation. All teachers and educational

worker* with university education go through it in the form

of post - graduate studies, as well as all teachers and edu-

cational workers with secondary-school education, where it

takes the fora of part-time studies after the school-leav-

ingexamination. It is usually a two-graLP course of part-

time studios after the school-leaving exaaination. It is

usually a two-year course,of part-time studies carriedsout

approximataly after 6 8 years of teaching practice. It is

focused on guided individual studies supplemented by courses

of theoretical training. The innovation function of this

stage of further education lies mainly 5 4 *Um preparation

of teachers !Or the application of.p1.1rossive change. to

the teaching practice. This_ rientation of the post-ograduate

or the other type of etudiea will enrich and supplement"the

oopponents of teacher training. The respective universities

or oecondary technical Schools are responsible for the con-

tent, organisation and running of these studies.

The research projects of the state and departmental

nImns which were mainly based on comparative studies of

tome problems in the soolelist countries Ind which involved

also the practical side of organising experimental cources

of teachers' post-graduate studies since the beginning of

the sixties have made an important contribution to the con-

ception of these studies. They set the themes of the basic

theoretical and practical problems of teachers' post-graduate

studies and arrived at important conclusions concerning.the

function of the content, organisation and methods of post-

graduate studies.

A great effort was dev?ted to seeki4g the criteria for

the selection of the content of teachers' poet- graduate

28
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stuuies: issentially a compromise has successfully been

struck between the two extreme views, i. e. the narrow

practical view.cancentrating only on the content which might

limidiately be applicable to the teacher's educational work

.and'a onesided bias towards new diskoveries in science and

technology without paying due regard'to educational aspects.

In this connection a number of theoretical as well as prac-

tioal problems have successfully been solved, e. g. the-

, optimum measure_of the time-load of poet-graduate teachers

has been experimentally:verified, a limiyto the number of .

consultation periods and individual studies. has been set

and some probleia of the orgSnisation and methods of poet-

graduate'studies have been solved.

This experiencaehas also'led:to.the view that ',taking

an academic degree or PhD degree in education, or 'a spe-

cialised course of foreign language studies abroad may be

recognised aura form of the second stage of teachers' fur-

ther education, efentually other forma which will be spe-

cified in the respective instructions under preparation

by thedfiniatry of liducation of the'COR and SSE.

One of these forms may as well be a course of compre-

hensive of'kua2mentary studies or other forms of part -

.iime studies approved to,verve this purpose.

Also the second stage of the further education of

teachers and educational personnel is compulsory, and it

is a necessary condition for receiving a es4ary rise.

This form of the eecond.stuge of further training is

becoming an integral part of a uniform system of a conti-

neous lifelong education of teachers and educational per-.

soMel. Its aim is to raise the ideological-political sten -

dard of the teachers, to innovate, supplement.and improve

their education in the field of education theory and psycho,,

logy as well as in their own subjects. The programme of

post-graduate studies includes selected' questions of Marxist-

-
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Leninist philosophy, ducation, psychology and of the

teacher's particular subject along with the theoretical

problems of their instruction. As to the training in the

teacher's particular subject, first grade teachers in basis

schools who take up a course of postgraduate studies got

acquainted with r'w findings from the theory of Bother

tongue instruction, arithmetic, nature study, civics and

from an optional subject, i. e. music, Art or crafts;

teachers of general education 4...)jects in the 'second grade

of Basic School and in secondary technical and grammar

schools are presented with new findings in their own sub-

r jects along with the respective theoretical methodological

4
training. The programme of post -graduate studies of teachers

and asbistant teachers in schools and establishments for

the children requiring special Car* includes professional

training specialized according to the type of achool or

establishment at which they teach.

The third stags of further edueatiOn is optional and

is.oriented towards the teacher's own interests and spicia-

lization. Teachers can thooee one of the forma of profits

sional studies offered by the central institutes for the

education of teachers and educational workers, regional

institutes of 'education and universities, or other esta-

blishments following the approval and consent of the Mi-

nistry of V.aucation. The content of these studies is. fo-

cuied on the training oil educational specialist., methode-

logists oft sp_oialized subjects, experts in out-of-school

edosdttera, heads of the subject, department* and methodolo

bicAl commisaiona at schools, educational psychologists

(advisers), teachers initiating newcomers etc. These studies

are carried out in the form of part -tine individual studies.

Studying for a higher degree or a good placement in the

national competition Teachers Pedagogical Beading; where

the beat teaohera_reaktheir reports on the results achiev-

ed in the theory and practice of toeching, ray also be

30



rougaised ase)isrm of farther education at this stage.

This !tags also is:Oxides a systematic work with outatind-\

sag and nerited.teachers Wks* experience and fin4inn,'

grime& txam the application of theory to practice and vice

urea's= sigaifioantlrinfluenae not only the wide pods-

'mist" public but also the Marxist'theory of education.

yOadnastors sad their deputies as well as ',hoof'

Amspestewstake part in profusion's" cyclic training which

is alsrp"rt of the furtheroduation system, ioas gradual-

ly establishing the condition, for the continuity'olike'

elpeetivo stages and .types of farther sducatioeconil0Wed

as a iontinnese system of teachers' !reining.'

During the intervals between the realisltiou ofjhr"

rospestivostages of tbwther education Umbers' training -
focused on the topical oroblens of trachine practice rill

)e currently organised by central 'Institutes for the *dn-.

cation of t.achare and educational personnel, district

institutes,ef education, districtcentres of education,

subject departnente and methodological commissions at

schools eir by,Gther professional and research establish-

-.-mints. This continuing education will anabNotluelamohors

and educational personnel to shebang* their experienes

gained fres their education* work and thus will, ini

creative wog, help to raisa the standard of the' preparation

of teachers for the new conception of the content and 'trac-

tor* of our school education system. A systematic ideolo-

cal-splitical education closely linked up with the parti-

cular- at". of the training achieved will continue to form

an integral part of the teachers' further. education systsa.

1,Tha system of the further education of teachers and

edUcational'personnel,,uunged in this way, will become.

a means of:politica control and oduostionaliguiAnnee of

the school education systea, a moans of thrsqualif cation

of teachers and tneirsucialisations'aO well a a tool
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for the innovation 'of education. The.programme for teachers'

further training takes into account the role of the teacher

with a view to his social and professional duties aswell

ae his personal life and fully corresponds to the Nuke

functions of the teachers' further edueption system. Tr

shall make use of the results of some researches of the

state and departmental plans to achieve a more effective

4 concentration 4n the content of teachers' further education.

The choice of the dontent should follow up the results of

the basic studies and should continue to pay due, regard to

the teacher's professional and personal development, to the

achievements in the fields of science, and mainly anticipate

the changes in the school education system. Last but not

least, there is an important probld, to-be solved, how to

establish the basic relations between :ducitional establish-

ments, social institutions, and communication media vir

teachers" self-education without unnecessarily overloading

them.

The given basic functions of the teachers' further

education system suggest that working out the conception

of an Integratad eystem of'thia education implies that

a number of theoretical and'practical problems should be

solved for this system of further education to become an

effective form of teachers' continuous education throughout

their lives thus providing the conditions for their success-

ful self-education.

The unusual and ever increasing advances in science,

technology and-culture thus call fdr such a system of 'educe-

tiohNizhieh would safeguard'man's security in the socialist

aociet .and ensure his powers and abilities to react active-

ly and commitedly to the continous changes in social life.

This process makes it imperative that a continuous, education

and 60.f-education should become man's permanent assets under

socialism and weaunism.
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The iducitionarantem can therefor% no longer be con-
4eived and established as Iioospl,_t*d closed spites, Mainly
from the point of view of future pibspects, which, naturally
applies to the system of teachers' education as well, The
need becoies apparent to build up teechere'edUittion as
well. The need becomes apparent to build up' teacharsiedu-
cation as a compreheneive open system of initial higher
training and farther education inclusive of post-graduate
studies - And some. prerequisitei

have iilreedy,been isiab-
lishOd in the present conditions, main* in the present forms

further education-organised by thereiional'institutes'
of education, and district centres of; education in co -opera-
tionwith the Socialist Acidosis -Slid inthe form ofyest-
lraduate studies carried out at the respective.universities
iriiming teachers.- 0 1

.

The adopted tabke assigned in the field of teachers!
training by the paid and government supreme bodies have
eignifican*ly stimulated also theoretical eflucationiets to
deal with the theoretical problems of teachers: continous
lifelong education and thus provide well-founded bases for
the solution of the conceptual problems involved in a emcee -
sive re ganisation of the wontent and structure of'the whole
educational system. Therefore, also the investigation of the
system of teachers' education as a whole is coming to the
fore, as it forms an integral part of the whole system of
education in the CSSR. Ont main project of the department's
general scheme of the researches in the field of school
education is therefore entirely devoted to the problems of
a continuous lifelong education of teachers and other edu-
cational workers. Essentially, the main point is to work
out the theory Hof a lifelong education system and its ad-
vancement:on which the conception of the system and its
structure is based and then to determine the internal con-
nection with the demands of a developed socialist society.
In, this way we would like to discover new functions of the
teacher in the perspective historic situation, to show the
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stimuli and conditions of his personality development as

well as social demandson the tesdher in confrontation with

his potentialities for. performing his at:min-professional

roles. This conception.of the research work implies that

a systematic use Aill be made of the results of the previous

departmental and state researa'projects and of the results

of the investigations carried out at the former Teacher

Training College in Prague" and in Bratislava as well as

of the experience end co-operation with the socialist

coutries, namely with the USSR, GD# and PRP, The main project

for our research work will also be concerned with the follow.

ing problems focused op the respective stages= of teaehers'

training: the choice of prospective teachers; a complex of

problems concerning the teachers' training carried out at

-the faculties of education and providing the basis for

further education, thus constituting component in the

lifelong education concept; post-graduate studies and spe-

cialized studies oriented towards the teacher's own inte-

rest; cyclic training of headmasters, their deputies and

school inspectors.

Impiric researches will be carried out to verify the

bonception of th- individual stages and forma iof the fur-

ther education of teachers and educational personnel. Spe-

cific features of educational activity and personal as well

as professional situations of teachers and the other educa-

tional personnel with a different length of practice will

be investigated with a view to the aspects of the content

and methods applied in the individual stages and forms of

their further education..

The subject of the researches will coniern tht follow-

ing: the teacher-beginner and the adaptation phase of his

further education, teachers and educational peraonner with

many years of practice, such as headmasters, school inspem-

tors, or educational psychologists (advisers), initiating

teachera and their role in the adaptation, Phase of the

. 34
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teedher.-oeginnerel4thar education, and thopecialiestion

Ported to the Wag triiinisig. The proWems of teachers'

pestssradeete stediee will follow up Use results of previous

jolgstisatiopa log 'ill. *ably colcentrato on harmonising

the mei pogrom* of thesectudiis with the conception of

the, peogisMis of tesebers' lifelong education, and on the

uPPOOmiste methods. Itiwill also be :accessary to analyse

INA lOvestimate the esitett, forms and methods-of the teach-

,ete" *merest traiani provided Or regional institutes of

edulaties mg district *entree of education in the periods

between the roepeetive stages of the further education.

ft:Ma initiative sae stimuli to further education foetus..-

id by ettneational eetebliiihnente represent * problem which

pervades ali.the stages and form: of de further education

: sod which, therefore, will also be subject to analytic-

synthetic investigations.

The research work oriented inibie way will continue

to attempt to establich thworetic*1 prerequisites for

ehe shaping personality of-ileohere throughout their'lives,

fttlimpiii-ii terms of structure the goes, content and

methods of education which would meet the demands of ol!

esetalist society. The objective will be to show the *pin

stimuli to the development of teacher's personality, to

suggest the strategies and tactics in implementing the

teseheri' lifelong education, to work out the respective

projects and obtain experimental experience with the parti-

oiler stages of the ftrthir eausation, and to submit pro-

peCals for theirsystenatio implementation.

aucceen in devising the theoretical concept of teach-

ers' lifelong education is largely dependent on a good

soak of the methodology of ,the structwal spites* approt h

**which the problem at the educational process era of inter-

linking the :fora and methods of putting it into practice

will constituMe the actual dialectical unity of education,

theory and practice.
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In the conditions of a developed socialist society the,

theoretical prOblema of teachers' education in various so-

cialiat.countries are similar. It is therefore natural that

there is a common effort to tackle than as efficiently as

possible)
XN1
CZI

It is indisputable that-the success in carrrlig out

to the prinqiples of the adopted reeoLution on %S further de-

velopa of education in the CSSR.is mainly dependent on

the qudiity of the educational work of teachers, exp4rts

in practical teaching and educational personnel in schools

and educational establishments, as well as educational

authorities. and government bodies. All of than may profound-

ly influence and improve the quality of the content and

structure of the reorganisation of education in ths.CSSR.

A goal-directed uniform system of teachers' lifelong edu-

cation carried out step-by-step will'be an efficacious tool

,if it becomes common property of each of its participants

helping him to aquit himself well of the ever increasing

and more exactin tasks involved both in the theory and

practice of teaching.

TEACHERS AND THE NEW CONCEPTION OF THE FIRST PHASE OF BASIC

SCHOOLS

Miro/Way Kofinek

Faculty of Education, Charles University, ?revs

As from the beginning of the school year 1976-77ths

Li) new scheme for the furt'4r development of the Oseehoslovak

educational system is grodually beginning to .134 implemented.°

+)
The further development of the. educational system. The pro-
ject and report giving the reasens. The individual projects.

,,.. Ministry of Education of the GSM and the Minlatm of Edur
4c. cation of the SSR, 1976, pp. 64 - 112.'

,
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The first concrete steps are being taken to put iito prac-
tice the resolutions adopted at the Clechoslovak.Cemmunist

Party 'a Vth Congress with regard to upbringing and edu-
cation, especially the tal of introdpeting.step-,by-step t

and after due deliberation a complete secondary school *du-
cation for all. The denand that this should be done step -by-

step is evident in the approach to the realisation of the
new scheme, namely from the initial stage; the demand that

this Shouldhe.carried out with due deliberation lies in
the fact that the predict is being put into effect following

thorough Preparation and long -tern verification. .

Oiranted that there are serious changes in the sphere(

of pre-school education and in the preparation of children
for school, but the greatest aaount of attention is tiling

focused on the introduction of the new conception in the
first phase of Elsie School, which as from the school year
1971 - 2 $s gradually being established as a fourtgrade one

(hitherto five grades were traditianil in Csechosievakia)

and where tbs.'s is the most markt lenge in content.+)

Hitherto the fiist phas* of Basic S4loole aimed at

forming habits in reading, writing, arit.buielic and at im-

parting elementary knowledge about nature and society; now
the emphasis is on the establishment of a grounding in edu-

cation in general, which is then developed in the later
sehobl grades. This follows from the finding that the all-
round maturing of a cnild is to a great eztent liable to

the education he receives at the, very beginning of his

school attendance and that the potentials fot his develop-

ment are far higher then was wowed.

Kofinek, Rntwicklungsperspektiven der Unteretufe
der allgeminbildenden Schule in der CSSR. Vergleich-a
ends Pidegogik, 12, 1976, No. 4, pp. 175 - 378
374 - 375. (TbeDevelopment Prospects of the.Pirst Phase
Of Basic ;School in the Czeohoelovak Socialist Republic.)
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This new approach to the education at this stags of

course puts far higher demands on the quality of the

teacher's work. Thum the project for the further develop-

ment of the Czechoslovak educational system also envisages

an advance inthe preparation and further education of ,

teachers due to realise this scheme. In this respect ex-

perience from other socialist countries, in particularthe

Soviet Union, is being made use
+) The purpose of this

paper is to show how this aim is reflected on teachers

concerned with the instruction in the first phase of Basic

Schools.

The teacher a role in the education system. In many

studies on education and in weighty educational-political

document stress is laid on the leading role of the teacher

in the educational process, and, in this connectiont also

his task in perrectiag.the school didactic system, In

analysing the system of education in schools the, teacher;

as one of the four fundamental eleients of this system, is

described as the subject and simultaneously as the object

of communist education.
+++) This is because-the teacher, at

a certain level, identifies himself with the project of up-

bringing and education, and in'the given school and broader

social condition* realizes the basic teacher-pupil relation-

ship.

Taking into account the complexities of the educational

system, radical changes in this system cannot be undertaken

by merely changing the project (the symte of goals, sylla-

bus). and corresponding ways and means), but above all by

BaranoT, S. P. - Volikova, T: V., Podgotovka uabitelej

nachal noj ehkoly. Sovetskaja pedaegike, 1972, No 6,

pp. 98 -.105

++) Havlft, J., Tomorrow's Successes ,Ares Born in Today's

Work. Uditelskd noviny (Teachers Wows) 30. 6. 1977,

No 26, p. 1 and the following.

a++) e. g. )(Wel, B., The Socialist School of the Future. John

Amos Comenius Institute of Iducation, Prague 1973
Okon, W., The Theoretic Bases for the Didactic System in

Socialist Schools. Pedagogika, 1971, No. 2, pp. 219439
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'influencing the teacher's activities. we hays learned front
some of the poet school reforms

that the activity of the
teacher is consider-011y etabilisid in certain conditions
and,thets more alteration in)the adulation law,, lurricula
and so on have no marked effect. An analysis of this pheno-

. menon.hai therefore shown thatAhoes (damps in the systea
carried out not 'only through the agency Of decrees issued
cfrellatioVe", but also those carried'qut "frog within" have
the highest hope for success, kn our case this asansguiding
the teacher to take an active share in the iaprovement of
the educational 'system and leading, bin to the conviction
that what has been done up till now not efficacious
enough.

The introduction of a university education for all
tesebsueLfor the first phase of the Basic Schools-in, 1939
provided fertile ground for the improvement of the.eduos.
tion at this stage. At present almost half the,staff in
this category have graduated from

university. By digress
the - number of teachers for the fii-st phase of BasicBohools
who have also taken a post -graduatmcoureein their subject
is increasing. lherethe laiulties of iducatiow ave ful-
filled their tasks well, it has been evident in the gra-
duates ' fresh approach to the prepared and current changes.
in thi conception of teaching. Whereas teachers' training
at .Colleges and similar-establishaents.could

only lead to
the immediate application of the knowledge acquired, a me-
chanical passing on of knowledge, the Faculties of Bducstion
now pave them for theegraduatep to be creative in their
work on thebmiis of deeper theoretical studies combined
with a scientific analysis 0 the educational process. It may
be assailed that the teachers thus prepared arc more willing
to accept and realise will-founded

changes Inthe educational

,

system.

Thanks to the improvement of the system of teachers
further education the raising of the'political standards
of the other teachers and their higher specialised quali--

S
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ficationa are also not left to *ham*. Conditions are pro

vided for these teachers to consciously broadei and improxe

the teaching skills
they attained at various es4ablishmonl1.

The teacher's role in verifying the new conception of

the first phase of
Basic Schools. The above -mentioned start-

ing points led a teas of researchers and the eddcatpnal

authorities responsible
to work out, as part of the proce-

dure for the
verification of the new conception of the

first phase of the Basic Schools as from the sdhool year

1971-1972, also a programme for the preparation of the

teachers for the experimental schools for the entire period

of plperimental verification.
4.) It was stipulated that the

central Ministry of
Education should be in charge of the

preparation of 22 teachers of osporimental.clasaes in the

regions (the 1st stage of verification)Tor'the'entire four

years of experimental yea-ification; and the respective

RegiOnal
Inatitit* of Education should be 'responsible for

the preparation of 73 teachers for the other experimental .

classes (the second stage of verification). recommendation

was also made to organize. as part of the Institutes' work,

collective 'dart* by experimental school teachers to schools

in their region, or at least to some of thee.

The improvement of the syllabuses for the new concept-

ion has also led to the extension of their further function.

They have biTose a fundamental educational document with

a conceptual guiding function.'That is why teateers,studid

these ayllabusis as part of the organised preparation, first

in connection with the basis educational-political docusents

and then in,connection-with
specialified and methodological

literature, as well as in connectiahldth the experimental

text-books and other methodological material.

Following this groundwork, they then proceeded with

their own preparatiom for
educational work with children.

Kotinek, M., The Preparation
of Teachers at the osoulty

of Education in view of the New Conception of the First

Phase of Basic Schools. Komenekt, 1970, No. 8, pp. 491-499.
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'Parma-even in this new conception can the school sylla

bites bt a substitute for the teacher", own educational

ptogramm., although they greatly facilitate its olabo-

naiad. It was the task of the teachers of experimental

elasems:to *astir.:

a) that the educational activities in the experimen-

tal glasses should tats place consintently according to

the syllabuses and(fie methodological guide - lines, md

. that the experimental text-boOks and other verified ma-

terials be need;

b) that all the data on the educational activities

regarding the adequacy of the tasks'assigned in the isivin

time, the diffichltits arising and so on, are amasP-4 cc-

'cording to the instructions of the researcher°, tut that

t5s records of thee data are handed over to research
workers regularly;

o) that according to a co- ordinated programme, the

planned oral and written examinations are set, while strict-

ly adhering to the principles laid down for these exams,

and that the results are submitted to those responsible.

In the course of verification the principle was ap-

plied that;the teachers n, only test the new educational

system, but that they alsodovelop its teaching methods

and enrich it with their own didactic approach. The teach-

ers creativeness soul naturally not be concerned with

chsngss in the already verified conception, but was to find

full scope elsewhere:

a) in searching for new pos'ibilities for exploiting

the curricula for ideologicalveducational ends thus to

pro3ote an integrated development of the pupils' persona --

0 in the *dvancesant of inter-subject relations,

shish have not been fu]ly worked out in the experimental

-syllabuses;

4
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c) in a more thorough methodological elaboration of

teaching, in linking up beater teaching with life, in the

encouragement of pupils tb work independently, a suiliblS

motivation of teaching and so on;

d) in a new approach to the evaluation of the pupil .

and awarding marks (stressing the positive aspects in the

evaluation and so on);

e: in'organising the commu4ty life in the class, in

Waking use of the pupil' self-administration, in assist-

1 ing the Pioneer. Organisation of the,Union of Socialist

Youth etc.

A no lose significant task of the teachers of,experi-1

mental classes was-to win the Understanding and support-of

parents ind the approval of the general public for thi^

new venture.

The teachers were continually reminded to consider

the experimental syllabuses and tuition texts as materials

still subject to be teetc;c1 as to whether they are really

profitable, even though they had been verified in prelimi-

nary partial research projects. It was stressed that only

those materials helping to ensure the integrated develop-

ment of essentially all the children,, and not those dis-

regarding the disregarding the difficulties of A substan-

tial section, would be considered as successfully verified

=eq. Hencea demand was made for objective and truthful

teacher's reports of the actual situation in every, case,

which were to be weighed by the research workers.
ts

TheNylfluence of the work according to the new con-

ception one teacher. The teachers' preparation for the _.

experimental verification of the new conception was con-

siderect-to- be-one -of-thc-ifigiiiffainit prerequisites fora'

succeasful fulfilment of the new educational tasks. Hoke-.

over it was assumed, and the preliminary experience from

the experimental work confirmed this, that the teachers,

42
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especial:4in the course of their own teaching practice

accordi to the experimental syllabuses, experimental

text-b and other didactic materiels, will gain a deeper

insi into tile new conception and be convinced of its

ad tease. Itimosairapperent that a comparison of former

salts witii.the present aohieveients in the educational

were a persuasive proof foxothe teachers. For instance

the majority of teachers eventually expressed themselses

infavourmf teaching mathematics on the'baiis of sets as

having advantage) also for the effective transfer of the,

mathematical' knowledge gainfaito the 'oiliere of nature

state, for the development of creative, indtlpendent'think-

ing in the child, for the improvement of conditions for

the pupils' world ontloOk education etc.

.7. Am the teachers became more experienced, so they be -

damemore active during, the seminars arranged with the re-

search workers. This activity gradually tended towards

a deeper knowledge of the we conception in their parti-

cular school subject, also leO to o continuous impro-

vement in thenes conc. ion's content and in its proce-

dural aspects, which was, evident especially in the Con-

sentsuld suggestions put forward by the teachers for the

perfeation of the verified texts.

The teachers of experimental. classes gradually changed

their attitude towards the new conception. This was ascer-

tained from the comprehensive reports on the experience of

,teaching in the individual grades asUne of the indicators

c the success of'this teaching conception. For example ,

the teachers were supposed to mention in their reports

whether, it they had, a dhoiceibetween work according to .

the current usual syllabuses and work in an experimental_

alas:, they would choose the latter. It was evident from

the data processed that only an unsubstantial section of.

teachers at experimental schools (3,3 % in the 4th grade,"r

up to 7,1'5 in the 3rd grade) expressed a reserved attitude
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or rejected the work based on the experiiental syllabuses.

Some of them also gave their reasons (e. g. the new con-

ception requires far more preparation of the teacher). As

verification preceeded it was noted that from the lower to *

the higher gradek there was rising proportion of marked

poillitive teacher's attitudes (in the 4th grades 76,8 % and

in the 3rd grades 19,9 S).

The attitude of the rest of the teachers at the expe-

rimental schools, who did not actually teachAn the experi-

mental classes, was reported on by the experimental class

teachers regarding the former's interest in the current

experimental teaching, and their willingneek to take on

teaching in the new experimental 'liaise. It was apparent

from the analysis of the data ob id that a 1/4 to 1/3'

of the non-participating teachers in the verification,sche-

me held syeserved or negative view of the project. The

prevailing reasons given for this attitude was apprehension

of the exacting work. Here too, hoesver, as verification'

proceeded there was an increase is the number of teachers

wbo were swayed towards a positive attitude to the new

ooneeption in the education in the f:rat phase of the Basic

Schools. This was obviously the outcome of'more and more

information about the new conception, Us to organised vi-

sits of these teachers to demonstration lessons in the ex-

perimental amused, to the.publioa ions and articles on

the new conception.in methodologies journals and the daily

pries ets. A convincing proof was eiv at the end of the ,

individual stages of the verification ork when the vast

majority of th, experimental class teac era reiterated that

they had no, desire to return to the form r teaching con-

ception.

The main lord of the educational activity in the first

phase of Basic Schools lies on the form teacher, who is

\reeponsible for the instruction in all, or soot, of the

subjects and usually takes the same class for two years

44
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(.. g. for the 1st and 2nd gradeor 3rd and 4th grade).

Considering that soma of the school subjects. require the

teachers to have specialised abilities and skills, it was

recommended thit the experimental instruction be organised to

mkii use of the teacher's specialisation, not only isrsome

chooser subjects, but also according to grade*, or in some

groups within the grades.') That ib why during the verifil-

cation data was collected about thi teachers' opecializa-

tions and the teachers' procedure with certain group of ,

pupils. An analysis of the data shows that'in the first two

grades of Basic: School teachers moat frequently specialise

in mode, art or physical training and often also in crafts.

in the uwersrades.the number of these teachers increased
: and in individual cases specialised inatruction,was extend-

ed to other school subjects.-

An analysis of the data regarding the apecialisAtion

of teachers according to the grades indidated that in about

quarter of cases the presumed optimal procedure was ar-
ranged, i. e. °Unfit teacher after the second. grade,

after be had been in charge of the class for two years

(= the lat'and 2nd grades or in the 3rd and 4th grades).

About one third of the teachers taught their own fors from

Cite mat 'to the 4th grades. Many teachers_ at the experiien-

til schools and 'their hpadaasters explained this state of.

affairs by pointing oui the difficulty in starting work

from the 1st grade according to the new conception while

,verification'was already,going on. This then seemed to be

typical bay of the verification stage and of the initial

period of the iL4roduCtion of this conception. Some special.

types of procedures (e. g. one teacher in the 1st and 2nd

grade, alwais'a new teacher in the follolng grades) occui-

1.14J7 ohapoo dolo tptcaphebeine Polcdellewborep_er

some teacbire going on-maternity leave eta...

X4finek, U., The Optimal Systes of Sold-Specialized
.

Teaching in the First Phase of the Basic, School. Peda-
gogika, 1911, No. 3, pp. 379 - 398.
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The preparation of teacher:1'ns a leans, of implementing

the sew conception in general. The verification' process and

the results of the new conception of the first phase of the

Basic Schools confirmed that the decisive factor that

breathes li/e into the new didactic systenis the teacher.

The new conception is considerably exacting in its high de-

mands, because it is not concern d merely with some aspects

and details, but with the systes of educational activitvtas

a whole in the first phase of Basic Schools. The new con-

ception's marked focus on the children'. activisation in

acquiring a cammaid of the newebontent.requirea, ,specially

at the beginning of the year in each grsde, exceptional

efforts on the pait of the teacher in overcoming the initial

difficulties, when ingrained procedures seat be abandonoR

and custonary routines discarded.-Many well-meant pedago-t

Sical and edFcational -political measures adopted in the.

past were not carted out thoroughly, just because the

teachers were not duly prepared, or because their objec-

tives were unsuitable and superficial.

Pros thii experience conclusions were drawn concerning

the ensurqnce for the preparqtion of the teschers_involved

in the introduction of the new conception by a sufficient

number of qualified' lecturers, which included above all

the authors of the.new conception, professionals from the

Regional Institutes of iduaation, who from the very begin-

ing participated in the preparation and verification, the

selection of teachers for experimental schools, who veri-

fied the new materials and thedistriot sethodologists,

who (slimily followed the verification work: This prepara-

tion was assigned'to the net-work of establiehment for ths,

further education of teachers. !

The teacher's preliminary preparation for teaching

according to the syllabuses and text-books wee sapped out

in two forms in the cc -ordinsted programme of the stipvby -

step introduction of'the new of:inception:
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a) as basie,poparation, always in the course of the

-school year that preceedeO the introduction of the new con-

cept*** in-the given year;

'bY as supplementari preparation during work with the

new -text-books and the sithodological =Aerial in the given

year.

Se basic preparation applied the following wolis and

means:

lectures (instructions) by eiparts trot the Faculties

of lducation; the Besearch Institutes of Zducation and

the DegiOnal Instituteiof lducationooncerning the con-

tent .x conaiition.of teaching in the first phase of Basic

-Schools as a whole and in theindividusl school subjects

for each grade in particular; .

the individual study of materials enpisining the new

conception (collections ofilectures, papers by research

workers, articles in methadblogical and specialised journals,

radio and television broadcasts);

seminar* following gp the individual studies led by

reseerch workers, the mathodologists of the Regional. In-

stitutes of Zducation, teheistriot Centres of lduaation

and by selected teachers trot the experimental schools;

complete sets of pupils' didietic:materials, inclu-

sivnemethodological material for the teachers; to en-

able them to gain a concrete idea of the now 'system, the

content smd the teaching oonception.

For 'supplementary preparation the following ream-

nendations were made:

model class demonstrations at the experimental schools

in the districts -for groups of visiting teachers from other

Basic Schools;

mutual visits of teachers to demonstration clasees

from several schools with the participation of the district,

asihodologist etc.;

4
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guide and checked close -demonstrations (headwaters,

inspectors, mithodologisti, research assistants'at !acuities

of Idusatica and the Research Institute of lducation)j

filmstrips (slides), transparencies for back pro -

jection and other teaching aids that serve as,object les-

sons supplementing -.the lectures and seriners of experts

and nothodolOgists;

small exhibitions of nee aids and other educational

mediiinade practical use of in the experimental schools;

examplft of the experimental schoole'pupilsieritten

wort (siercise..bootscrough'exercise -hooka, drawings, handi-

craft objects etc.).

Bearing in mind that since the school year 1975-*

always in the course of one year, for a'period of four

years, about 20 1 to 25 1 of ell teachers of tno first

pinst of Basic Schools hive been training in this Way using

the various tours of preparation, and moreover since the

school year 1978-77 doPPlowentary preparation for the intro -

duction of the new conception has gradusalytbeen organised

for another 20 1, to 25 It of tesoht.re, then it is obvious

that snob preparation must be thoroogbly contemplated, or-

ganised and be well staffed and materially ensured., In the

course of the school year 197576 and in the subsequent

years the headwaiters and their deputies at Basic Schools

and all the inspectors of Basic Schools were acquainted

with the essential' principles of the changes to be carried

out, in illustration of how this venture wee'guided bya

plan may be seen from fig. 1 on p. 49.

Apart from the above-mentioned system of preparation,

there were schemes for the further running of extensive

single event., which contributed to heightening the tea-

chers' and the general public'e interest in the aqviseg-.

ad changes. In particular-tho-commemorationa-of-John-inos

Comenius marked in the Uherek$ Brod district were exploit-

ed in this respect. Also the series of radio broadcasts
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School years:

was:sass XXXXXX samassas

The steps for the

introduction of

the MAW conception

in *the first pbass

of Basis Schcols

1974-75
amass

1975-76

.

1976-77

is

grade 1

1977-78

saa mmanammasm

a:14c1

grads 2

1978-79

grade 1

grade 2

grade 3

1979-80
spasm's,/

grade 1

grads 2

grade 3

grade 4

Lecturers

(selection,,.

instructions)

grade 1

grads 2

grads 3

grid* 4

--.......-

No..
...1

.. -- ----

Teaclutrs

(f4 stage)
-

grads 1

grads 2

grads 3

grads 4

80 brio

'

55 brs

..---..

55 brs

0 55 hrs

Rsadaistirs

of Basic '

Schools and

their depu-

ties

grads 1

grads 2

grads 3

grade 4

24 are

24 bre

24 hrs

24 hre

,

Regional and

district

school

.inspectors

grads 1

grads 2

grade 3

grade 4

18 bra
.- 18 bra

-

-.4.

18 hrs

N,__ 18 bra

'

1

Out -of -class

supervisors

grade 1

grade 2

grade 3

grads 4

36 hrs

36 bre

36 brs

36 hrs

____Xaoh.-teatraining-jort ths-new,conempticrn of upbringing
and education at Basic Schools. tea:Ours

News, 1977: No. 4: P. J.
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for teachers, for instance 'ex th. school year 1976-77,fea-

tared the preparation for the introduction of the now con-

ception in the seconSgradoscof the Basic Behoai.

Apart from these forme of preparation, whose immediate

ails was the moss introduction of the now coneeptionsof o6u-

oation.to children in the first phase of Basil School, this

conception also dealt with the preparationof teacher trai-

ns.. at Faculties of Education and the pest - graduate stu-

dies of teachers of the first phase of Basis Schools, also

at these faculties. The essential aim was to oliabato the

need to organise new training in preparation for work as-

cording to the newsyllabuses, no sooner had the trainees

finished their courses. That is wily from the very outset

of the verification of tioachers. training for thefirst

phase of Basic Schools litres: was laid on these aspect!

of the content of all those school soblocts and podagegi -

cal disciplines that torn the basis of the new ooneeption

of the first phase of the Basic Schools. In the content of

the instruction of the individual nethodological prom-

dunes the concrotonnalysis of the subject matter is ques-

tion and lts methodological
presentation in each year was

strictly applied. At least part of the -teaching practise')

(especially the long -tern practice periods) took place at

the experimental schools.
(Verification was also carried

out at the Basic Schools affiliated to tue imulties of

Whcation. The Faculties of Zducation had a sufficient num-

ber of copis of the new syllabuses, text-kooks and ether

methodological aaterials forming the tools for the inpie-

aentation of the now conception.

As from the school year 1976-77 =tenet,' changes

'are being carried out in the structure of4he courses at

Faculties of =motion for trainees for the first phase

of the Basic Schools. This is to ensure that the graduates

attain qualifications to meet the demands required of then

in the prospective advance of the initial stages of ado-

,'
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cation and apbringiag.'Considering theiteadency to unify

the iubjiats tabenin comma by ell teicher trains**, %belie

js an theXele head the requirement stemming Tice the ant.-

versal features that should-characterise the teacher'gra-

duet* in the idealegicalpolitical and moral sphere, in

the pedagogical and psychological sphere as well as in his

can subjest, and en the ether hand there is a demand for

the sp*ciflo acconplishments vital to the teacher graduate

due to take up his cared, at the firerphase of Buie

dehobi. Uwe qualities required of the graduate teacher,

for the first pima* of Besic School are necessary, because

the %emitter at this stage of the school is the only-teacher,

the given alas has, providing instruction in all subjects

of the syllabus. Apart from this he can also function.**

a supervisor in the usual establishments for children in

the .say school stage. This assess

that he has a high atandaid of general 'education,

,...that he has a good comma of the national culture, Imps-

*Wirth, progressive traditions, children's literature,

the theatre, filsm and other media, whose contents and meais

of expression have an emetional effect on the young children;

that he takes an interest in all current cocial of-

fairs, in the development of science and technology and

culture, 'that he is capable of asking their significance

and essence meaningful for the children in the light ON,

a scientific world,eutlook;

that he is aware that the fundamental prerequisto

for success in his profession is a thorough knowlhdge of

the pedagogical, psychological and social'laws of the edu-

cational process, that he therefore continually broadens,

. perfects and modernises hisskecialised education and is-

proves. his teaching skills bearing in and the integrated

development of the pupil'e pervuelity at the firet phase

of the Basic School;

r"
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that he has a command of the methodology of the sub-

jects he is teaching, that he has en appreciation of music

and singing, is versed in drawing, has neat handwriting.

and is skilled in handicrafts, is physically fit and agile;

that his manner of speech is highly cultured, using correct

standard language, perfect in Arm and content;

that he is familiar with the problem of defective

children and on the basis of this knowledge can provide

the necessary care for their successful development and

help in mitigating the social
consequences of their deecta;

that he has a true knowledge of the contents and forms

of educational work in the-top department for children in

nursery schools;

that he is capable of co-operating with the leaders

vof the Pioneer Organisation of the Uniod of SoCialist Youth

'and, taking an initiative share in the
out-of-class and out-

- of-school children's guidance, that be is theoretically

and practically prepared for work in village schools in

cleaves including more grades, and is capable of organizing

the pupils' independent work
in_groups according to the

grade's contained in the one class.
4

The *beim-mentioned spaci4c features that must cha-

racterize the graduate teacher forthe first phase of the

Basic School stem from the fact that. the universal quali-

fication of the teachers of this category are essentially

unified, i. e. each of them is qualified to teach all sub-

Sects in all grades of the given school stage, and this

also applies to schools with a lesser number of classes.

At the same time each teacher is qUalified more thoroughly

in a specific sphere of upbringing and eduoation and for

public activities.

The general ideological-political
and moral features

of the graduate teacher are substantiated in emphasising

the problems in the country and in the agricultural die-
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trActs end in stressing the social and 2,mgal probles* of
,th4,90mily and the care for children ankyouth.lhe bey
qrimliti.rfiquirsd of the teacher graduate for the firk
grade offBakic School'is his ,edagogical and psychological

,

qUilifications. The graduates suet therefore have an ale-
gusts command of the science of education incluive of the
methodology of the subjects they take and thamethodologyL
of educational guidance, hive formed habits to study in- '\

demdentlyi4edegogical literature and-be well-versed in
'the basic organisational end communicatLve teacher's skills.
At the Maaatime they shpuid have' the ability to give a
!W.", integratedimageOf the demlopment of the child in
the_early.stagii of school. In fact taken as whole they-
should ispleseit and prove their potentials for a creative
approach in this sphere.

With regard to the school subjects,the qualified
teachWhas a full comaamd - deterained by the currant and
_future deaands of :the methodology of teaching -.oft'. tother'
tongue, arithmetic and one further-obubject of his.own choice.'
As far is the other subjects contained in the syllabus of
the first phase of the Biiic School ere pbacerned the teach-
ers are capable of carrying out the essential teacher's.

assignimmt9 and are acquainted with the methodology of these
subjects. The graduates are sore thoroughly prepared for'
handicrafts, orart, or physical traininror audio. In this
chogen field they comply with requirements for condficting
spicialised teaching at the first phase of Basic, Schools,
for work as out-of-class supervisors and for"the guidance
in the divelopsent of children's, youth and adult hobby
activity.

The characteristic featdres outlined of the-teacher
graduati for the'firetphase of Basic Schol:are, however,
typical of the beginner in the teaching profession or-as
a *supervisor, who only after sone experience and further

self-educatiofi acquires the abitities to rpn a mchool, or

53
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other educational
establishment, to work in specialised

clasiss or as a methodologist of some school subject thus

influencing the work of other teachers.

Similar changes have been prepared in the post-graduate

studies for t;a4hers of the first phase of-Basic Schools.

Work has begun on the
systematic preparation of texts to .

be studied' for all forma 12 training and for the further

education Of teachers for the first Phase of Basic Schools.

Conclusion. From the Oata obtained on the task of .the

teaoherstii the verificatimm,of the new conception of the

first phase of Basic School it is evidenyhat their peril-.

cipation in implementing the
research prOjeci. for one thing

extended the source of information regarding the verified

materials, and for another shaped moue effectively the

teachers' positive attitude towards the envisaged changes.,

e data concerning the teachers' training for the overall

implementation of the new conception indicated-that this-

training must become a vitally organic part and tool of

sill the planned chases in
the content and methods of odd-

cational work in scalls.

In aolvino the abote-aantioned problems and in the

confrontation with the experience of other socialist'iount-

riss, it has cos* to light, however, that the app aches

mentioned are dependent on the. given situation with retort

to qualified teachers and the given system of training

teachers for the first phase of Basic Schools. From the

point of view of solving aimilar problems with long -ramie

prospects new issues arise. In particular it is the preblea

of.sliminating the multi-subject training of .teachers in

this category, the possibility of a more narked speciali-

sation for ills individual school subjects (or group of sub-

jeote)-at-this school stage, the quastion of the relation-

Ohio between the .pedagogical triiniig of nursery,school

teachers and the teachers for the first phase of Basic

Schools etc. These are almost all problems that should be
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solved as a part of international co-operation. There can
bon° doubt that ens of the limiting factors putting * brake

on the ingenentation of all the goals and sesairts in the
_'--4 , rotors of the educational systua is the gumption of train-

log Unbars to carry out these WelAiOnt andmasures.

114IC 01 IMPACTING 251 SISTIN TRACHUS'NURTUR =COATI=

A. V. Darinakij

Aoademi of Idnoa*ional Samoa" of the WE, Leningrad

The 4,sportance of raisins the qualifications of "(Wilk-
.

tional workers at the -presentiiage. It is acromikaumledav ,

--trit-theiiialts of pupils' upbringing and education are
,*olont on' thin knewledge,-professionil abilities, *etho-

s fag voi general cultural' standard of the teacher. Current-

ly tho leporteneo of the'teacher's authority and preset-

oAanal qualities, his cultural standiud of education as a

stemma fa** in 'dilation has inereass4 still farther.'

?hiding be put down to oxtreselyynried reasons. The udst

significirt one'is.tho shiftlatho position of the sohoel

angi tie toachior in,sooioty, and their role in'providing

general knowlodge to the' population. About. ten to fifteen

741ms-ego the great asjority oethe inhabitants of the C3SR

had evrathor low standard of education-and-the-teadhii-hid

a lonsiderably superior erudition to that of the vast as-

jorily,ofhie pupils' parents. LW the standard of the in-

habitants".educotion toa snarply risen and continues to dO

so. The pupils' parents' age usually mug's between 25 -
-**t The level of education of this age group, however, is porta-

onlarly high. The teacher is no longer so clearly supertar

to the athers, and in fitdre this difference will be even
loss.'
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In the pastthe school used to be the main, and in many

cases the only, source of general information. Now there

are incomparably.msre such sources. A considerable section

of the parents borrow books from the libraries. Nearly all

the families have some 'of their own books at hoie, even if

not many; they euhecribe to newspapers and many also popular-

scientific, socially-scientific and literary journals. Most

families have tflavision and radio sets. The press, films,

mho and tale 'on have spread and provided overall in-

formation for a. co and children. /kW position pf the

school and the teacher in our society, which has changed

in connection with the objective conditions of social ad-

vance, the continuously mightier flow of out-of-school en-

lightenment, have all gone to making the function of the

teacher more arduous and his work more exacting.

The teacher in a communist society must be an expert'

in a ou'ru.in field and at the same time he must be a,dni-

versally dvveloped man with A Marxist- Leninist world out-

look, a broad general education encompassing a wide range

of knowledge, with diverse interests and high moral values.

The task of the. schools Providing a general education is

to fora an integrated man. The young school graduate must

be prepared for his own life-long education, he must be in

a position, as was pointed out in the address to the inth

Congress of the Communist Party Ofthi Soviet Union by I.

I. Breshnev, *to independently supplement hies knowledge

and find nis bearings in tne fast tempo of new scientific

and political information:* The teacher must prepare his

pupils for a permanent education not only by equipping, them,

with vital knowledge and akille, but he 'suit also cultivate

positive attitudes to life, cultural needs, interests lead-

ing to new knowledge and a strong motivation to continuously

,raise the standard of education and the ideological plitical

level. The tasks the Soviet school ii about to solve at pre-

sent, and the new conditions under which this work is taking
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plea., sets the educational function of the teacher in the
foreground. Thitteachor, whose assignment is to mOuldisz

Integrated persomflity capable of further self - education

after completing school attendance,. muat not onlyhe good
at his profession withudueltional abilities, but must have

a wide-metal education, perfectly prepared for the job
of bringing up the future generation, be well-informed and
be bighly.cultursd. .

These requireaents of the teacher ars of--prise ispor-
tonne for thiaystem of their further education. Firstly,
under such circumstances a narrowly professional approach,
which may still often be observed in practice; is impossible.
Because the raising of the teachers' qualifications must en
sure their all-round training foi their vocation, it is not
enough for it to-include the modernisation and bringing
up-to -date of their professional.sciontifie r-' pedagogical

knowledge. and their perfection in the field'of ..oiencss of

education. It oust also cater for the. raising of the ideo-
logical-political standard Of.tbe-teachers and'the enhace-
went of their general knowledge and cultural level. All
these facets of the teachers' training have a professional

significance and are important factors in their qualifica-
tions. Secondlys'in the conditions of.the fast advancing
scientific - .technological and social.: progress teachers

Must raise their qualifications during the entire Period,

of their teaching career. In such a ease we may consider

the versatile and continuous raising of the qualifications
of educational workers as a lifelong education. Only a life -

long education can ensure the kind of standard vitally re-
quired of a fully-prepared teacher to carryrout the assign-
ments of todays education in the present conditions.

The main conditions for the effective raising of edu-
cational workers'qualifications. In the USSR there is the

necessary legal and orgenisatinal basis for the lifelong

education of teachers. The further education of all ode-
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cdtional workers is compulsory as was stipulated by the

Fundasentals of the Education Lew of the USSR and the Union

Republics (article 52) an!' by the Decree concerning ser--

dary schools. Just as other professionals of the nations

. economy in the USSR, so also educational workers must under-

take on an average once in five years periodiciourses for

further education in establishments for the further-edu-

cation of teachers, or at faculties for the further educa-

tion of headmasters at pedagogical institutes or univer-' '

sities. In the perlod between the compulsory courses for

teachers' further education all those in/awed in the educa-

tion 'yet** aust apply theaselves,tos raising their qualifi-

cations. They are given assistance in this by tb head-

masters, the methodological
commissions,'the district and

municipal methodological
departiente, as well as by the

very wide- spread people's universities run on,* voluntary

basis. The principals of the schools and the inspectors

check on the quality of the school work and thus also check

on the teachers' erudition. A eyateaatic re-exeminationLof

/

teachers also aims at improving the

A

r teaching abilitiii.,

1..

,

i

Inatituies for the further education of teachers hold

a key position in the network of establishments for the

teachers' further education. They are chiefly concerned

with running and conducting courses for teachers..further.

education. Theqecourses are considered to be a basic link

in the system of teachers' further education. Attempts have

also been made to create a bridge between the further edu-

cation courses and the feactiera. work in 'the period between

the toureee. From this point of

t
iew, for example, the'con-

tent of so- called pro - course an post-course assignments

for the teacher are determined.
Inapite of the due imporance

of these further education course, which have 'Cumin-ea con -

tent, forma and methods of work for ell those who attend

;;hem, they cannot be the main link in the chain of teachers'

further education. The final aim of teachers' further edu-

ti
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.catio is to advance the efficiency of educational work.
This efficiency is achieved by imprc.ving the pedagogical
abilities,"developing the- intellect, education and culture
of tat; teacher and.byAntroducing-the advances lade in
science and in progreisive methods to their mork,,as well
as'by adapting to n conditions in time. All these quali-
ties and Mums els

, the peesibilities and standard of the
abilities of each and everyone is purely individual and
singular: That is Mhy,the raising.of educational workers'
qualifications is only efficient provided thititis done.

not only in the courses, but klso isWivkduallwOrpose-
. fully and systematically, i. . by self-educatiOn.

The teaohee4ust deteimins for himsblf the target and
at

dentent of his self-education andschoose what he will under-
take and how broadly he will "brace the subject taking
into idcount the source:: he intends to study. In ihis e.is
motivated Whis own needs. The fundamental motivation for
self-educmtion is the same aabng all educational work, e -

an. endeavour to improve professionally. The need for self-,

education, however, can be various among,different teachers.
Hers are evident:

1. the personality-peculiarities of each teacher, his
interests, scientific and pedagogical training, his ideolo-
gical- political and cultural standard and the level of his
general education,

2. the influence of his own practical work, its results
and the evaluation of his work by his colleagues, school

1 principals, inspectors, methodologiets, by the pupil. and
their parents and finally ,

3. the general aims and tasks of the education system

in the USSR at the present stage and the problems now being
solved by tb' echool staff, disteicte, towns, regions and

republics. Teachers' education Can only be continuous if it
is carried out during the entire instruction activity, as

pertains to the work of a teacher. .
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The planning and organisation of self- education. In

practice the Soviet teachers prepare their' individual plans

for the forthcoming school year. faking into account that

,the raising of the 'teacher's professional,oualifications

is understood' as a lite-long edtiCation,, the planning of

this self - education must include four main components:

1. The raising of the ideological-political standard.

2. The raising of the scientific-theoretical Standard

of his own,aubject.

3. The raising at,the professional Standard in the

sphere of education, peychology,and methodology.

4. The raising of the general cultural ptandard and

the standard-TS eduCation.

In the individual plans of self-education these four

'Min components can-take on various forms in -the teaching

activity, for instance: teaching fn courses arranged by

the institutes for the further education of teachers, in-

dividual independent work in Preparation for some activity'

in, or out of, school, visits, to,the lesbons by the head-

masters of schools, inspectors, methodologiets and teacher*,

participation in collective methodological work carried out

in school, or in-collaboration with dther schools, in the

district aethodologiCal_commissions and people's universi-

ties; participation at conferences, seminars, staff lec-

tures, politic* education and in school outings. Th# plan

of self-education may also include a series-of filad, vi-

sits to the theatre, regularly following radio and' tele-

vision programmes and concerts, prOvided that it is all part

and parcel of the purposeful and eystdmatic work and will

serve to raise the ideological-political and scientific-

pedagogical standard, to foster the general cultural level

and to broaden the teachers' overall general knowledge.

In compiling the individual plans of self-education

specific problems in the region°, Lowno, districts and the



respective schools oust:also botokan into consideration. In

J.hainterest a his community each teacher-Oust deal with.-

*.qesatien of the general collective thane. Its importance

within the framework of this theme is the greater the more

"-it'Aorresponds-to the abilities,'ideologicalyaiticilt

theoretiiai, pedagogical and general-cultural scope of the

UAW)** of the collative methodological work it is, how -

aver, necessary, in our opinion, to take into aopount the

spesial reqeiresents of the teachers ascertained from an

analyaie of their individual plans for selfsduceliOn. This
A

helps to improveths results of the collective methodological

projects And encourages the active participation of the heads

of the schools and teachers in this work.'

The teachers' lifelong education is an important fac-

tor in improvina.the quality of educational work, and that

is why it requires help, guidance and control. First of all

it is neceessry to assist the teachers in compiling the in-

dividual plans for self-oducAtion. This is the purpose of

the "Programmes of Self-lducation" issued by the ministries

of education a the mnicu republics for teachers of all sub..

jacts. They ccontaia lists of the ponsiole theses and lectures

, for independent work and refer to literature on these topics.

The content-of the self-eduoation project and the approach

of each person is quite individual. There are no generally

valid plans for self-education. Thos "orogrammeam are

essentially only guide -lines for the teachers in selecting

the theses for, independent work and study. They coneet in

%methodological end informative saterials that can help the

teacher in working out his independent plan for a given

period. They also contain recomendationa for compiling the

inditidUal plans for self-education and for determining what

to concentrate on, as well as outlines of examples and ques-

tions from each section.

)
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The requirements for the methodological recommenda-

tions for planning self- education among teachers was couched

in the following, terms by N. X. Krupska: "'Self-education

will only have the desired effect if .we know what to read,

bow to read and how best to o anise our studies" (N. K.

-"Krupska, Pedagogical Papers, . 9; p. 59). Guide-lines

providing information for self- ucation are of particular

importance ithe field of pedagogics, psychologrand the

methodology of all school suhjectekt-lbey should not, however,

Like the form of lists of books, but characterise the sour-

ces and give annotated bibliographical data corresponding'

to the standard of the teacher's training. S6 far such iv-

, formative and methodological materials -**0 lacking in our

country, though now it is the task of ecientists to prepares

them for the teachers.

The organisation of self-education and its control is

one of the basic tasks in the methodological work of heads

of schools, the respective subject departments at schools,

the district (municipal) methodological departments, and

of the methodological commissions. These establishments serve

as ad-heory centres for teachers compiling their individual

eelf-education plans, check on how they ars carried out,

arrange lectia-cc and eeninare, practical demonstrations,

excursions, conferences and other events to promote self-

education. The ministries of education of the union and auto-

nomous republics, the regional (municipal)- departments of

education in conjunction with the teachers' works social

clubs, faculties4ef education and universities run people's

universities on pedagogics and culture for terchers. How-

ever, this kind of work can only achieve the desired re-

sults if it is carried out co-ordinately with regard to the

individual self-education plans and the collective work

plans it schools, in the districts, or towns.

The role of the courses for further education in the

system of raising teachers' coalifications. An important
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component of the syster for raising teachers' qualifica-

tions are courses of further education ''run at institutes

for teachers' farther education. These courses have existed

in the USSR for a long time and are very widespread. Meyer-

theism" there is still not general agreesent 9/6etasks

of these courses and their place in the system of teachers'

further education. There can be no doupt about the fact

that instruction in these courses must be closely linked,witt

the system of life-long self-education'of teachers. Although

the opinions with respect to the importance and character

of this Mptual link widely differ in the various republics

or even in the various regions. This is naturally reflected

in the syllabuses and in the content of'the instruction in

theme courses in the various districts.

The determination of the position and taski of the

further education courses in the systelpf raising teachers'

qualifications above all assumes the determination of their

specific functions that cannot be substituted for anything

else in the process of life-long education. 'In the current

circuastancbs of speedy scientific-technological and social

progress the teacher cannot. possibly encompass and deal With

the rice and varied flew of fiesh information. It is there-

fore necessary for teachers to attend courses on the most

significant new scientific discoveiiew, on educational view*

and ithe latest practical' findings. This function, of aodernist

knowledge and maintaining its topicality can only be fulfille,

by courses!' run on a large scale in big cultural and industria,

centres, where experte in various branches pf the national

economy, scientists and creative workers are available as

well as the vital financial means. Only the institutes for

tescbers' -further education in the regions ankrepublice have

such seams et their disposal.

The prime take of the further education courses is eye-

tematic innovation, broadening the teachers' knowledge and

bringing it up-to-date 3 the sphere of Marxism-Leninism, in-'
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their own subjects, pedagogics, methodolosy,,psychelogy an4

a widening of general cultural horizons. Ali teachers regard-

less of their individual bents and personal interests must

have a command of this knowledge. Secondly, in our opinion,

these courses should serve as * guide for the lifelong in-

dividual self-education of teachers. All teachers work ac-

cording to an individual plan for five years and mani are

successful in their professin. The teachers continously ex-

change experience, of course within the limits of their

school, town or district. In the further education courses

every teacher has the opportunity of exchaa4114 experisnce

with his colleagues on a wider scale, draw conclusions from

long years of experience, gain instructions and advicefor

further independent work. It folloye from this that the second

task for the further education courses is to assist teachers.,

both in their self- education and in the exchange of expo-.

riot:co. As opposed to the first function of the courses de-

termined for all teachers; the second function is aimed at

self-education of each individual with respect to pommel

singular traits.

The function and tasks of the further education courses

also detersine tne direction to be taken in their perfection.

There can be no doubt about the professional principle at

present applied in the practical work of the institutes for

teachers' further education, namely that the courses should

provide the kind of information professionally necessary for

a particular group. Each of the following groups require

special]. information: headmasters of schools, their deputies

conce4ned with educational *ad guidance work, the organizers

of out-of-class and out-of-school activities, the older lead-

ers of Pioneer Organizations, the teachers of Basic Schools

and the teachers of individual subjects, supervisors in goard-

ing schools and special schools, the heads and mothodologists-

of district (municipal) methodological departments. They must,

therefore be grouped into special streams.- The establishment
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of.narrowly specialised groups has proved to be fully ef-

ficient e. g. groups of headmasters aid the headmaster de-

putise of various types of schools (secondary, Xi/ht- :Tear-,

Bogie Schools, evening and boarding schools, day schoOls

with free-die supervision etc.), groupel,of teachers accord-,

''ing to their subjects, groups of teachers employed in day

or evening schools, or in schools for youth requiring special

care etc.

owe issues thit should lead to the perfeCtion of the'

courses still remain unsolved. Above all. there is the question

of coatis:: for teachers teaching more then one subject. Sees-

times these teachers are sent to .attend courses concerned

with their main subject. It is taken for granted that the

raising of qualifications in the second (the more so in the

third)ubject 'lust be undertaken by the, district (municipal)

methodological departments as pert of the, system of self-

education. In moss of the republics and rsgions the insti-

tutes for teachers.-fOrther education arrange for the teach-

ers with two subjects pourese:for their second subject

(usually short -term ones). In our-view-such courses are vital

The teachers with qualifications for two-subjeste are usually

country teachers frealight -Tear-Schools witivs'agell number

of parallel classes. The conditions of their work differ

from those mof the teachers. giving.inetruction in only one

subject in ^a larger school. hence their further educatiOn

requires special syllsbuse, taking'into account these speci-

fic features.

The second unsolved problem are courses for teachers,

who eimUltaneouely functibn as fora teachers orsupervisors

laths school clubs etc. In a number of republics and regions

further education institutes run such courses, of course on

a smaller scale (ten to fifteen days) than those for teachers

with one subject qualiticatiAs. In some regions the running

of courses for form teachers has been entrusted to the dis-

trict (municipal) methddological-departments. But we can
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hardly expict teachers to take two courses within-five-years:

oie concerned with his subject andti2sather-wiliguifanoe

work. New information and an exchange of experience in guid-

ance work and the work of the fora teacher are just as iml-

pOrtant as the specialization in the subject the teacher is

qualified in. That is why ;guidance work and fora teachers'

work should be included to a proportionate extent in the syl-

labuses for further education of all teachers without ex-

ception. , .

Undergraduates at the faculties of education are no

given training to take on functions in-the school bodies or

to carry out leading functions in the echoes. This too has

bearings on the specific demands nor improving the further

education courses for the given category of professionals.

A person can be a good teacher but if he has not learned to

do guidance work, in many oases his lack of q ilifications

is apparent. In a number of republics, e. iwin the Ukraine,

a system has been envolved whereby teachers undergo courses

with a view to their becoming prospective cadres for'iduca-

tional guidance work.

Nrrenty the inetitutei for teachers' further education

are running summer 'gently courses of further education without

the teachers haying to interrupt their work at schools; or

yearly courses

+
Are held, usually mixed, day and correspondence'

courses combi d with two or three in-service training periods

in that year (during the holidays). Some further education

institutes arrange shorter courses - fortnight4 or even ten-

day ones - in the summer. In mahy cases these courses conoen..!

trate on one particular theme or problem, they deal with key,

complicated or topical questions. Such courses are run with.

-iew to a special purpose, 'they are determined for teachers

working.in a certain field (e. g. for supervisors in school'

clubs, or for instructing in the use of technical teaching

aids).
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Im this connection an investiottion should be sad: into

the most,efficaciOus duration of further education, courses

for ti various vocational groups of teachers, and into the

tine- table: It has been prived bl experience that in a num-

ber of categories a monthly course (with a daily time-table i

of six lessons i. e. 156 hours)is insufficient. The duration

further education courses for the headmistmrs'of se ary-

sehoo10,has already been proloilged.' it is to susedthat
an extension will also be necessmax7.-farlimai othecatego es

in the profassion\e. g. for teachers mith'quilificatio in

more than One subject. It is clear-that the courses fo

prospective cadres for leading functions, ll alio he e to

be longer. The further education courses constitute an in-

tegral part of teachers' lifelong'education. The syllabuiii-

suet therefore includis Marxiem-Leniniia, the theory,and aetho-,

dology of a communist winostion, didactics, school aariagiaent,,

psychology and physiology of children and adolescents; meth° -,

dology, law, questions concerning culture in general, ethics

`and aesthetics. An analysisof the syllabuses indicates that

there are considerable differences in the'various republics

regarding the autual relation between'the above -aantioned

subjects included in the content of studies in the further

education courses. To establish optiauilaiations will neces-

sitate a thorough studio! experience and some of it will have

to be experimentally verifieliThe-Riiiimrch Institute for

Adult Education in the USWOhie therefore devised-drafts of

types of syllabuses for,one -aonth teachers' further-education

courses mapped out for 156 hours of teaching time. The ratio

of the individual'subjects to be-studied was specified as

follows.: Marxism-Leninism - 20 hrs. (13 %); the theory and

methodology of a communist education - 20 hrs.,(13 %); di-

dactic questions, school management, psychology and physiolo-

gy 16 hrs. (10 %); the theory and methodology of the subject

the teacher is qualified in - 90 hrs. (57 %). Experimental

Verification will ascertain to hat extent; this natio is cow

patible with the optimum.
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The syllabuses and curricula of the further education

courses, which reflect the content and form of tuition, must

correspond to the goals of these courses. In all fields of '

educational' work one must bear it; mind both lectures (and

other forms' of instruction), vital for all the students, and

also the lectures fa, a certain professional grcitup dealing

with specific questions. At the same time it is necessary to

organize practicaldemotetrations in schools. Advisory centres

to assist in teacheris' self-education have proved worthwhile.

During the courses considerable attention should be devoted

to an exchange of experience in the form of conferences, se-

minars and discussidns: That is why the optimum relic Should

be fixed hetwean lessons that have varying assignments. For

instance there are lessons focused on modernizing and bring-

ing up-to-date students'. knowledge% lesaone focused on every

single person's individual self-education; lessons devoted

to an .exchange of experience. .c

It is also necessary to draw up new syllabuses specify-
,

.:,ing the teaching content it all subjects. Above all these

syllmbuams must be scientifically based on thelualification

featuresof foie individual educational professions, tnat is'

to,say the function of the teachers is determined on the one

hand, and on the other the essence of every type of pedagogical

activity. This enables the identification of the knowledge

and skills arcessary for each'teacber for the given vocational

specialization. In defining the content of the instruction

in the further education courses, apart from the qualification

cheracteristimof.the teaching profession already mentioned,

the inclusiontpf new questions from various disciplines the

teacher has to seater to acquit himself well of his tasks,

must also be taken into occonnt. While the weak aspects of

the teachers' work, their typical difficulties and mistakes,

also have to be borne in mind. These considerations will'

lead to the beat possible adaptatidnof the instruction con-

t tent in the further education courses to the teachers'

actual needs.
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Teachers of differing levele of training, i. e. those

that have already participated in the courage several time:
' Wore, aid those attending for the first time; study accord- ,

oing to the lame syllabuses in the further education courses.

The t:rachers continuous education also aisunws that their

profecaionel qualifications and teaching accomplishments

will constantly improve. Svery subsequent stage of the teach-
ors

.

,fyftteN.education must follow up previous ones and con-
tinue to dev op it. In the context of the further education

course this means that the content and forms of work with
.

more experienced and more qualified teibhers must needs differ

from the work with those less qualified or lees experienced.

This seemingly absolutely clear principle, hove' r, is put

into practice only with great difficulties; For khe standard

of the qualifications is not directly dependent on the num-

ber of times a particular teacher has attended couraeo, nor
on how long he has been teachihg. Often less experienced

teachers with shorter practice prove to have great educational

abilitiei and are more efficient than their colleagues with

longer standing in the profession.. Hence it is not expedient

to deduce directly from the length of service the content ...nd

forma of work to be applied in the further education courses.

The only exception to this are young teachers taking the course
for the first tine. For them ,special syllabuses are needed,

whiCh in consent and forms take heed of the email pedagogic

experience of the beginner-teachers and the obatacles they

inevitably encounter when they start teaching.

The lifelong teachers education aseumea the mutual in-

tegration of the content and organization forms of work in

the further education Courses with the content of self-educa-

lion during the five- year - period' between the coti^ses..One

way of promoting this integration that has becole more wide-

aprild of late io represented by so-called pre-course and

post-course asagnments (work), which the teachers carry out

before going tthe course, or after they have taken it.,
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Almost every teacher has a certain amount of good experience

reflected in his successes in his educational work it. des-

cription and,analyeia of ouch experience say be t! subject

of his pre-course work. The teacher then comes to the course

with this work and imparts his results to the others. The

discussion of experience in the courses aid the acquiring-

of new knlwledge then enables the teachers to elaborate on

this themes at a lighe* level and then make it the subject

of his poet - course work,

The teacher chooses the subject of his'pre-course teak

on his own. He submits it for approval to the district (muni-

cipal) methodological department and to the school management

The subject of the post-course work is selected by the teach-

ers during the course and they submit it for approval to the

respective department of the institute for teachers'.further

education. After the, course is over they let the district

(municipal) methodological department -nd the school manage

sent know about the chosen theme. The pre-course and post-

co.use assignments are included in the individpel plans of

self - education and may also become a part of the collective

work carried out at school or in the district (town). The

organization of the integration of further education courses

and various forme of teachers' individual self-education is

ensured through the co-ordinating work of the institutes for

teachers' further education, the district (municipal) metho-

dological departments, Ahe district (municipt ) inter-school

and Bebop' methodological departments and commissions. With

regard to content this integration is evident in the inteaz

linked sequence of events arranged to help in the individual

self-education, and in the centrally run further education

courses.

Stimuli for teachers' further education. The lifelong

teacher,' education not only requires good guidance, but also

the appropriate motivation. That is why it is of vital im-

portance .,o duely evaluate each teacher's achieved qualifi-
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cations. This is also the point of the re-examination of4 teachers. At present the system of teachers.' furthoi education
r-4 is only partially connected with re-examination procedure.
v-4 One of the reasons for this is that so far no objective cri-

C1 teria have been devised for re-examination and thus no ob-
jective classification of teachers into appropriate categories

1.0 according to their work of performance. An important task
for the science efadioation io research into the methods
for evaluating objectively teachers' qualifications and the
possible-ways of motivating teachers' further education.

MS OF THE INITIAL TRAINING AND FURTHER EDUCATION
OF TEACHERS

Stanislaw Erewlsewics

Institut for the further education of teachers, Warsowia

It is the aim of the present paper to show and expound
the following four basic points:

The main idea of the training and further education of
teachers is to devise a new model of the teacher-pupil relation
ship which ,would correspond to the future school;

The training and further education of teachers must taks
into account the fact that the process of bringing the school
work up-to-date is a continuous one. This modernisation'is
the.outcoso of the changes which are going on in science and

V\
social distribution of work and it is a condition of a pro-
passive davelopient of the school education szetsal

A close connection between teacher's theoretical train-
ing and his teaching practice should be established as a ne-

t.\ tossary prerequisite for the progress in the field of teach-
\ ers training and further education;

Co)

I
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The progress in the field of teachers' training and

further education calls for a rational institutionalization

of a continue lifelong education which will promote the

teacher a individual creative work and self-education.

If, at a general level, we are to answer the question

about the main aim of teachers' training and further edu-

cation, we may say that it is to eradicate the traditional

teacher-pupil relationship and devise a new model of these

relations. The reason is that the system of the teacher-

pupil mutual relationships is the focal point of education

throughout the changes in the educational system. Hence

also one pf the main factors affecting the educational sys-

tem, and the basic prerequisite for its innovation, is to

educate teachers so that a new typo of the teacher-pupil

mutual relationships may be established, both in the sphere

of cognition4nd social moral behaviour.

The teacher as organizer of the process of cognition

should give up the-notion that man might be endowed with

sufficient knowledge and skills as to last him throughout

his professional activity. The advancement in modern science

and technology makes the traditional model questionable for,

although taking into account the continual growth of know-

ledge, it assumes the fund of knowledge acquired to be stable.

This type of education lies in accumulating knowledge in the

human mind. The store of the information gained is consider-

ed to be a once for all closed system in which nothing needs

to be changed or subetituted for. It is sufficient to add

new facts and data' verified through experience and of a de-

finitive charactei. Recently, however, there have been so

rapid changes in science that not a single statement may be

expected to be of final validity. In contemporary science

there is no room for final truths, nor for unalterable pro-

positions. "Iven those scientific truths which are at present
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considered to be fool-proof and about which there is no
doubt may well be thrown doubt upon in the next stage of
seientific'development; -

In these conditions the conception of education is natural-
ly changing as well. Education is not limited coley to the
process of endowing the human mind with encyclopedic knowledge,
nor to developing the ability to store a once for'all closed
system of knowledge it. memory. It is far more relevant to
foster the interests in cognition, individual thinking and
creativity, which are the forms of providing education noti-
iatei not by exterior commands but by the subject's own needs.
In this connection the question arises how to effectuate this
demand, bow to iptroduce it into the syllabuses and text-books,
into teaching methods and to of organizing educational
activity.+) How to constitute this demand as a component of
teacher's qualifications? How to conceive teachers' educa-
tion to make it effective and to bring about a decisive
change in the teacher's hitherto traditional role of a "guide"
through the realm of informatit. and values?

Another factor modifying the organization of school in-
struction is the growth off' scientific information sources
and values outside school. All this constitutes an entirely
new situation which is due-to the fact that the young are
Over more increasingly acquiring knowledge ,Ataide school.
In these conditions the teacher cannot stand apart from the
life which is going on beyond tne school bounds. am the con..1'
trary, he must be integrated in this life and be well-informed
about what his pupils are acquiring from other sources Out-
side school., He must make. use or this out-of-school infor-
mation in his teaching practice, minimizing thus the risk
of widening the discrepancies between the rich realm of in-
formation and values and the content of the school instruc-
tion.

4) W. Okori, Elementy dydaktiki azkoly wyzszej. PWN, Warszawa1971, p. 39.
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The school and teachers who used to look upon the tra-

ditionsl Lunation of school and teacher as upon the only

sources of cognition-will naturally discard this attitude

only with difficulties.

Another factor which modifies the fora of the teacher -

pupil relationship is the modernisation of school education.

The process of education is increasingly being based on mo -

dem educational midis o fimisfng the work. of teachers and

school and enabling tIj dIfferentiation of the process of

education on a larger than ever before. The use of mo-

dern educational media in schools enables not only to improve

the basic education of each individual. Young poop', also

get acquainted with the possibilities and aeons of the furtter

education which,they will need later on in life as well

in performing their
professional duties. Modernizing the edu-

cational process by introducing modern educational media also

widens teacher's possibilitiis of organizing the process of

education, saves his strength and energy and prolongs the time

which the teacher can devote to the actual work with indivi- .

dual pupils. All this naturally increases the over-all of-

fectieeness of the educational process, and will in the long

run alai?. strengthen the prestige of the teaching profeision

in society.

When speaking about the training and further education

pf teachers we must bear in mind that it implies their pre-

paration for a continual modernization of school's educational

activity. It is, of course, problem how to achieve it. Bow .

to train"tfie teacher to be able not only to adapt himself

readily to the changes which, are going on in the field of

education but also to become their instigator, a pioneer of

modernization and innovation. The present system of teachers'

training and their further education cannot comply with this

demand. Modernizing the educational process, looking upon

school as one of the sources of information, making utmost

use of modern educational media, all this constitutes the
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factors whose influence on the effectiveness of the edu-
cational process is largely dependent on the extent'q modern
scientific findings the teachers have Acquired, on the pos-
sibilities of persistently innovating then end 'tni the access
teachers have to various information sources in the course
of their lifelong education.

The conception of a new model of the teacher-pupil re-
lationship calls for a substantial, change also in the social
and moral sphere. The present scheme of these relations based
n.the hierarchy of power has a negative influence on'pupils.
It suppresses their individuality, the feeling of their own
dignity and encroeches upon their reactions. All this is na-
turally reflected in their development.

How to train the teacher to meter the art'of enlivening
the process of school instruction.and education by conduct-
ing a continual dialogue between himself and his pupils?
Wow to teach him to shape his pupils' development, to pre-
pare pupils for self-eduoation and self-instruction? How to
peas on to the, teacher contemporary scientific findings on
the complexity of human mind .and its expressions? How to

overtime teacher's indiffezence toward the varieties of
ohildren's'characters and teaperaaent, aspirations and ex-
pectatiOns? How to put an end to the general practice of
everybody being interested not in how far the learner has
gone on his way to education but what knowledge and skills
he has acquired, often regardless of their mutual relation-
ship.

The new model of the teacher -pupil relationship assumes
a mutual co-operation of the teacher with his pupils, the
awareness of one's own responsibility for accoaplishing the

given tasks, superior organization of work and a high dip-
+)

J. Kuberski, Aktualne i perepektywiczne problemy polityky
oswiatowej. Warszawa, 1974, p. 13 - 14.
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The production of a new model of the teacher-pupil

relationship and the fundamental change in the view of the

teachor'e role call for a new quality in teacher°8 training

and further education. Both types of education must be orga-

nized and conceived so that the teacher may receive not only

a certain degree oigeducation, certain theoretical knowledge

and skills, but that he may have a possibi:ity to become

acquainted with the practical models of new behaviour and

new human relations in class.

In designing a new type of the teacher-pupil relation-

ship it is of great importance to establish also a new type

of the relations between the teacher training establishments

and the educational system, between the educational research

workers of these establishments and Las prospective teachers

or teachers undergoing further education, between teacher-

training establiehmenta and places of educational research

work.

In the Times Supplement of 10th 8, 1970 an advertisement

appeared whose free version will now in part be quoted: Appli-

catioes are invited from graduates from the Collogt of Edu-

cation with hoUour degrees, rich teaching experience in the

field of initial teaching, special educational treatment,

education of mentally retarded and immigrant children and

with practice in group teaching in comprehensive school. They

are supposed to be in a position to teach in classes with

outstanding as well as backward studints,,with the students

coming from industry who have not completed their university

studies and vith adults who have interrupted their studies

for.e period up to twenty years. They are also expected to

have some practice in educational advisory services. They

will work in provincial schools... This advertisement sound-

ing almost like a Joh, shows the difference between what the
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teacher is expected to do in practice and how far it is pos-
sible to comply with these demands at all.

As yet prospective teachers' training has been oriin
ted towards receiving teaching qualifications "as such". The
graduates are awarded the title of qualified teacher. The,
say become ambers of the educational personnel (e. fp out-
of-class supervisors,of children and youth), teachers in the
respective grade of the educational systole, even regardless
of their own subjects, they can teach in general education
or technical schools as well as in various tn.: of adult
education. They nay boom, educational officers.

The development of educational systems is, however, aim-
ing at specialisation and professional differentiation of
the teaching profession, which consequently leads to a modi-7
fication of the hitherto existing teaching professions.' This
-process of differentiation and specialisation is based on
the increasing social distritution of work and specialisa-
tion of science and on the penetration of technology into
instruct Ion, which results in change in the organisation
of school activity.

To meet, at a general level, the new needs stemming from
t e specialisation and differentiation of school work the
actising teacher or graduate in'the teaching of portico-
ar subject is trying to gain n findings and skills in some

)t

wey which would, more or less, enable his to accomplish new
/// tasks. Owing to strong iapant of'the new social needs and

( the necessity to formulate the corresponding new tasks the
1 school system is faced with the imperative problem how to

prepare new specialists. 4

Tacher's acquisition of the essential knowledge and
skills following the aim to fulfil new tasks involved in the
educational system is not sufficient to comply with the de-
mands placed on the contemporary, and future echool, in par-
ticular. Future school will need and over increasing number
of highly qualified teachers.

7 7
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The new shool model requires well-educated teacher., of

the usual specializations. At
the,same tie., however, it is

necessary to reckon with a
certain modification of these ape-

cialisations end mainly with the introduction of entirely

new /specializations. This is, however, already suggested in

the prelent conception of the ten-year school. It will, of

course, not be possible to determine these new teaching spe-

cializations more specifically and characterize the altera-

tions in the existing specializations and finally to specify

the resulting demands for the conception an implementation

of teachers' t:%ining scheme until the new'content, methods

and organizat. .:forms of the educational process in the new

ten-year sobool have been_specified in more detail. In the

meantime it may be generally assumed that future school will

require the following three groups of qualifications: IN.

a) The basic group includes specialized teachers and

educational personnel concerned with teaching, education and

children's care in general. The notion of specialized teacher

is rot limited solely to the teacher specialized in a parti-

cular subject. It includes also th elementary school teacher,

educational adviser, educational personnel in children's homes,

nursery school teacher and other teaching qualifications.

b) The second group includes the qualificationz con-

ed with the school administration and guidance, inclu,

eive of experts dealing with the projects for the fichool

education systems and networks and for other educational es-

tablishments, namely on a nation-wide or regional :scale. The

administrators of the education system in charge o its proper

"operation also belong to this group; they are.e.g. officials

concerned with the investment and financial plarming, or

producers of methodelogical materials and teaching aide, as'

well as those in charge of various school serveces (medical

care, educational psychological guidance). And finally there

are also the specialists in the field of school inspection

and supervision, that is to say, those who look after the



saceth roaming of the education system as * wholw as will
as its pertioular secOcus,'and win take care of its moderni-

\,sation, etc.

o) The third group includes auxiliary services. Gene-
rally speaking they are those responsible for delivering
the material for the teaching aids, for the operation and
mainten*not of educational technology etc. Clerical staff
as well as sconoaic -technical and library personnel are also
included.

Specialisation of this kind will evidently bring about
some negative phenomena es well. This problem has been very
thoroughly studied in the latest research work done by Jan
Caosepanski.

+)
In his view, it is apparent that specialisa-

tion will unfarourably affect the educational process by
breaking it down into too many small parts, which will lead
to a certain dissociation of the findings imparted. There
will be difficulties concerning the co-operation among teach-
ers ilith different qualifications and thiir collaboration in
solving various educational problems and inter-subject rela-
tions. The teacher-pupil relationship will also be affected
It will booms more impersonal and personal inter ets will
not be.fully reflected in it.

These are the reasons why in investigating how the edu-
cational *system operates so such otrese is laid on. the neces-
sity to prevent undesirable specialization in the teaching
qualifications, or at least to limit it and attempt to find
ways and means how to lesson its negative impact. This effort
is reflected for example in theaxperimental introduction of
the subjects with an integrating function. It must be-parti-
cularly emphasised that instruction in these new subjects
will of course require of the teacher to become a specialist
of a new type.

4.)

J. Szczepaiski, Reflekeje nad oswiata.oraz reset o nau -

15csycielach w spolecz2netwie socialistycznym. Warszawa97.
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It should be stressed
again that the point is not to slow

down the process of
specialization in the teaching professions

but only to discover the ways which would help to overcome

or at least to lessen the indubitable negative consequences

of this specialisation.
Hence also the effort to design teach-

ers' training and further
education in such a way as to adu-

cats teachers highly
specialized in their own subjects but

who, at the same time, are also in a position to participate

in the implementation of the school educational objectives

and tasks at the most general level. The multiplex character

and complexity of the educational process require namely both

a high specialisation and a deep mutual understanding and

collaboration anomg the gpecialists.

In this connection the problei of inter-subject rela-

tions and its solution in teachers' training are coming to

the fore. It is necessary to note that unfortunately there

are no scientifically
substantiated systems and sub-systems

of the fields which in the training of teachers in a parti-

cular qualification appear as boundary disciplines. The reason

is that these particular
disciplines do not possess enough

dynamism to extricate themselves from the stabilised struc-

tures of their findings and constitute new ones which would

better correspond to the demands for acquiring the respective

teaching qualifications. It seems thaethe main method for

tackling this problem in
teachers' training is to carry out

syntheses with a view to integrating the store4of findings

from various branches of science. in the teacher's qualifi-

cations with respect to the specific position which this

branch of science occupies in the process of education.

The second sphere in whioh it may be possible to over-

come the negative consequences of the narrow professfOnal

apecialization of teachers and educational personnel is the

conception of school in terms of content and organization.

Even a teacher with a wide intellectual scope who is aware

of the position of his own subject in the system of education

G )
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and pays due regard to the iittr-subject relatiOns, who links

up the theory with practice and has a good command of the

knowledge of the methods of scientific research work asy, in

his relation.to the existing conception of the content,

methods and from of education, be trapped within the narrow

limits of his professional bias. That is why the tiedher!,

role in the process of education in the new school must be

conceived from the very outset so that the teacher, in per-

forming his professional dutiee, is continually obliged to

exceed the limits of his own narrow specialisation and regu-

larly enter into co-operation with his colleagues - specia-
lists in other teaching qualificationa--Thai-his professional

development is tending towiide versatility encompassing all

the various aspects of his knowledge, skills and personal

qualities.
P

In one of the numbers of "Olos naucsycielskir W. Okoi
4 formulattd a proposition whiob is of particularly great,im-

portant* for teach:re' training. The authoi's main itieelits

in the statement that prospective teachers' training should

not be governed by a system of grades and credits testifying

to the theoretical rudiments achieved but rather by a system

of assignments and tasks which the teacher- trainees should

be supposed to leer now to solve.

From the above statement several conclusions may be

drawn concerning the teachers' training and further educa-

tion.

The first conclusion lies in the fact that the theore-

tical knowledge which the prospective or practising teacher

undergoing further education is supposed to acquire must be

judjed in view of the particular tasks he will have to solve
later on in his teaching practice.
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Typical of teachers' training is the wide range of stu-

dy fields. It includes basic as well as boundary subjects,.

educational and socio7political sciences; In some types of

teachers' preparatory courses prospective teachers are train-

ed without any direct connection with the tasks involved in

their future teaching practice. This mainly theoretical train-

ing is, among other things, widely different, (if we do not

want to say that it is remote) from the teaChor's practical

teaks. For the teacher receives his qualification not only

thanks to theoretical training but also, in equal proportion,

thanks to practical training. "Lm these circunstancee par7

ticularly when taking into account the demands placed on

teachers by the school reform",/aoli points out, "a quite

substantial reform in the methdde and forms of teachers'

training and their further.,education should take place. This

reform - generally speaking - should consist in considerably

extending& the training of prospective teachers in the science

/of education ant interlinking the theory with teaching prat:-

tice. To this end it would be naturally necessary to eradi-

\cate some speculative elements from the theory of education

(and from some of the psychological and sociological theories

as well) and to develop rather those of its areas in which

the regularities of the processes of acquiring knowledge and

teaching skills, shaping attitudes and pers=a1 qualities

are reflected.
.+)

There has been a widespread opinion recently, maintain-

ing that the acquisition of a set of prpfeaaional knowledge

of up-to-date standard is to be the main objective of teach -

ere training and further education. This is to guarantee

that the teacher will be in a pJaition not only to carry out

his educational tasks and play hig professional part in the

edUcational process but also to solve indegendently the pro-

blems of the subject matter, teaching methods and the like,

+) W. Oko, Przede wezyetkim wiaczej kntaciC. OZos nauczy-
elelski, 1975, No. 32..
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arising from the continual progress in scientific knowledge.

This view is an extreme reaction to the one-sided utilitarian-

iea which has been'severning our educational system for many

imers. It does not take into account the practical side of

teachers' training and further education that is to say, the

application of theoretical knowladge to teaching practice.

It is necessary tc reject it and apply, the principle stating

-thet%all the field's of study constituting the content of

teacher training end further education mmatTneeesbe view

from the sitanf;point of the tasks which thaeacher is obli

to carry out in praetics.6

The educational approach-to teachers' studies in their

specialist subjects is given by the fact thAt these subject,.

from part of the school instruction. Their basic concepts,

ideal and findings must therefore be illustrated by practical

maples end linked up with the teacher's part in inetruciion.

It is, however, not simple to find a solution to the problem

of dealing with the subject studied in ta. J of the struc-

ture of its scientific concepts and simultaneously with res-
pect to its position in the syllabuses.

Teachers* training cannot be confined to a acre ennui-

*We,» of the vertical:air teaching skills. On the other bend,

studies in ths4heory removed from practical training ,r4, also

insufficient, incompletN and otiose. The beet possible system

of teachers' training eiould, therefore, link up professional
the knowledge .c,th practical teaching skills in the

best possible way and ensure the necessary ba'snce between

thee.

In the course of the training pursuing both cognitive

and practical objectives certain, difficulties and "asunder-

standings ia of course occur, for example in searching for
, the optimal proportion of the prospective teachers' theore-

tical training to the various kinds of its practical appli-

cation. Thi: gave rise to a dialogue which is going on
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between the supporter° of theoretical training in the teach-

er's specialist subject and those promoting the application

of thin theoretical knowledge ts. teaching practice or

those laying stress on the theory of education in the con-

ception of teachers' training. It'is necessary to continue

with this dialogue and attempt.to overcome the differences

in the opinions by deteraining the relation between the thew

retical studies, the methodological training in the teacher's

own subject and the teaching practice.

In an integrated conception of teachers training the

study of teacher's specialist subject occupies the main po-

sition. The particular subject, however, must needs be acqui-,

red with respect to the teacher's futoer profession ".t must

be linked up with the school practic., For this reason besideA

the studies in the basic rudimenta and methoLl.ogy of this

autject ae a field of science, attention reeds be paid also

to the position which the particular field of science as

a school subject occupies in the system of School instruction

ea well ae to its educational influence and the psychological

bases and teaching methods of its 2notruction.

Another fact which is beginning to play and ever more

important role in teach-re' training and further education

is the etabili4 and proportion of the theoretical training

to the teaching practice. In the course of the prospective

teachers' training and during their teaching practice, teach-

er's knowledge of his own subject and hie teething skills

are continually being deve aped and gradually transformed

into varioue professions] laracteristics of the teacher's

personality. The hither:. practice (e. g. in'studying teach-

ing for secondary technical echoole) of providing courses

in education for the teacher° to supplement their qualifi-

cations after having completed their studies in specialist

'subjects ia, no doubt, often objectively inevitable, yet it

cannot be satiafautory. We often l000e sight of the fact

that nowadays the teacher's role has conbiderably changed.
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He is teaching less in the Montle of iaparting particular
kn ledge and is becoming rather &helper assisting the pue4i,

Til in acquiring knowledge and skills and in orgsn&ing
their learning activities.

In this vonnection it is necessary to note that alpo
the role of social political sciences is coming to tore
in teachdis' training. These social political sciences tphi-'
losOphy, political economy, sociology, anthroOologs etc.)

are a matter of interest to edUcation; school and teachers.

These sciences have increasingly beep 'applied in leading
people's Collectives; in establishing inter-human relations
between superiors and inferiors, in character buil4ing, in
analyzing diverse social processes ih various branches of
national economy and in-cultural enlightatnt. Iducational

practice attibutes great practical value tp these sciences.

Seciel political subjects'have been part.of teachers'

training for a long time. As yet, however, they have been
taught along with the specialist and educational subjects.
Their prominent position in teachers' training has been re -

eogmized. Their share, Lowever, could be such larger if we
managed to define their roles in teachers' professional train-
ing and to make them a vital and natural component of teacher's
professional activity.

-IV.

The main idea of crier forth part of our deliberation may
be formulated ae a/conviction that there is a relationship
between the establishment of teachere' lifel*ng education and
the development of their self-education..

The view maintaitr:ng th4 the institutionalization of
a lifelong education acts as a brake upon self-education is
not fu,:ay justified. The UNESCO documents have recently pro-
vided enough evidence in support to the fact that in spite
of all the statements about the significance of education



also for those performing tneir professions there are not

actually many countries whooe systei of further education

is so well established as to fully satisfy all the-profes-

sional needs of teachers. The same applies to us, too. AUG

in our educational system it is necessary to ,latablish far

more faveurable conditions far the development of teachers'

life-long education to be effective.

The present system of teachera' training and further

education is marked witH rather imperfect and not too com-

prehensive solutions. Its characteristic feature is the un-

usual variety of forma.And educational eatablishaents. On

the one hand, this diversity has the advantage that it opens

up many various poasibilities inadevising teachers' lifelong

education. On the other hand, However, it impairs a rational

unification of the various oatabliahments and organization

forms, which brings'about chaos and makes it impossible to

determine the content, forma, aethoda said organiiation measurer

for the purposes of a permanent education. In designing an

integrated and operational oyoten of life';ong education es-

tablishaente under these rcumatarces, a number of conaider-

"able difftculties oc . In this connection, it ie neceseary

to mention least wo of them:

The firat difficulty lifts in the fact that the problems

of teachers' lifelong education have not yet seen subject

to an over-all analysis. Some attempts at a comprehensive

conception of teachers' education that have been made so far

were practically limited to teachers' basic training. The

eetablishmente providing teachera' basic training have been

etabilized. They above 1 set the and in teachers'

training and are mainly concerns w'th the queation of the

quality of the educational pore°

Nothing like that, however, aplies to the establish-

ments offering further educi3'..na to teachers. These eats-

blishmente often change, undergo reforms and reorganizations
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or are abolished. This naturally gives rise to doubts about

the usefulness of saokiag new solutions and the purpose of

the existing ones, which again results in the fact that sci-

entifieally founded argumentation and data on the actual ef-

factivenexs of the various types and forms of teachers' train-

ing establishments are lacking.

The second difficulty is due to the fact that the teach-

ins professions are considerably differentiated, and so ere

teachers' educational needs. If a aystea of permanent *du-

.' cation were to be drawn up it would have to.be based on a

certain standard rather thanon a complete set of these edu-

cational needs. ,

All the hitherto existing conceptions and modela of

teachers' further education easume, in contradi,tion with

this, amore -or -less unified aystem of teachers education-

al needs. It is admitted that these needs alight14 differ

with respact to particular teaching qualifications but these

differences do not seem to be decisive. In classifying the

teachers' need, priority is given to those, which sew of

CIe teacher's professional performance are the basic ones.'

Teachers' specialist subjects. and the apecialisations,of

the school administration ad supervision pereonnU ,re al-

. a taken into consideration. It ie niceeeary, too, to adept

he educational .programmes Co. the various stages of the
.

teacher's professional development (for example to the initial

teaching period, to the period of profearional maturity and

the like). Taking into account the wide range of teachers'

needs, interests and capabilities does not ;et aeon that we

have arrived at a constructive solution of the problem of

implementing a lifelong education scheme.
.

In a number of studiet (for inatance in the report by

the UNESCO commission ofexperts)*) attempts have been made

to classify the teachers' lifelong education establishments;

+)
Les enseignenta et lea aurae profesaionels de 1 educa-
tion: nouveaux profile et nouveaux statute. Paris 1975.

8
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The establishments concerned with the training and further

education of teachers ire referred to as the basic insti-

tutions. The ustablihaents which Nay play an important part

in the process of perfecting teachers' qualifications, even

if their main mission lies elsewhere, occupy the second

place.

If we adopt this classification principle then the first

category includes those teachers' lifelongeducation se a-

blishments offering training and further education only to

teachers. These establishments also perform the function 'of

coordinating all the,gher components of the lifelong elicit..

tion system. They represent' factor which determines perma-

nent education and renders it dynamic. Unfortunately, these

institutions are usually rather passive and only unwillingly

take on nontraditional tasks. Thus it may sometimes happen

that their conservatiam acts rether as a brakT upon the pro-

cess of innovating teachers' training and further education

than sus a stimulus to innovation.

The second grou,, includes the establishments in whose

programmes, among other things, teachers' training and further

education are,also included. Thili task, as regards their pri-

mary objectives, is of secondary importance to them. They are

such institutions as trade union organizations and technical

facilities or works schools arranging in- service training

also for teachers. lelevision,f) for example, also belongs

here.

In this connection a third type of the teachers' lifelong

education establiahmente may be given. They are those esta-

blishments providing the conditions for a continuous educa-

tion. They do not ismediately,particiiate in the process of

education but carry out other tasks connected With the establi-

shing of the conditions for the attainment of the above men-

+T
The activity of NURT may serve as an example. (NURT x The
National Broadcasting and Television University for
Teachers in Poland - ed. note).
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*gonad objective. They are, for example, publishing houses,

libraries, reading-rooms and the like.

It is evident that the system of teachers lifelong

education includes establishments and other educational fa-

eilitieo of most varied types. The character and extent of

their participati n in the proces. of.teachers. lifelong edu-

cation in dependent on the kind of the edueational needs they

are in a position to satisfy:.

The role of school will even in the future be of great-

est inoortence to prospective teachers undergoing basic train-

ing. The establishments end facilities for further education

play a prominent part. in the education of serving teachers,

Mir professional maturing of young teacher. and in the

proocas of innovation, bringing up-to-date knobledge and

teoohing skills. The Council forlducation fulfils its task

in the eying* of a lifelong edenation by providing informa-

tion on 'Mt basic probleaa of teechere educationaltwork in

aohool. Trade Union bodies provide favoerable conditions for

the teachers' participation in various forms of cultural

events. Nuneroue other facilities - for instance radio, te-

levieitn, punliaking hone**, cultural centres etc. - carry

on: those tneke it the system of .felons education in whose

eneention they hAve advantages over any other establishment..

If we say that the seacher's profersional maturing in

the course of his

bands ea a Omen

forget that all

ostionel funct

be educated on

development a

the stronger

of pining owl

time. The forms of raising quelifivtions of the serving

teachers which *cabin* training courses with individual

studies have recently bacon. vary widespread. So for example

lAbing practice, plies. increasing de- nj."

le !netitutioneil endowment we meet not

hese estebliensentt -will perform their *du-

n only ae,lees es the teacher ib willing tn

is in a position to guide his preressionel

improvement Lianelf. This applies the sore,

tendency to interlinking the -carioca forms

ge through establishments with eelf-educa-

8)
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dUring tin summer courses and consultations...for teachers

ple lecturers give not only specialised lectures but also

,encourage their students to pursue individual studies. Si-

Illarly., post- graduate studies at the Institute for Teachers

'Mutation consist'of three fortgphtly courses arranged in

the Course of the scbool-yeaeand of individual studies.

The teacher is practically daily faced with the necessi-

ty to educate himself at he continually needs to acquire

new findings to be able to solve his educational problems.

That is why the question of teacher's intellectual activity,

his capability to react to the progress in science, social

life and culture, is of greatest importance. The emotional

aspect is naturally important am will - the intensity of in-

terior' preoccupation, the level of aspiration, the power of

stimulation etc.

In the further education of teachers it is often necessa-

ry to :macee a certain barrier first behind which the teacher's

actual cognitive needs are somehow hidden and only then he

may take a genuine and lively interest in his further profes-

sional development. The vital question therefore is how to

train the teacher to be in a powttion tc enrich his knowledge

continually and by all possible ways and means, and how to

build his personality. This is the only way how to conceive

the problems of a lifelong education of the teacher as a per-

1 lion capabl of educating and perfecting himself (in the-field

of knowledge, 'aching shills, motives, attitudes etc.) In

the conditions the rapidly changing life the teacher should

not only be posse aid of knowledge but also increase his abet'

to leer by himself and tounderstand the reality, being aware

of a merely relative stability and duration of the knowledge

gained. '

teacibars" lifelong education will in practice be appa-

rently much more varied than we can.now imagine, that is

from the po nt'of view of its syllabuses., content and methods

as well as with regard to its insti*ntionel end° ent. The

71

it
0
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main trend will evidently be tending towards self-education.
That is the reason why the activity of the establishments and
facilities for a lifelong education amet needs primarily con-
centrate on the development of the methods of self-education
and on the creation of educational programmes which would
best sleet the demands for the teachers' differentiated cogni-
tive needs.

Teachers' lifelong education dose not lie in a morel
acquisition of a certain educational content given from the
outside. It must needs be conceived as a process of the pro-
fessional maturing and shaping of the.teach r so as to be in

a position to acquit himself well of his 'educational tasks.

Thus the teacher:who is permanently trained gains the neces-
sary knowledge. and experience practically at every step in

his professional activity not only through the respective

'educational establishments but also directly in solving his
diverse social and educational tesks-arid,thanks to the various
situations in his personal life.

4 91
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:HS CONCEPT OF TEE INFORMATION $UB- S!STZM: FURTHER EDUCATION

OF TEACHERS

'JO an Prochiskovi

European Infqrmation Centre for the Further Education of

Teaohurs, Charles University, Prague

Basic Notizie. A prerequiiite for conducting an educe -

tionsystest oil scientific lines, ensuring efficient educatio-
neresearch and high quality teaching is the rationalisation

of the inforiation system. That is,why the information policy
of advanced states includes such programmes and these are
also the subject of international co-operation. The system
of, education information comprises,the exchange of experience

gained 1h the-reshaping of theeducationeYstem and knowledge
about their epnoeption in accordance-with the needs of the

development of society and the results of scientific and tech-
nical progress.'A pressing issue in this sphere ie that of

the teachers' innovited qualification requirements. The in-

formation service regarding the training and especially be
further education bf teachers (PET) in the context ofalife-
long education has until recently proceeded spontaneously

and uncontrollodin direct contact with specialists Ind in

bilateral co-operation between the respective institutions.

The results of solentific research and the implementation of

knowledge are presented at seating, of experts and are publish-

id in professional journals. The IFETsubject matter, however,
4, ii widely scattered in the information'pources. Central bo

dies concerned with educational information and docuientation

have under their control the bibliogyaphy'bf this topic on
a national scale, but on a rather general dostriptive level,

not suffiqoatly,to tae point. Research, educitional and

methodological establiehaents in each country are specialising

'wetly in providing imParsation on current tasks, in the rein
from hone sources.
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/ The importance of ideological concepts, political goals, .

scientific organization and methodology of the PET together

with the vital need to exchange knowledge on an internatio-

nal level, As well as co- ordinating information processes

has neceeeitated the comprehensive collection of information

and documents, their direct dissemination to the respective

users, a critical analysis of the information content, and

by comparative and clod studies making a'contribution'to

raising the-level of all forms and methods of the furthei

education of teachera in all participating countries. The

European Information Centre for the Further Education of

Teachdps (EIC-FET) was set up in Prague in 1973 for this

ptirpose, following discUssione held between experts from the

soCialiet countries and the respective UNESCO bodies. The

Centre is affilieted,to Charles.Univeraity and operates as

a national scientific and information institution, which may

extend its operations within the European region subject to

social needs, the interest of co-operating organizations and

ita own capacW.J3ince 1976 special attention has been de-

voted to the Centre in view of its being one of the realizera

of the inteinational exchange of information initiated by

the Helsinki Conference and accepted both by UNESCO and

especially by the partners who are member states ofthe Coun-

cil of Uutual Economic Assistance.

Thus the mission of the Centre is to build up the ree-

pective FET information sub-systems of European provenance

in a way to ensure that its basic information function as

both a clearinghouse and an analytical centre be developed

by 1980. Cdrtain informgtion priorities have been determined

to attain this goal: (-'

1. Orientation to information requirements with a/view

to the intended functions of'the sub -eye em and with regard'.

to the socially important categories of FET information

users.

9,1
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2. The setting up of a PET information network within

the organisational structure of the educational system and

the functional operation of systems of educational infor-

mation.

3. The building-up of a common system of ordering in-

formation by defining the limits of the FET subject scope.

4. The characterization of the information file corres-

ponding to the structure of the main sources of PET infor-

mation in Europe.

5. The determination of the depth and forms of the in-

formation processing of relevat documents.

6. The introduction of information services with the

required standard of promptness, selective dissemination

and analytical towards suitable information media made

accessible in convenient way.

1.

Information requirements' . in the field of the Further

Education of4pachers. The specific character of Aucational

information, to that of Other social science informa-

tion (as opposed to scientific and tedhnicel information)

lies in the content of the mediated communication. This com-

iunication reflects the different, and in some cases class

contradictory, character of the process of cognition and

control of social phenomena, with regard to the historically

conditioned national specific features of the educational

systems. In building the respective information system we

must hence be guided by the principle that such information

that does not objectively serve the deepening of progressive

knoWledge and cultural development in society is considered

as undesirable and is therefore not included in the infor-

mation process. In the information system for the FET the

requirement of providing full information is thus substituted

for the demand of high efficiency of the information services.
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We therefore do not conceive the comprehensive infor-

nation need on the part of the user as a rigid set of cos-

ponentl, but as a dialec'tical process of the deVelopaent of

partial, short-term and local information requirements of

thp individual spheres of interest of the FET vies i-vie the

overall long -tern need of society in-the field of education,

which the informat..on,system mist not only reflect but also

predict.

Meeting the needs of different categories of useies of

the educational information system calla for differentiation

in infor4ation input (the acquisition policy of the system)

and for the accessibility of information output (the distri-

bution policy of the system). The social significance of sub-

jectively motivated institutional intentions, professional

traditions and individual information habits need not' be in

harmony with the objectively determined information require-

ment of the education system and of the educational sciences.

In the interest of this requirement we define and classify

the target functions of the information sub-system of the

PET as follows:

a) gnoaeological, i. e. the formation of that pa of

the knowledge fount of educational sciences that is needed

for solving the concept of tne FET, .

b) decision making, i. e. securing information inputs

for the system, managing and.regulating the ayetem territo-

rial, branch or institutional levels,

c) isplesentation, i. e. introducing the results of

educational research and development, and tha control of the

educational process as far as the content, mathods and forms

of FET are concerned,

d) innovation, i. e. the exchange, evaluation and gene -

ralization of practical experience and the employment of

progressive knowledge in the given field of the FET,
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e) integration, i. e. the interlinking of the cossunics- e.,,Lion lies of the FET information rub-System to the spites
of educational information on an international scale.

Ibis genbral mbdel of the Structure of the use and pur-
poseful transfer of intormation will be more'precisely ape-
tined using the methods ok informatic sociology, namely
standard procedures for surveying.the needs of th respective
user population. Proceeding from experience gained '..itherto,
the'Centre. envisages the establiehsent of information services.
This will be done gradually, in accordance with social urgen-
)ry, for the. following usernategoriess.

I. the crttive basis for YET at universities, research
.

institutes and'other orgatitatiOns'interested,,

2II.'authirities concerned with the running and sethodo-
logicalwork for FET in school ene out-of-school institutions,

III. leading educational institutions and other FET spheres,
mainly on an international level,

'IV. educa#onalitittormation and denusentation institutions
insofar as they deal with the problems of FET.

In ascertaining the actual characteristics of users we A
observe not only those aspects which are related to their re-
quireiente of the services provided by th4.Centre foie PET,
but also their'own specialitedactivities,

possibly the in-
formation activity of the respective user institutions and
.groups.'The sphere of information users cannot be separated
from the sphere of

inforsation.proceeeing.and.diesemination.'
'.It Whence semicemble to conduct the survey by activaiy in-
waiving the users in the information network

emitting a au-
t&lly advantageous information flow on FET, which the Centre
provides on a regional scale.

.
4
2.,

FifInfoTmation Network in Europe. In building up the
information sub-system the Centre concentrates on institutions
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involved in specific YET activities and on those specializing

in. educational information, dpcumeetation and librarianship.

Co-opera...1m with the latter setrof establishments above

all offers an opportunity for the exchange,of secondary in-

formation, i. e. data on the occurrence, or maybe the orien-

tation'of primary sources, establishments or events related

to PET, or the provision of lending service, duplicates,

trnsla.iona or corkedsed information and the results of -

searches into original documents. Co-operation with the former

set of institutes, i. e. scientific, research, educational,

methodological and co-ordinating establishments of PET,

enables the exchange of original information sources, in

particular less accessible ones, for.instance official_do-

cuments, publications with restricted,circulation, curricula

and educational medial theses and research work results, re-

ports on courses and so on. At-this.level it is also easier

to promote rapport with experts through mutual participation

at conferences, offering fellowships, publicizing expertise

and-reviews, the results of creative work for a wider circle

of readers etc.

The structure of such an information sub-system is built

within the legislative, organizational and prtAramme frame-

work.of the educational systems of the interested countries.

The inter-relations between the individual links or the

'eub-system may !mouse the character of) subordination, co-

ordination or co-operation. In this respect the,Centre re-

presents the basic unit of the information sub-system in the

field of PET, as has already been stated. It operates accord-

ing to the plans of Charles University and the Ministry of

Education.of the Czech Socialist Republic in keeping with ,\

the goals of the educational policy of the pzechoslovak So-.

cialist Republic and of the other countries of the socilikt

community; in some fields of activity also in co-ordination

with the UNESCO programme.
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Co-operation relations are gradually being established

by th's Centre within the:Csechosloyak Socialist Espublic

7`}with the respective faculties And'institutet of Charles Uni-

'torsi* in Prague and other Caschoslovak uleiversifits, other

establiehments,:of higher_ eduiation dealing with PET research

or implementation at departasntal level (Central IMetitutes

for the tra ining .ot educational personnel) and at territorial

level (Regional, Educational Institutes). The Centre also'co

operates with educational research institutes. both within

the educational system and with the Alsdesy of Sciences; with

institutes studying related problems (higher eduoation.theory,'

adult education, the, communist education Of the:working

people, etc.) or withinetitu0a-havihusome connection with

education (labour and social welfare, science and technology,
etc.) and lest but not least with social organisations, such

as thelradt union of educatioill workerp etc. The objective

Of these co-operation ties is to provide iiiforsation required

for-FIT research, teaching;and the running:of the education

systemn the Csechoalovak Socialist Republic:

An important task is the-formal.constitution of rollabo-

ration with atialogouinstitutes in other countries. Thu

-Centre is by degrees concluding agreements with sue',

tutes\in the socialist countries, in particular wi - 0*1
institutes for the further educatioiof teachers, 4

in h position to actas co-ordinators for FIT into 4:1. '0

collection'and as mediators of.the dissemination of -

motion on JET specialised literature in their respective .

oountriss. Information co-ope lAtionyith other aeleffZed FIT
institutions in Europe ( nthe USA and Canada) is pro-
moted through the Mini riep of Educatift in the respective.

.countries, the National Comaissions of UNESCO in the respective

region and the UNESCO Secretariat in Paris, namely through

its Division of Higher Education and Training of Educational

Personnel as well as through its Division of Structures,

Contents, Methods and Techniques of Education. Wormation

, 99
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on mq,dels and experience in the FIT in other countries,

possibly at an international level ii,also abquired through

various information cervices, i. e. within the functional,

incorporation of the Centre in the gist's of educational in-

.formation of whiehiphsicommukication field of the PIT is
.

e sub?systes.

Functional links within the eyitem of educational tax-

forsation at national level stem from the relation between
I the Centre and the eitablishments of th' inforsation system

pet up as part of thePrograssiof State Information Policy

for Scientific and Technical Progress of the CsechosloCak

Socialist Republic. In *attire hiving broader than mere local

aspects the Centre respect' the'valid standards, regulations

and instructions. that apply to' professional iniforma0onsc-

tivity either on a nation-wide scale or in the department of

education. Thee Centre co- ordinates its work with the scheme

designed to set upia nation-wide information system branching

out in all directions and dealing with education in the school

system carried out according to state stipulations, especially

with regaid to the relation to the Institutes of lducational

Information in Prague and Bratislava and ether components of

the system. The Centre also maintains contacts with educe-

:Lionel information bodies and libranies on the basis of con-

tracts on co-operation that have been,concluded.

Within the socialist community the Centre co- operates -

with educational information end documentation services and

is thus integrated in the system of educational information

of the socialist countries, while respecting the development

of the inforsetion,m#cro-systems of theie countries, primarily

the International System of Scientific and Tebhnical Infor-

mation (MSRTI), controlled by the International Centre for

Scientific and Technical Intormationin Noedow, and the In -

tereational Information}. System for Social Sciences (MISOR),

co-ordinated by the InfOriation ISstitute for Social Sciences

of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. A signifAcant regional
)4"

1W)

. #
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-for* for the international exchange of knowladgr'and for

00.-operation intthe field of educational Information is the

Surepsan colloquium IDICO, which have already been convened

twice by Csechoslovakia with the participation of m1sc0

(Prague 1974, Bzatielave 19/7).

The Sentra:also deals with those taakstbatsfollo fro*

the General Inforsation frogramms adopted by the 19th MSC°,

General Conference in Nairobi in.1976. It - mainly rospaots

the integration-trends of the URISIST and the building up of

national information systials is part of the WATIS Object, .

whicbIs being.inplimanted with the significsa$ participa-

.tiOn of ionrievirnmental organisations, such a. the Inter-

nettiosisl YediratIon for Documentation (FID) and the Inter-

national /adoration of lAbrarianAssOciations (TPLA). In

this context the Centre for tsachars' further. education res

peote.the co-ordinatixf role of the Centre for Scientific,

Technical and goquoaic Inforsation in Prague as the ropre-

iintativs of Cisehoilovakia in govansental and in non -govern-

'Natal international information organisations and,systes.

At. an international level the Centre avails itself of the

poseibilitissof acquiring Information and aaterial through.

uNISCO andx4ti specialised institutions, nosily through the

,International Burson of Idocation (IBS) in 3ansva,'the UUSCO

Institute for Sducation (Ull) in Hamburg and the Zuropsan

Centre forHigher Sducation (CSPSS) in Bucarst.

Bearing in wind the interests of the co- operating insti-

tutions the Centro collectinformation on the PST mainly is

ldroplian countries, provides abstracting and indexingasr-.

"loos that are then wade available for dissaiination through

the said existing international relations. It has thus*

gradually developed the regular exchange of information

within. the systia for PST development in Suropo. The main

pre - condition far co-operation in this information network

ie the standardisatioX of information processing, especially

'the introduction of a, unified vets' of informatioi clasafi-
,

catiois with a View to.automation in storage and retrieval.

10.E
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3.

Classification System in the PET Information Network.

The effect of the subject matter of the YET information sub-

eystem depends on the one hand on the prescribing of the ex-

treme limits of the problems to enable a divisicn of labour

within the information network both within the system of

scientific-eduestionalAnformation-ant-in-rolati= to other-

systems, and on the other hand on the prescribing of the inner

structune of the theme as a whole to enable the ordering of

the search files. Hers two aspects are taken into account -

the semantic and the pragmatic. The semantic.sapect obeerves

the inner substance of the phenomena and prooesses'in the

given field, their objective laws, the historical and logical

structure that as a rule corresponds to the scientific and

bibliographical classification of the disciplines involved:

The pragmatic aspeci bears in mind the efficient arrange-

ment of the system to suit the users' needs arising from the

tasks being solved, the plans of the respective institutes'

activities and the long -term goals for the pocisty's develop-

ment. It moreover take, into consideration the functional

division of labour vitbin the,information network and the

possibilities of using computer technology for information

processing with regard both to soft and hardware.

The Centre therefore bases its work on the existing

classification and indexing systems in education. A uniform

terminology does not exist in the standard language - espe-

cially not in the social scieliitee - suitable for use in the

classification system, because of, the difficatiis arising

from ambiguity, inconsistency, overlapping and inter-change-

ability of concepts. Hence the problel of FET in the inform-

ation process should be expressed by using the symbols of

existing eystems'of educational information. The retrieval

efficiency and the coapatability with other systems depends

on 'the rightleelection oftheee symbols. The FIT information

sub- system should be capable cf encodirg,inter-disciplinary

1 02
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Z_probleas and,the output-should be capable of answering

1

N.,,aultiaspoot queries. Considering the existing,international

.

Istructurs, which sorsover has not beenworked out uniformly

by the principle of preco -ordination, kt is incapable of dis-

cerning

rical,notation is not suitable for machine processing. Tor

down to the necessary details. In addition it is tied down

ciao classification system used in a number of educational

liVsries, has an unsuitable, historically conditioned basic

example, tint classification code corresponding to YET (471.14)

system used .n. the European region.

all the horizontal relations. Its in the aain nuns-

ties-it must also take iiio-consideration the classification

.The Univirsal Decimal Classification (UDC), *a a hitrir-

- 16 -

,

.

is subdivided only according to educational forms, while the .

other PET aspiets have to be expressed by related combinations

and auxiliary symbol .
.

..

In the Czechoslovak educational information'system the

UDC system is currently being used as the previiional common

information language, whose headwords, supplemented as the

occasion arises, constitutes a transition -to a thesaurus of

descriptors. Descriptor ordering system- permits the coabina-'
e ,

tion of the category approach with the subject principle more

suitable for expressing cross-section problems. They permit

the addition of headwords in the.natural.but controlled lan-

guage !within a rtaatively free logical structure. Athesaures.

of keywords is thus compiled} which in its verbal, alpha-

betical form is applicable for the machine processing of in-...

dims; Conversion symbol codes are used for the storage of

multi- aspect search files in the computer armory, which does

not hinder the dielogite between the, uder and the output'equip-'.

lent (on-line). '-

, The European Information Centre for PET participates-in

the compilation of the respective. part of the'Czech version

of. the education thesqurus. As part of the international

103
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systems it is also interested in co-operating on the eyolvin,g.___
of the Russian version thesaurus, uilible for collaboration

among the apcialistcountries, which'iebeing compiled at

'the Centre $f Education Information f the Research Insti-

tute a-General Pedagogy of this Aca emysof Pedagogical Scien

cos (NIIOP ANY) of the USSR iallOscow; The Centre also takes

into account the development of the English version of the

thesaurus which is used within UNESCO and is co-ordinated by

the International Bureau of Education in Geneva (UNESCO - IBE

Educational Thesaurus).

The effectiveness of, the FET information'aub-system out-

Rut depends on the principles of information. ipput. Apart

from a uniform system of ordering information with regard to

itecontent, the bibliographical and location identifliciktion

of the information sources is also important. These informa-

tion mtdia enable the transferV
of information bath in time

(storage) and in apace (distribution). Organized acquisition

is thus the key to content analysis and information utili-

zation. The acquisition policy of the system moat therefor6

discern the structure of the relevant inferkation saurcea,

as well as sdurcee of their collection.

4:

The Characteristic Feature() of the FET Informatioft File.

The knowledge of Lae areas of scientific information origin

and hence also,the knowledge of their useand transofmration,

of the areas of its formalization and distribution by the

respectiv,e"communication channels underlies the ascertaining

of FET information sources. The procedure commences-with a

simplified flowchart,ofthe origin of the,educitional infor-

mation in the following spheres: Creative (educational science

and research), decision.making Organization and control of

educational syptems% implementation (teaching and methodolo-

gical, niqd.rical etc., communicative aims. the formalization

of the information transfer arc on the FET is mostly graphic,
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n-booktorm..There ie, however, also anapparent

ncy to exploit non-traditional information media (audio-

visual) to miniaturise them (microfiChes) undto teleprint

.the'data.-

The distribution of information sources aostly depends

on the exten\ to which they have bsen-published; The acqui-
.

si ion of sources for FST data in Europe islherefOre not

o the book market (following publishing fiOuses' bi4io -

graphies, especially educ!Aonal **rise) but also diverse

forms usbd.to-stake information sources accessible, i. e.

publiclibraiies, in particularly state.educational libraries

(through their advertising servit.* ofnew booklista and

catalogues, or brinternational exchange of publications).

-The Centre also profits fromthe co -pperation relations es

tablished within the currently built information network for

acquiring-special types oftfources not available onthe book

market, and far exchanging publications not meant for public

circulation directly with the institutions that produce them.

The criteria for the selection of sources about theFET

collected with regard to their required complexity and struc -

ture as a grOunding for shaping the information file on the

sub-system are defined as follows:

a) According to subjeot natter - on the basisf defining

the content scope of the system, i. e. the limits and struc-

ture of the information sub-system within the system of educe-

tional information, mostly through the ordering system;

b) according to provenance - in our case the European'

region, with a possible extension for methodological or cow,

parative purposes to other regions, preferably to the so22cialist

countries and to international organizations.(relatively com-

plete); from other European countries (selectively);

c) according to longues, - in all languages correspond- -

ins to be), with preference, however; to .world languages used

by UNESCO - *specially Ruslian and English; moreoker'Czech

10r.
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and Sldvak for direct use for the national informatl,oc ser-

.

d) according to the da e - retrospectively ad of 19704

knin exceptional cases/furthe back (standard materials, mono-

graphs of basic importance, e cyclopaudias or historical

works), otherwise continuously and with'the utmost prompt-.

ness;

e) according to types of sources - official documents

and.bUlletins, standards and statutes, plans of activities):

and editions, syllabuses and curricula, text-books, teaching

aids, pedagogical "readings', propeedings and progiammei of

educational events, conference protocols and contributions,

travel reports, research reports, theses, monographs, col-

lections of studies, articles published in icientikic perio4

dieals and newspapers, restricted cirCulAion bulletins, pub-

. licptions issued by. international organizations and scienti-

,fic associations, reference handbooks, dictionaries and glos-

Barite, encyclopaedias, statistical yearbooks, directories,

bibliographies and abstract Ournals).
.

The PET information file is arranged according to the

rirm rules librarians and bibliographers abide by. The Centre

supports the unification endeavours within the Czechoslovak

system of scientific and technical information and strives

for compatibility on an international scale aiming at the

broad and effective hocial use of primary information sources.

The term "primary" in this case refers to thciform of Lars,.

ation sources and not to their content with regard to the

originality of the, information concerned. We thus collect

the fdll texte'of the respective documents in their original

forma or their duplicates, including microforms, possibly

translations.

The Centre ensures the continuous coverage of the FrT

problems from primary sources over an'Optims1 range either

by acquiring the respective docum,ents for its own library

(A'...1,14, monographs on the PET, the related unique sources,

1 0 G
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collections of publications with restricted circulation, rt.
prints, duplicates and translationi, dseuments published by
international organisations, etc.) dr* collecting the as-

condar, sources, i. 4). information regarding tUrrwhere-

about* in sooperating institutions of thenetwork, or of
their records in central registers.

Th s preliminarily deified acquisition plan of the PST
sub-system will be specified by the Centre and supplemented.
.using bibliomstrie methods for checking the proportionmof.
the information file. An analysis ofths quotation relations

r can moreovei, retrospectively discern thefactuel,soinectione

and can thus contribute as corrective fictor of the classi-
fication System and cf the content analysis.of,the documents
during processing.

5.

Information Processing of PIT Documents. Ths',Centrol*s

'task is to proses e docslents(on the FIT in Inrops"rangina"

from simple bibliographic to analytical studies and to co-
ordinate this work: In stage one it will, establish a seconm
Miry information file by taking over recordifrom world ab-,
street journals and bibliographic indexes on education and
by ordering retrieval lists onliT'from nostril intermation

,Inetitutions..These sources will than be eopplusentod by the
processing of, the Centre's.den collections of lemenocwesiile,
or speeial lames. It it envisaged that on the basis of.
contractual linAeration within the network authoised an-

sotated.bibliographies Trois national sources will h provided
by,the co.ordinating institutions in the respeative cointriee. A,
The Centre will concentrate in iarticular on tlie'relatively
couplets processinof information on the PIT in the socialist

. countries fros which it will acquire basic data end to whoa
it will reciprocally provide the whole production. This regio-
nal specialisation does,not exclude the incorporation of
Other Zoropean countries into the network or the bi -laterally

4
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advantageous exchange of informat with specialised centres

of internatiOnal ousnizatidhe n particular of UNESCO.

The cu-ordizated proces of,informigion within the

network requires some wit measures, such ire survey of

the processing qualities of the. individual-pits in the eye-

ttm, tne conciwion of binding sikeements on the content and

'forak,of the processed information and,the methodological con-

trol with respect to the bibliographical unification. The

standerdisation ofthe-reco04-homover, is haspere9* the

lick of unifor4tiof the ryles-foi description in the in-

dividual countries. In thefestablishment of international co-

operation it will be necesiary.to introduce a conversion sys-

tem or, in the event of tho,Antioduction of coaputer proces-

sing in the future,.a =Wed fori of desctiption will have

to be the subject of agrawaints an co-operation.

The automation of inVoriotion processingin the field

of educational informationt.auffers from a lack of co-ordina-

tion both in software andtlikardware.,For instance the equip-

sent which is being introduced in thg system of scientific

and technical information in the Czechoplovak Socialist Re-

publicbindingly (as 'plArtof the joint programme of the Clmn-

cil of Mutual Economic AssistanceY ie not compatible with the

equipment of the edueatio-ruilidejiartment of the Czechoslovak

Socialist Republic; likewise, the computer technbbgy used in

some other socialist' countries for processing educational

infordetlon is not compatible with the computer system"of

the UniOd Nations to which the'IBE information Ostia in
.

Geneve is connected. Although the Centre does hive the pos-

sibility of introducing within a snort period any of the

mediu&-capacity machine processing systems for'FET ebitreht
4
ing (a. g. the ASTI system), tfre efficacy of introducing an

independ'ent system would besvproblematic.in view of the rela-

tively small annual increment of relevant documents:concirn-'

ed with a cross-section Of PET problems. It therefore appears

expedient to connect the FETsub-7eyctem to some macro.4yetem
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of educmtional information one an international psi-
fersbly to one among the socialist dountrisai'aneatthe

sass time to co-operate with the dystakco-adAnattd by
UNISCO-ISS.

1.
The extent of inforistion processing (making the cop-

teat of theinforsation
spurt. aceeesible) dependeon the

Vies of information ferric,. and user categories. The Centre
is introducing the following gitanliard information prednetee,__,

bibliographical records (observing the Czechoslovak State
Standard No. 010195),

annotatioxia (indicative or informative) having t.00-600 signs
on the aNerego;

- abiitracts (prafeelably the authors:' (having 800-900 signs
on the average,\

other.results of scientific information-activity,
especially

review,' critical or prognostic; yhich'are a part cf.the
orestivs work should they contain qualitative* new in-

.

formation based on a criticar2taluation and on a scion-
tine. synthesis (a. g.'the well -knownseries "Itogi nauki..."
or "Advancis in ..." rtc.i.

The Centraekes all this kind of inrorsation output
available. through adequate information services.

6.

4
FIT Inforsation Sskices. In accordance with its sis-

sionthr 6entre provides the following information services;
documentographic, factogrsphic, analytical; rasearch and

conference services.

'The notarial output is made available to the users on
the line' of the distribution pdxicy_tkitE. intone ion auti
aystom. There is the primary output (the a on of the
full text of dot:Ascents in, the original,. duplicated or
translation),'on the eatiOnlary-output (the provision of si

.
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A
information on the occurence of these sources); active output

cthe publication of the results of infohation activity and

_1!{s-ptubkicity given to it), or passive output (on request);

4 continuo (periodically published or regularly dispatChed)

.or an occasional output (retrieval, related to'; given problem)

reviews (covering the whoIe YET sphere over a certain period;

from a. particular field or a specially defined communication

area) or onbject-oriented(detersiied for someone 6n speci-

fic demand or - prospectively - according to the respective

characteristics of the user). The Centre envisages the pro-

vision of a personal selective dissemination service when

a sufficiently large information file has been bUiltlup,

i. e. by abut 1980.

A regular active information service is piovided by the

Centre in its series-of publications teat hay. been issued

according to an aNroved plan since 1977. The series include:

a) Proceedings f a international confirenCes, symposia,

consultations and seminars which the Centre holds, or in

which it participates,

b) Collections of studies, papers and document. on "YETI;

- published once a year,

0-Annotated bibliographies ( published or cure in

print)Noi-the following topics: chemistry teaching methods,

biology teaching aethode and mathematics teaching methods,

vocational' guidance. As from 1978 the selective bibliography

"YET" will appear bi -annually (vol. 1 will be retrospective

for the years 1970 - 1976),

d) The periodical "Newsletter" is published twice a year

reporting on the work of the Centre and on international ac-

tivity in the field-,of 'the YET in Europe. It contains .a

plement of abstract. as an additional' service of the inform* -

."tion

Most of the above-mentioned publicatiOns are issued in

Russian and nglinh.
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Information services provided hy.the Centre on the ba-
sis of co*operatIon within the information network are
oriented to users who. organise and co-ordinate 72T, those-
who lecture, prepare teacking aids and midiaand provide
methodological PIT s4rvioes, who by re arch and information/
investigationiansure the development of PIT. We do...not-0y
elude mediated disseminatien to the breeder' public,
specialist° (on education= ndrelated fields), dicisizn
makers(ichool 'and other officio authorities)'; poss ly
parents and people in general interested.

:lapIementation. The introduction-of-inforaition
services

for the PIT in lurope.within the system; of educational infor-
mation is safeguarded by the organisational structure of the
Centre, its function, staff-end material equipment,'in its
plans of acti'ty approved by &giber authorities and dis-
cussed with the bodies concernici

oktttli national and inter-
national scale. Ita information mission

is/detinedby its
constitutional and statutory documents as ihsiell-round en-
hanceasnt of the development of information and scientific
work in the field of educational, systems of the socialist

ll

opuntriis:and o other luropean countries with the iia
to raise the lev *fall forms and methods of the fl±r

As a:typs of institution the Centre, coMpared with other
'Centres of education information, is. sore newel, specialised
PIT and at theism, time operates on a regional scale. The
Centre differs from central institutesAfteechers: further
education in its.method of critical analysieof information

-..and in its scientific information mission.

_In the organisational structure of the Centre this spe-
-ditto character of'the institution'is reflected in the di -
visit* of labour in the two fields of activity; content (irpm '4;
the point of view of the science of education), which is' the
work of specialist departments headed by the Cintrs'sSecre-
tary; and methydological (from the point of view of informv.
tion problems), which is the work of thi department for the

)
...

:1.11
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organisation of inforsati head*A by an information

Tha collaboration eim-4rk-of the two departnenti

enables the 3,mplegantatien o relitionereflicting on the

,one had the creative sphere of FIT; ite,ompuniostion pro-

cess and its research, publication and,conferenoe,entivitF,

and on the other hand the informatioh field ensuring, the

rational acquisition, processing and dissemination of the

respective educational information tearing in mind the con-

cept and operation of information files and services.

This division of labour is applied in the participation

of educator specialists and the departs ;As of the Centre in

the ecquisition policy of the subsystem, in the compiling

of the ordering system, in the selection and evaluation of

information and in the impleaentation of all higher level

information processing. Information specialists, on the

other hand, participate in the °xi/Imitation of scientific

meef4ngs, the publication of specialised literature, con-

tractual co-operation with ocher institutions interested,

and in making accessible'the results of ressarchrand other

creative work.
00".4

.
The fundamental character of,the Centre,. as a national'

scientific inforsation'institution, au'' rises it to pro-

vide inforiatiof, services to facilities and institutes of

the Charles University, which established the Centre, to

other institutions of higher education in the Cseohoslovak

Socialist reOhblic as well as specialised institutions,

es ecially,those connected with the depaenent of educations,

e ecially those connected with the department of education,

which also inkcdes the Centre in its budget (with Its head-

quarters at theFaculty of Education of the4rague Charles

University).. Apart fros this the Centre ;o- operates with

the chief bases for the further.e4veislion of teachers, i. i.
..< ____

the central institutes for the furthor education of teacher,

with university and college libraries (mainly with the

Central Library of the Faculty of Education, which includes
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th, polar.", tmgis files), with the State educational li-
braries and alSo with the Cliechealovek system of scientific

and technical,infornation, namely with the institute. of edu-
catiOnsl information and their branch information network.

The Centre's gEisral programme of activity is co-ordi-
nated in the plan of.poliiioal and organisational measure*
to carry *St itebasic role. Taking inib account the above -

mentioned prioritles.it is envisaged that the follotifing

meakures will be impleaented by 1982: survey of the users's

characteristics will be undertaken to ascertain the informs-
tiontieede in the EST sphere and at the same time also survey
of the proessaingeapacity available in the information net-
work from the paint of view of co-ordinated acquisition and-
bibliographiaal checking. As a by....productof this Survley

directory will be publiebid of the dhltitutions in Europe
that take a marked share in the creative, organisational,
edueationil br!:inforeation activity

On the basis of the results of the survey and depending
on- the .interest sholirn by national {institutions and inter-
national orginivations contractual co-operation will be
introduced ,in'the collection of documes)w, the processing
of data and the deseminatiOn of selecied information. To
cooly with the needs of unified processing a common selec-
tion la-tags (thesaurus) in Csach,-Euseian and English will

iradually'be created and a standard bibliographic description
with a view tie the computer processing of information Will
be introduced.

. _

The Centre is ostablishing, in collaboration with co-,

operating institutions, library of traditionel'as well WA

special primary sources of information on EST with the*aim

of *nearing their acesseibilitt in the network by repro:.

graphical or hicrograPhical techniques. Further the Centre'
co- ordinates the compilation of notes (selection, annotation

and 06tracts) with the aim of dolering the problems of FIT
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from?sources of respective provenance in their type com-

plexity and to their optimum thematic extent and depth.'fte

Centre in thi outset takes4over the national production

froths authorised partners in the/individual countries '

and in the various international institutions an4 1.nenseiapple-

meats 'hen with material from itiown specifib sources. It-.

,,aimerand a reletively complitt file on the socialist countries

and a selective one on the other European states.

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PRE -smor. EDUdATION

(Prague, November 1976)

Eva Opravilov6

Faculty of Education, Charles University, Prague

Tia Interna4onal Symposium on Pre-School Education

with the emphasis on the initial training and furt educi=

tion of the personnel for pre-school educational establish-.

cents held in Preee in November 1976 was one of the first.

events arrangedby the European Information Cen*.* for the

Further Education f Teachers affilliated to'the Charles

University in Pr e.

CEmah sloe took the initiative in organising this

interustkona meeting of experts fro the European.countkies

for the purposes of exchinging'experience and infokmation as

the interest in the questions of pre-school education and

the demands placed on tha high quality of the training offer.

ed to pro -schoe educational personnel go babk tothe 17th

century when hn Amin) COmenius included pie-school education

in the system of education and learning.

The present standard of the care given by our socialist

state to the developeentof the pro -athool education system .

and its integration into th#0zechoelovak education system

may serve as a model of a well-founded concept of :butes-

1
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porary education. Confronting this podel with the wars of

dealing with thes4 probleas'in various countries and examin-

ing the advantages and drawbacks of the various alternative

models may help in revealing the best possiblions*:And'in

discovering the tendencies and regularities of the further

development in this respect. The long tradition of our.pub-

lic pre-school education lasting for over'opetand a half

centuries (the first nursery schools in our country were

establishedin'the thirties of the last century) and the over

three hundred years long tradition of Comeniue' ideas on the

objectives and the function of children's education in.tha

early childhood have repeatedly directed bur attention to

the problems of the training and education provided, for those

in charge of the causation of the youngest. .

The nursery school in present-day Czechoslovakia is con-

ceived as Part of the school education system. Thi inclusion

of the nursery **hocl in the sohool.systea say,-however, be

visored fro: two different aspects.'Whereas the first aspect

implies a acre formal organizational affiliation of this

establishment to the school education syst4:, the second as..,

peat assumes a logical integrity of the educational process

!iron early childhood to adulthood, The effort to relat re*

school education to the general objectives pursued in edu-

cation and to unite social and educational activity is ty-.m

pical of the contemporary concopt, of the'pre -school educa-

tion system in our country.

For this reason it is natural that alio the initial

training and further education of nursery-school teachers

suet correspond-to these objectives. A systematic building

of the child's personality and laying down the foundatinni

on which the development...Of each individual will be based '

are becoaing a starting-point for the teacher training con-

cept and determine the maia trends in the iduOation provided

for the nursery-school teachers. The problea of their ini-

teal training and fUrther education has, in thin respect,

hd
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reached parity with the problems concerning initial training

and further education of teachers at higher levels of the

school.syeiem. Hence also a shift in the age limit atwhich

children start being educated under the generally ackflowled

ged profeseidmml guidance down to the perio4 which for -con- ,

turiaa 7Q: :ht., exclusive domain of spontaneous up-bringing

within the family and thus not included, in i the theory and

practice of teaching.

The researches carried out during the past decal's

which lay.stress upon the signifieance of the pre-school

period for man and consider it to be the most important

.period for the shaping ofhis persinality have helped a great

in substantiating
professionalharacter of the educe-

tion provided for those working with the children of pre-

school age. By providing a persistent and thorough profdt-____---

sional training for the nursery-school teachois_a-ayetimatil

education of children will be enaure4_inkireping with the

demands placed on man by thecote finporary development of the

society and thus.also,a basis will be established for's suc-

cessful operation of the educational system as a whole.

In.preparing the programme for the symposium, the orga-

nizers were well'aware of the significance,of these problems.

The symposium should above all.constitute the condit ns

foi the first scientific meeting of this:kind and, rovide,.

at the same tine, the basis for a prefessionsl,forua for the

stiscussion on these questions within the framework of Euro-

pean countries, thus establishing a tradition in periodic

meetings of specialiste'and research workers in the given

field: The goals which the organizers set themselves were

accomplished thanks to the participation of foreign experts

representing the foremost specialists and scholars in this

field.

Thd symposium dealt with several themes whose focal

points Were the'main papers given by Professor U. Kotinek

of Czechoslovakia and Professor 0. Miarelet of ?ranee.
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Tha paper by Profess or Xtt, dealt with the present
'

state and problems of the initial' training and further edu-
cation otthe personnel,for the -school educational este-
bliihmental.By way', of introd on pe stated that aphipre-
hansive view of the problems concerning initial training
and further\education could hardly be given at present as
she complats\and up-to-date information about the training
and further education of pre-schooleducational personnel
was lacking. Ae pointed out that the possibility of con-
fronting the bittic data at the present meeting was of great
importance to tbis end.

Re gavOhe\conceptual characteristics of pre - school

education as seen%in the individual countries, which served
him as a starting-point for comparing thi-k-elapectiWi:typea
of the training provided for the nursery-school teachers,
i. e. the educational personnel in pre-school establishments
for the children between the ages of three and six. Some of
the concepts recently appliei lad stress on the influence
of early learning, and guided activitiin particular; on
the development of children's abilities and assume greater
success with the children stimulated at an early age. Other
wide-spread concepts, however, .amuse that children's deve-
lopaent can beat'be fostered by giving them the maximum
freedon to experiment on their own'and to draw conclusions.

by themselves. These.concepta, in most mods, consider any
planned instruction with definite educational objectives to
be possible only after the compulsory school attehdknce has
began, and emphasise stimulation merely in the area of child-
rem

.

a games and manipulation. The implications of the two
concepts are reflected inthe trainibg and further education
of nursery School-teachers to the effect that they'acquire

,sRrofesaional qualifications /hich'would enable them to carry
out their educational tasks both in working with the child-
ren and in advisory educational guidance services provided ),
for children's parents.
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If.pre-ichool education is included in the system of

education there is a possibility of a broader teaching pro -

fession coveringthe tioleperiod of the child's develop-

meat from birth to school entrance, or a narrower one for

teaching the children betaventhe ages of three and six,

that is to say, before they start elementary school. The

latter is closely related to the qualifications required of

the teachers, in the initial grades of elementary school.

It.can be generally stated that a considerable growth

of pre- school facilities in a number of countries, has led

to an immediate shortage of skilled educational personnel,

which in turn has had bearing upon the fulfilment of the de-

mands placed on the content and eztent of their training and

further education:

The teaching programmes for pre-school educational per:,

sonnel generally include studies in eduction and psycholog7

and professional training, and in the socialist countries

also moral-political training focused not only on the future

educational work with the children butolion on the teachelr's-

involvement in public, social and cultaral activities. The

teaching practice of various kinda'carried out in the-respec f

Live institutions forme a compulebry coaponent of teacher

training. .

Surveys of the training provided for the educational

personnel in.various countries indicate that there was i

marked 4andency over the pest years to edu4te teachers in

higher education institutions, whicn of course assimes the

completion of secondary school education.

In spite of,this, however, the training provided in many

countries including Czechoelovakia,.is at secondary school

.
level and the respective institutions hate to offer general ,

edupation along with the professional training. The more

dressing need for nuraery school teachers and the increasing,

demands *r.aace4 on the standard of general education provide
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for the nursery sch ool teachers have lid1 in Cseehoslovekia

to the introduction of.diplomatoursis for the secondary

school graduates. They are carried out in the fors of ex-

tendedtended *Ours.. with a professional bias and are completed

by the school-leaving examination in specialist sub4ects.

Apart, frog this type-of secondary schol courses their yore

university -courses for nursery school teachers which have .

been established at the selected faculties of education in

Pragas and Oloaout since 1970. Teachers may specialise inn.

soils field of nursery school education following their own

interests (physical training, art, music).

The systea of part-time Iniversitlestudiee designed

to help the nursery school teachers with a certain; teach-

ing practice lays the main stress on the possibility of gainr

ing a better knowl4dge of the theory &sousing that the .teach-

ere more thorough theoretical training -and its practical.

applipailon in analysing their ,own educational activities is

the new element to be introduced into teacher training at

university level. Specialization,following.the students' in-

terest. and the-emphasis on thektheoretical.prOblems of pre-,

school education will also provide the basis for the training

of educational research workers in the field of pre-school

education theory.

. To meet the rising'demands placed on the qualified per-

sonnel in pre - school establish./4s for the childten requir-,

ins special care it was necesecry in Czechoslovakia to intro-

duce couressItfaupplementary studies in special educational

treataent at the faculties of education where special school

teachers are being trained.

, A gradual transfer of the training provided for the mu.-

sery`chool teachers to universities whieh.in future will be

going on in variops countries is likely to produce prerschool

edlicational personnel at twckcategories.aesides university .

'educated teachers who will be concerned lint the exacting
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educational tasks there will be educational personnel carry-

ing out simpler yet expert educational Leeks arising from

*tbedaily rhythm of children's lives and from the fact that

they are relatively lacking in independence. The training

required of the latter will probably be carried out at se-

condary schdols with special emphasis on the theory of edu- ,

cation and its ractical applications.

A suitable selectiopxof the candidateefor-the courses

of teacher training as well ai a timely vocational orienta-
, tion of the oting towards the teaching profession also be-

long among the more general'problems of teacher training.

There has been very little experience in this area and it

should, therefore, be given' attention at one of the next

meetingi.

In many countries teacher training in the field of pre-'

-school education is tending to educate teachers with broader

qualification which will enable'theM-tO take on teaching in

various types. of the educational system,.-Consequently, a nur-
,

seryschool teacher'is also in a position to work as i quali-

fied member of the, day nursery staff or as,an elementary

teacher belcAuse-the training of nursery school teacher. is

closely linked up with the education provided,for the teachers

in the initial grades Of BasicSchool.%Thia.trend towaeds

a wider professionil scope need not be opposed to the specie.*

lizetion in done of the fieldsvequiring enecific skills

(music, art, physical training). In Czechoslovekia due regard

is paid to this specialization during yie 'university train-

ing iovided for the teachers in the first grade of Basic

School.
.

The furtnereducation of pre-school educational per .

sonnel is organized in sll European countries. It may take

up vaflous forma ranging from a mere interchange of teaching

experiences to specialized study courses and professional

training of a ven7 high etandard provided for the leading.
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workers in this fieid. So tar terio have been only occassiensl
Attempts to establish a systole ,;r further education within
the framework Of a lifelong sdpostion 'chem..

In.conclumiOn, with reference to" the new'Projectfor

.iths,turther'development of the Cseehoelovak educational eye-,
Professor Sofinek pointed out that there is an important

tendency in the development ofrteacher.training./ta teacher
training system is changing into an open:dynaaic eyetwaWhioh
will enable the teacher, in the caurse'of lifelong w4uoation,
to relit* theAUalificationior widen the-toopesof profeseio
nal 'training according, to a particUlarJ.nterest or educational
need.

Thom has been a rapid progress in the individual noun-,
tries in areilof initial training and further-education
prOvided for the educational personnel in pre-school.establish-

ments. Zt Ac therefore difficult to fallow thenew develop-
ments closely and te'vbtain comparable data. For this reason
itis alsoInecessaito convene regular Meetings of experts
at'which topical information might be systematically supplied
and,iealuated.

--t- 'In hisZpipir entitled The Contemporary Problems of the
Training Provided lor.Pre -School Sducationaf Personnel Profs-
ssoriliarelet)focused his attention $4 theTecent pre-school
education objectives which provide, the basis for deters/ping
the role of a nursery'schbol-Leader. He pointed out that
in sitting the objectives of pre-schoolwducation more pgait-
mast'be'paid to certain general principles andan optimup ia-.

tio between the three bania factors must be sought. The fa*-
tots are the following:, soicial demands and the existing

' situation,- philosophical- educational eyatess of valued and
,Vthe childrin'thinteilves. He demonerated the shat4e of these
'factors in the geierel'objectives If pre -schooleducation by
Spproprieteexsal;lea taken from the":recent researches and
theoretical studies and from them he derived the correspond-.
ing social,*psychologicalltt

F
educational tasks for the nur-
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school -teachsrs. Ho strewed the poine.that the demands

mad* on the training of nursery school -tsachesdhould be

rmuIated on the basis of these tasks. 1""
s

.- itated in the.first place that for performing anyi
o .

oduvLional function it is'of pinery importance to possess'

41 animal knowledge'of a yids act** and for this reason, the °

-1,

nursery school- teacher suit also receive-i good gentral *dn.!

Cation. Ho considers certain parsons], qua], tiss"such at a

'versatile mied, concern d'orothir piopke, patience and ami-

ability to be of particular signific ce t

\71

O teacher's work.,

Although in thetraining provided fo nursery school -tea -

cosparison,w1th td. training provided,fol the teachers ofI\

chers lees attdntion is pain to spec alit te knowledge in

specialiit subjects, the training of hurgpry school- teachers

-.) ''''
is *qua* demanding and osnnot be conceived as a sire prac-

tical triihingof a simpler character than thepducation Of-

fered to ths other teschsra.,Ths training of nursery 4041001 -

tiashers should include both theory and practice and a °lois

link must be sitabliahed bet*sen theory and practice as -well
.

as betwasnsdicational research and Oactice. s
0

'In the subsequent partfof Lip paper Professor Miarelet

gads an analysis of the codtent.of the training in particu-

:lar subjects. Ms training in psychology should develop not

only theoretical knowledge of the.variouo. fields It wycho -

logy but also a sophisticated feeling.gbr humanity-enabling 1

the teacher tocomprehend,tht roasonsand:motives of child-

ren's behaviour. The training in psychology, should foster

the teacher's &fort to develop or promote his own attitudes

towards education and ,taach him how to take full advfntags*

of his,knowIedge in carrying Out his practical psych? -the -

rapautical desks,: ,
) , .

The

pA,
f .

reparation of teachers for performing their:social

. teaks should equally. combine thiknowledge gained at lectures

on sociology, micro-sociology and the impact of social en-

viroment on man's devolopaent, with its prectical,dpp14-
*
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cation, 1/Ufa-should be reflected in the teocher'a ability

to participate.in a wide range of social educational acti- '

vity rwlatedo children as well as adults. "
The content of the training in the theory anepractice,

1 education is focused on the main topical, problems of edu-
cation and the basic educatioial methods with the enphasis

on the methods of pre-iehool, eddeation, the knoiledge of

the procedures and methods of remedial edhcation.as well as"

on the specialised knowledge of the metheds,concerning the

practical use of the means of-expression- dancing, rhyth-

sic gymnai ics, drawing, modelling, music and, speech.

It is a well -kmorn fact that rather than the knowledge

gained in a pro-school institution it is the set'of social

habits and attitudes ithst'plays the decisive role in the

child's iuccess in school, enabling his to integratS into

the new was of life. That is why .toe teacher should *boy*

all attempt,to develop in a child all the channels through

dish he say oommunicate with theAmaterial world and the
people: .

-

Thase communication and expression chanuals are a assns .

of creative work, behaviour shading and adaptation to the
At' present are.no 1040 in a position to provide

the child with a ready -side set of solutions to the problems

he is faced with, for oti, world is ra,ddly changing and .all.

the situations aohil:1 come against cannot be-estimated.

or determined beforehand.sThe child therhfors must learn by

himself tocope Afp.the problems :he encounters with the eS.

help of those psychological resources generally or indivi-
dually available. For this reason pre-sch, ' :edumatioh ihoUld

develop children.sinitiative, imagination,,akmentiv: poweri!

'and creative abilities as well as the habit of'seeking mclu

tions to small practical problems of everyday life. 1

In conclusion,'prof. Miarelet pointed out that while

formerly the standard-Cif education provided for the educa-

tional personnel corresponded to,tue age of the child and

1 2 3
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there was a generally acknowledged principle stating that

the lower standard of education the recent concept indica-

tes that this view must needs be radically changed. The

.
training of nursery school-teachers brings about more prob-

lems than was generally expected.

In the opinion of prof. Miarelet neither the goals of

pre-school education nor the corresponding tasks assigned

to teachers with respect to their education have been auffi-

cieatly analyzed. It is therefore very useful that attempts

are being 'lade at the present meeting to clarify sole of the

' problems and to suggest certain long-term solutions.

The discussion on the theme *Specific problems of the

initial training providied for the nursery school teachers.

in the individual aountrieam,wes asfollow-up of these two

main papers. 19 discussants took part in the discussion.. They

. were from the. Soviet-Union, German Democratic Republic,

people's Republic of Poland, People's Republic of Hungary,

'Socialist Republic of Rumania, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium and

Czechoslovakia. They informed their colleagues .. the situa-

Lion concern4ng the training provided for nursery school-

teachers ill their own countries as well as oaf SCAM ipeciflc

problems (4'1.re-school education. Detailed information about

the present state of these problems in Czechoslovakia was

given in the reports on the initial training provided at se-

condary school level for the nuigary school-teachers and on

the system ,f their further education as well as on the de-

velopment ano present state of higher training provided for

nursery school-teichera.l

The data given were mainly obtained from the question-

naire which all the participants had beeri sent beforehand.

Some of the. topical date on'the present state of the train-

ing provided for nursery school-teachere in the individual

countries were then included in the symposium materials and

distributed to the participants.
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The lest.dayof &the sysp6aium was devottto the papers

by CsIonoolovak phrticipants bringing ini'oraatiOn anOut'the

state of pre-school :dilution in Caeohoglovakie. TO-obtain
a better-picture of thi situatioy in Csiahoilimakia it this

respect fareign-visitorm had, he'pAsibility,of visiting
a nursery-Sandhi aid otherjpreschool facilities.

The foraisn'partit4ihis wire also'acquainted. with the
shire takin by the Osechoslovak iohialisi'cuitUrs'in tea=

, . .

Ohara' pripaiatAon for-the work with the. youngest. To this'

aid,. a panel discussion'gn the books ror'the 'children of

pre-school age and a visit to the Nouli of Children's Books
attached to the Albetrea iublishing Mouse were arranged for
them. The guests. also watched thi performance of a puppet
show given by the winners of the National,Yestivai Of Pro=
fessiOnal Theatrical Companiee. The puppet=show represent&
an aria of long standing in the.cultural educational Wank

with the youngest.

%MS.
The toy belongs among the'conspioivs elements.of a

child's interaction and Communication with the surrounding

world. tor-this reason also the exhibition of Csechoslovak
.toys and aids for nursery shools arranged by the losenius
National Istablishment became part of the symposium. It re-
presented a selection of the toys and aids used in nursery
sOnools and del nurseries as well is some of the forthcoming

4

aids'shigh will assist the teacher in carrying out'the tasks

set'by the 91.144busse to be newly introduced into the nut...

seri'sahaoli* h.-visitors appreciated...4day the high aesthe-
tic standard; exacting workmanship, ingenuity and functional
character., of the toys. It was generally agreed that this
shows an exceptional care and generosity on the part.ot so-
cialist state in providing the optimum conditions for the
eduction of children in the public pre-school institutions.

This;component of the symposium substantiated the fact
that the system of initial and further teacher training must
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needs include a thorough knowledge of the theory's. well as

of the practical application Of all the weans of art to (Ie-

.v*10P a cibil4's all«round,peraonality..

The syiposium participants, of whoa 30 took part in the

dieouisidn, sirs therepresentatinSe of the professional

institutions concerned with the questiOns of teacher train-

ing. As this gas the first-limning of it. kind it was large -

ly conducted in the form.of information interchange, torsi«

nology oonfronist adn Jim-story nakins of the relevant.

problems. In thi la the main purpose of the nativity at

the present stags van if all the problesr could not be

given the use at ion yang to theirettensiii scope and

lank, of time it was unsnisonsiy agreed that the training of"'

educational personnel belongs among the key problems ofthe

further development of pre-soho,01 estebliebsepti and their

Adueational eyeOrm; The impolytent findings and inforiation

-obtained at the symposium.sill 14 published in the forth-

coning proaeolinp and thy( made available to those working

on the theory and praotioe of education.

Maintaining 4ittarent opinions on the solutions to some

problems was not considered to, Se an obstacle to a further

fruitt*inforiation)ixobango. The-swoasonistion for the

.diesleptl:reonteets and further co-operation SS wolf's/

the roe tion for the UN1S00 programiVetro forsulatod

to this effect. .

The final resolution acknowledged the usefulness of

this firAt asstini and brought several isipetutois relevant to .

'. further deyslopments,in this respect. Airst of all

suggestion to arrange a fr4ow-up to this international sym-

posium focused on tl w of the narrower aspects of the train-

ing provided tor the teachers in pre-school facilities (a.. g.

_the relation between secondary cohool and higher Studien or

the-problems of establinhing a close link between initial

graining and the'syetes of the further education of nursery

schZoi -teachers).
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The recommends t submitted to the UNkSCO sinretariat,
_

which-is of ek. portince-, puts forward a proposition
to give an'afficientsupport to 01111111if events organised

in the; field of-the further education provided for teachers
in pre-schocil establishments and to promote the respective

researdh including mutual international participation in de-
vising speoifio research projetts.

In spite of the fact that as yet there has not been
such experience with international co- operation in the field
of educational reseerch we nay assume that prersehool educe-
tion provides better conditions for this collaboration than
the other leeels of the school system, as it -is not confined, .,

to particular educational ob4ectivei.to such an extent U. ;Ls-,

14
.

-

,ZN-the Staid School. It is mainly.tiiteacher's experience with P
the educational activity concerning,the developing of abili-'
'ties and skill, (motorf creative of musioal abilities) that
can as mutually confronted And made Vull advantage of.

If lie are to evaluate the significance of :,41 symposium
in general we say conclude that it made a definite contribu.
Lion in.sany respects. First.of all:a cqmprehensiTe view of

= the sitation-in the training provided for the educational
personnel- in various European countries was:obtained and at

same,timA the contacts with the.educetors of the indivi
countries have been established. A fruitful4Onfrosts

-.4, 441 of the viewpoints, information interchange, the establish
sent of the working contacts, * friendly atmosphere and good
organization ensured that he symposiim was a great success
and represent a promise as well as a pledge for the forth -
eosin; events.
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1311.11112/01ATIONAL CONNIBiltit 01 Ammo* ON THE RESEARCH AND

%
proaurna PRIORITIES IN THE NISID.07 THS FURTHER EDUCATION

OP TEACHERS

(Prague, September 1977

Hans Proohiskova 11

European Infcruation Goitre for thePurtier Education of

Teachers, Charles University, Prague

The European InformatioCCentre for the Yurther'iduca.g

Lion of Teachers was-established at the Charles University

in Prague as a national information and research instift

Lion concerned with the field Of"the lifelong *lunation of

the educational personnel. Its kissiorris to promote the f.

disstaination of intonation and exchange of research fine

Inge on the European scale with the *aphasia, on iwidespread

application of the progressive principles and'uthoda of

the sciences of education and on the promotion of the tam-

vation trends in the educational systems.

To brin a ponitioiriodarry'out its" tasks with effi-

ciency and to their due extent-and depth and taking into

account an optimum structure of their organisation and sp-

its activities paying due regard to dhe conclusions an.re
thods, it etas necessaiy to outlini\; long-term programme of

comnendations put forward at.the recent international nett-

ing' anu by international agreement such as w. g. the agree-

ment upon an extensive EuropeiC cooperation in the field of

education (Helsinki 1975), negotiaiicas concerning the 'changes

and reinstatement of the teaching quiliticationa at the 35th

Conference on Education (Geneva 1975), The Universal Infor-

mation UNESCO Provante_edopt.at the General URESCO"Confo-

rent* (Nairobi,1976), the congusions of the 36th Interna-

tional Conference on Education (Geneva 1977) etc:

These events provided the scope for the programme of

the activities organized by -the European-Information Centre

5
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for the Further Education of-Teachers. This programme is
compiled by the international adviiCrybody eatablished in
the form of ticoafeirence of advisers on tbi-research and

'inSormition priorities. At the suggestion of the-18019C°
escrttarlat, resident in Paris, and o the recommendation,
of the national UEE8C0 commissions se up in the respective.
European countries, tin experts in the told of the further
:education of teachers were selected and ca mod for their
first meeting in Prague in September 19 The conference
was erranged by the European Information Centre for the
further .Education of Teachers, whose director conducted
the confirmss proceAings. The adviseri were submitted the,

. basic materials and asked to give their opinion on the type
the priority concerning the content and working methods

of the'sotirities tote carried out at the EurbpsesCentre
for the Further Education of Teichers during the years
1979 r 1982.

1'1,0

The discussion *IS focused on the assessment of the
specific_position,of the Buropean.Inforlation Centre for
the further Education of Teachers and on the UNESCO possi.4.

Ulities-of promoting international co-operation in the
given field as will as on the formulation of the concept
and problem') of the fuither education of teachers and on.

the leVele of its systems, on the delimitation of the ope-
ration area of the information system under preparation
within the framework of European countries end finally,
on the viewpoints on the research work in the field of the
further' education of teacher..

The conference participants recommended the investi-
gation of the proble.e,poncerning the content, principlla
and efficiency of the further education of teachers in the
individuk_ countries carried out in the fora of case gnu
dies or thisatic studies in co-operation with other coun-
tries, which should be given preferenue ovitaithe large-scale
research projects which are expensive and yield a relatively
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low reeult.owing to the different national; cultural-histo-

iic and political-economic character of the.oeducational

sysIsis:

It was further stipulated that the documentation and

information supply should precede the research andconfe-

rence activities so that the content and results of this

activity aught effectually raise the standard or teachers'

lifelong education.

As to the priority measures in the sphere of informs"-

Lion the advisers agreed to give the following recoimenda-

Lions: '

- to identify,the institutions with the relevant info'

nation fund providing information services,

to coordinate these services within the framework' of

the national,, regional and international institutions inte-

rested in this activity,

to raise the effectiveness of providing the informs-

don on the further education of teachers by making the

sources accessible to all, by data processing and by publish-

ing-the bibliography and surveys,

. - to make an analysis and evaliation'of the tendencies

in the development of the systems of the further education

of teacher/ in the individual European countries.

The advisers reached the conclOsiOn that the European

Informatinn Centre for the Further Education of Teachers.

,had mitered upon the right and yseful,way in this topiCal

field. The centre was recommended to arrange the next con-
.

ference of the selected European experts after 1980 to deal

with the priorities for the following period. The UNESUO -

sedreatariat was recommended to take into account the re-

sults of the conference in compiling its own programmes,

to take full advantage of the selected actevities of the

European Information Centre for the Further Education of

30
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Teachers and to support t hen, and to make use of the con-
olnsiona of the present conference in widening the scope"4 of UNESCO activities in the field of'tal.further edt cation

i7;-,3 of teachers.

- The documents and materials fro& the'coAhrence
of theC:1 selected advisers from European countries dealingwith-tbe

reseerch.and iiftprsation priorities in the field.of the
further educetion of teachers thus stipulate the recommen-
dation of internatidhalSo-operation

in this field both
on the part of the UNESCO, the European

Information Centre
for thcFurtiler Education of Teachers and on the part of
the other in&oitutions which are interested in this col-
laboration and replayed the conferencereport: They have
also made a contribution to the promotion of. the informs-
tion .Tate: of the further education of teachws by lsying
stress'on the intensification of the:information services
With respect to the theme, provenance, source, date proces-
sing sawell is the user's needs. The documiats will also
help in unifying and developing the viewpoints Amd measures
taken in the field of'tesobers'lifeleng

eduistion in the
individual luropsansountries,as well as at the int* 'national

THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON TRS FURTHER EDUCATION OF
SPECIAL SCHOOL TEACHERS

(Prague, October 1977)

FrantiSek iabeler

European Information Centre for the Further Aducation of
teachers, Charles University, Piague f

0

A symposium, with international participation, on the
further education of special school teachers was held in

.
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Prague from 25thOe 28th October 1977. It was organised by

the European Information Centiesfor the Further Education.

of Teachers in collaboration' with the Department for tbo

Education of Special School - Teachers of the Faculty of Idu-'

cation of Charles University, Prague, and with the partici-

pation of the UNESCO secretariat. in Paris and the Csocho-,

ilovak Coraission for Co- operation frith UNESCO in Prague:

The symposium was attended by a representative of WHO (the.

World Health Organisation) N. Wagner, and thi Secretary of

EASE (the European Associatiorefor SpeCial'Education) W..jund

The session was opened by the chairman of the prepara-

tory cosnittes of the-symposium doe. dr. Svatopluk Petri-.

Lek, CSc., director of the European Inforistion Centre for

the further Education of Teachers and vice. -dean of the Fa-

culty of Education of Charles University, Prague.

The sighificance of this symposium was stressed by Nils,

Ivor Sundt:mpg conveying and introductory greeting on behalf

of the UNESCO secretariats in Paris. He sad that the sym-

posium enabled An mbsno of views, knowledge and expel,

rience, which may benefit handicapped children and youth

throughout Europe. He went on to mention that.thAtopics

selected for the symposium were"in full accord with the

current UNESCO programme in thifield of special education,

where great Attention is.being paid in particular to teecners

for handicapped youth. He welcome thfs opportunity for his

personal participation et the symposium as an occasion for

more detailed discussion on this theme.

This symposium was of particular importance to Czecho7,

slovsk personnel in the field of special education 4.4d in

the field of the further education of teachers, particular-

ly school teachers, since it was being convened at

a time when the project for the fu.cher development of the

Czechoslovak educational system was gradually,beiag lapis-

wonted.
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The Os - authors Frantilek ]Abele and Ledvik Idelsberger

tools this fact into account as a :torting point for the maim

paper addressed to the symposium. They pointed to_the_rapid_

growth of sOientific,infoimation at the present stags of

scientifictochnionrdevelopment, the on-going process of

differentiation in mcientific fieldsvand yet their siaul-

teneous intsgration, as well as more grave factors calling

*ranurgent need to solve the lifelong education of experts'

in all aressAof'scientifio4work and in social life, in the

giVen case in theafield of special educevional.treataent

and the core of haidicapred children., In to the view of the

Soviet Academician Nymeyanov, it is in the integrated scien-

tific ip the so-called hybrid sciences, that a

fruitful development of scientific knowledge taken place at

the point of minuet of the individual scientific branches.

The project.for the further development of the Czeoho-

slovsk'educational Spites contains an enumeratjnn of the be-

sic'tasks for the furthir education of educational -nOnnal,

which is being carried out in three stages - the ad ition

phase, the innovation phase and:the specialisationphase.

The main paper referred to the specific,charecter of the
.---`

further education of- special school teachers. A graduate of

liesio'higher education, eabarkizg dn work ies special school

for youth with cone physical handicap, a sensory defect, men-

tally or with sone pehaviour deviation, needs to

gein also in this adaptation phase apart iron an initial

orientation into the educational work, a narrower speciali-

sation in the educational methods peculiar to re-educotion,

compensaticn and remedial treatment maned at removing or at

least mitigating thevconsequancrs o: hone handicap. Whereas

in the basic- higher education for special school-student-

teachers specialisation ii offered only in five basic sub-

. jectf (etiopedia, psychopedia, logopedia, fyphlopedif, sone -

topsdio), in practicethe school system for children requir-

ing special care includes more than tweaty types of special
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schoolsi differentiated according to the types and degree of

the handicap and according to the age of the pupils. Taking

into account how exacting this adaptation phase is at schools

for yoUth requiring specie/ care it is.worth oonsidering

whether this phase should mot be extended to two years as

opposed to schools fcr normally-healthy children, where it

is estimated to take one year.\ -

Considering the 'concept and the mission of the lifelong

education of experts of all categories it follows that both

components - the under-graduates and post-graduates -.must

be regarded in close mutual relationship in conceiving the

content of their studies.

Further papers followed up this conception, especially

the second chief paper presented by W.Lund (Sweden) and

another twenty -two contributions. In all a total of twenty-.

four papers were read at the sympOsium and six participants

entered-into the discusaion. .

s:

W. Lund, the'secretary of EASE (the European Associa-

tion for Specie) Education) disCussed in his paper entitled

"The Training of Special School Teachers in West European

Countries Now and in the Future" the fundamental problems

and postulates for the ed cation of handicapped persons in

the Scandinavian and west uropean countries, and the oon-.

sequences that emerge or the,training of expert personnel.

We are above all concerned with the demand for the develop-.

mint of the whole personality of_the child suffering from

. some handicap add enabling all members of the society to

enjoy a cultured life, and that apkNies to less fortunate'

individuale as well. In the Scandinavian laws this principle

isjaid down in the demland that education should be organ.zed

with's view to the needs, integrity and ability of the .

vidual pupils. Thus the individualization in teaching was

confirmed as one of the educational maxims. This principle,

however,-runs counter to the social demand to train indi-

vidual° capable of taking their place in advanced specialized
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production. this is a conflict between theory and ality,
between the wishes of the individual and the requir sets
of society.

,

In his lecture, 1 Lund went on to deal with ae's p-
bringing,ad education of handicapped potions bearing i
mind the following requirements:

ti

- as maq_gandicapPed children as possible should be platted
in normal sihols and classaii;

a handicapped child shbuid receive prioritx, in an inte-
grated refornsd school (Yoi*boalthy

and handicapped children)
and he should receive sufficientsprivate

attention;

- in Liao s pecial classes and special A
ethools.shonld be abo-

'lishee, w hile seriously handicap/Air-children should be
given the opportunity of toining Walla troupe conducted
by special school .teachers ;. C

- instead of classes so-called-working
units for 50.to 120

i pupils should be constituted asp basic orgmniiational
form;,

these working units should be led by a teas of educators.
- (teachtre,psysftologiste, social workers, supervisors and
spedial school teachers);

,... the handiapped children who.are
somber* of such a working,

unit should be organised in small groups and taught by
special school teachers;

- at present perticUlarstross is laid in Suindinavian educe.:
Lionel theory on thi relation between

the individual and

c

group (environaent)

If all this is to become a riality and not to retain
mere theory, then the basic school ,mustszbe in a polition to
integrate the majority of:handicapped

children. Apart from
this, hough, children suffering from 'seriouilhandicaps Will
be educated in spinial schools, where they will have. the pos.-
sibilitz of an apprOpriate training for life in a normal
social environment.
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The role of the teacher must correspond to theps de-

,
mend's. The traditional and essential role of the special

echool teacher is to preside the handiCapped chilA with qua-,

_litird aid and traip himin.a manner enabling him to play

his role

inthe

valid member of society?. This task was no doubt

siipler n=ths past when it was possible to intar

more unequivocal termsas to what is normal. Inetedv°11.0=

ciety, however, the border-lines between the handicapped

and non-handicapped an& rather blurred. We may observe this

'situation at any' school in Europe, &Specially in industcrialised

areas, where there are such serious bases Of handioapped-

children in normal schools that the slyllabuses'cannot beim& -

nagea without' special care.

W. Lund concluded his paper with' a report on the reeolu'

Lion adopted,at the general assembly .-;t EASE on August 3rd

1976. This resolution was acclaimed by4the personnel respon-

sible for education and by institutions in the whole of

Europe, and is couched in the following terms:

beery child is entitled to an education.

The education should provide the individual with the
LI.

possibility of exercisinghisabilities and contributing to

the iociety in which he lives.

Continual attention should be devoted to pupile'diffir

culties in learning and behaviour at all schools. It is im-

portant to be vigilant allethe time for children writti various

handicaps requiring,epecial oaresandaducation.

However handicapped and whatever the special needs such

children have a right to the broadeetteducational facilities.

Whereyer children with any.kind of handicap or special

needs are being broughi'up a teacher with special school qua-

lifications should be ensured.

SpeCial education is specified according to .the diffe-

rent types of handicaps:

Pew
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a) for children with physical or zinsori.aandi.laps,

bFfm,..ctildren with intellect handicaps and learning

0 for neurotic children with behaviour and inter-pereo
nal relationship. disturbances.

All teachers should be tri..,ned to have a certain Amount
of knowledge about children with spicial needs, and tu have
an understindinefor their problems:

All teachers of children with any kind of handicap and
special needs should undertake

post-graduate courses in
special educational tTiatment.

Bdth main lectures,whosi chief points were distributed
to the participants before the opening of the symposium, sti-
mulated further papmrs and aroused discussion among partici-
pants from the Czechoslovak

Socialist,Republio and from fo-
reign countries, e. g. J. Brika On the ti.u.oetical-organi -
,sational probleay.of the pbst-gradnate o3tree for special
cdhool teachers at the Faculty of Education of that Comeaus
.University in Bratislava, V. Fredmers4con the designing of
post-graduate courses with a view to the characteristic
Pastures. of special school teachers, U. Oali on the parallel.
drvlopment of special schools and the further education of
`special schOol teachers.

Of the foreign lectures the one that was of particular
importance and informative was that ,fiven by N. I; Sundberg,
representing ttt. UNESCO secretariat in Paris, entitled

TIMM and the training of teachers for handicapped childrenTM.
3s I:glaciated-Immo basic information about the purpiiiiailde
orphizAtion of UNESCO and about the /14.ogramme for special

schooktlivotion this institution is designing. He reported
on achisvimenta, aspecit}ly on seminara for experts held in
-various countrie4. .0 conclusior hi told the symposium par-
';',icipanto about thtk UNESCO publishing programme

difficultiis,
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on seecial.school teaching and the education of handicapped

children. The symposium participants applauded his address

and also the possibility of gaining the above - mentioned in-,

formation directly from a UNESCO Secretariats expert..

A The other lectures given by foreign participants were

on the whole very instructive synd reported on the present

state and future tendencies in the further education of

special school teachers in the various countries, often in

conjunction with the basic otudids. Two further characteris-

tic features were Apparent in most of these morel above all

in speaking of the demands on the content of' special school

teaC.ers' training they bore in mind the°requirements regard-

ing the qualitiee of the graduate-teacher responsible for

the up-bringing of,children suffering from a physical hem,

dicap, a icandicap of the senses, mentally retarded or malad-

justed; secondly, they openly touchtd upon the problems

arising in designing and realising basic and post -graduate

courses for special school teachers. J. contribution to the

solution of these problems was, for instance, the paper pre-

sented by T. DednitovA on the structure and-forms of raising

the,qualifications-of specia% schobl teachers in the Soviet

Union, J. B. Vandovelde's report on the training of teachers,

for handiOpped children in Belgium; S. Liareckf's on the

system of training special school teachers in Poland, W. Baku,-

dish on the current developments in the basic and further

education of special school teachers in the GDR, J. Draperson

the higher and further special education of teacher in Hol-

land, V. G011esz on *he training of defectologists at the

University College or Defectology in Budapest (the oldest

European-inatitution_of its kind foundekin1900), A. aordi6

on the training ofepezial school teachers at the youngest

faculty of its kind of the Belgrade University established

only two years ago and following by-and-large the Czecho-

slovak conceptions in this field of special educational treat-

ment. Other lectures and discussion contributions were made

13,E
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on this those by Z. Dobreve speakini on the differentiated . '

training or special school teachers at the Sophia University,

and in two papers sent, but not rreeented at the symposium,

by E.. Valens.s on the care of handicapped children and the

training of special echool teachers in Norway and by I. Skov

Jorgenson on the training of special schcel teachers in Den-

mark.

Other papers by participants from home and abroad dealt

with various aspects of the conception and realizatiOn of

the further edUcation of special school teachers. We may in-

clude in'this group lecture. ,by L. Edeleberger on the parti-

cipation of the Central. Institute for the Education of Edu-

cational Personnel in Prague on the further education.of

special school teacheri, by J. Validovel on the share of the

Regional Institute of Education in Brno in the further edu-

cation of special school teachers, by M. kehlik on adult

education and the further education of special echool teachers

and by Z. Krejbich concerned with the question of logopedic

-education for special school teachers. The role of the ape-

clalized journal in the further education of special echool

teachers in the Czethoslovak Soqialist Republic was the sub-

ject under discUssion by J. Stanka, editor of the journal

"Questions of De/ectology".

Interesting and apimulating remarks were made on thia

theme by some of. the &reign participants. K. P. Becker (GDR) s

speaking of the,principlee for designing study plans for the

training of special echool teachera, P. Eberhard discussing

the aysted of the further .ducation of teachers in the GDR,

X. Tyborowski on the forms of post-diploma studies in Poland,

E. Temasikovi oft the raising of special school teacher.'

qualifications with regard to rill-sing difficult children in

Poland and B. Briois on the unity of teaching and research in

teacher training at special schoole in the GDR.

A sElitable sUpplementilto the programme were the contri-

butions made to the discussion by P. Ruprecht (GDR) "On the

3 44.
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criteria of the connection between the basic 6tudio and

the further education of special school teachers and the

need to educate handicipped children's perenti-', by A. Tu-

dek, "On the content and specialisation of the further edu-

cation of Oecial school teacher.", by F. Kdbeie "On the im-

portance of educating the parents of handicapped children

end on the experience gained with courses for the parents

of children suffering from cerebral polioryelitist.by W. Lund

"The need for European co-operation in the care of handi-

capped children and in training teacher. and managing person-

nel in'the field of special pedagogics" and by A. Hulek from

Warsaw "The specialized trOxing of teachers and the educe:.

tion of handicapped youth not for the present but for .the

future role they wi71 play in society."

It is evident from this brief review that in the-Course

of the symposium on the further education of ayeial school!

teachers extensive material wai presented and t toted,

which, when it has been edited and'published in the proceed-

ings will serve as study material for solving these problems.

In the final resolution and recomaendation prepared by

the drafting committee consieting.of S. Fetridek (chairman),
K. P. Becker, L. Edeleberger, A. Buick, F. Wee and W. Land,

stress was laid on tNe responsibility of society for the raid-

ing of the qualificationsofcepecial school teachers and thus

also the social care of handicapped.children, further the

need for international co-operation and mutual exchange of
.

information in this field in the spirit of the Helsinki agree-
merits and in collaboraticl frith the UNESCO secretariat., EASE

and the continued Activity of Jul European InfcInation Centre

for the Further Education of Teeatters affiliated vo Charles

Iniversityinitagus.

f
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TUB INSIKATIAVALIMMTOSIOK ON TR1 FURTKIRIDUCATICK Of TRACKS=IN UK USX OFIDUCATIONAL ISCHNOLOOK
(Prague, ibiember 1977)

Pans follingarril
luropows-Informstion Centre for the further Zduoetton of Tisch-

ere, the:Charles University, Prague

The International Symposium on the Further iducet:.on of
Timbers in the Use of

Rduentiimilsteohnology tool place in
Frees tomerds'We'en4 of 1577 (19th - 18th November): The
4yelwmtims was orgagised by the luropesn Information Centre
for the Purtherlducation,

of Tesobers affilliatekto the -
;bailee University ....nwregue,,in conjunItion with the ?Soul-
ti of Idusetion, Cbirlei University in Prague and the Padulty
ofiduestion at grade* lcrflovf. ,

--r
The eymiOiium was attended 38 Csechoslovskiind 22 fo-

roigiexpirts frog
Belsium,,Bulgerie, Finland, Praia*, Rungs,

ry, the Oeimin Democrstic Republic, the Cornea Federal Repub-
lic, Norway, Poland, Austria and 0- USSR. Among the forsign
participants there was also an official'represenZative

of the
URKKOO seozetarSlit ribidentAn Paris, Mr. Ouy Berger, and in

offioisi'representstive:of the International Council korlda-,cationel Mils mitio resident in Paris, Kr. Walter.
Coppel..Dr. Ssbtopluk PetriMek, CSo., director of theAturo-
pail InformaticmCCentre for the Further Sduostion *of Teachers,
presided at the symposium, dr. Dana Tollingerovi, CU., scien-
tific secretary of ths'oentre?wal its scientific

ilmrentor.,,

The opining session we attended by the Deputy Minister
t;f1ducation at the CSR, dr. Karel depiSka, CBo., who give
$1 account of

°!hi,primp4,1.4torganiiation of the Csechoslovek..
3duontion,system and of its implicetions'for

the initial and
in- servile teacher- training.; The openi4 of the eymposium
was elswAttended by the chairman of the Czech TrIde Union
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Committee of Educational and Snientifit Workers, dr. adislav

,lialberltdt, CSo. who gave a report on the various forms of

the care given by the trade union to teachers and the impro-

vement of their qualifications. Dr. Alan liargal, CSo4, di-

rector of the Central InftitUte fe Teacher Triining in Bre,-

tislava, informed the participants of the concept of a old- .

Pied system of the further educationof teachers and educa-

tional personnel: The information about the new concept of

teacher training under preparation.at higher educational

establishments was given by di. Jiti Fiber, Cft., Dean of

the Faculty of Education of the ensiles Mk:firefly.

The symposium was historically as well as conceptually .

linked up with tfit results of the preceding international

events. They were mainly the 39th International Conference

on Education (Geneva 1975), -the International Seminar on

Educational Technology (Budapest 1976), the International

Seminar on Programaed Learning (Tbilisi-1976) and the Inter-

national Seminar on ihedse of Talevision in Further

Education of Teachers (Warsaw 1977): ,

The startinrpoint for the prograaae of tie symposium

was the disharmony generally gilt between eq inn schools

with educational media and.betwesn'their affective use in

teaching. This fact particularly applies to the devices of

educational technology which have admittedly become, one

large scale, a component of the technical material basis of

the process of education, yet they have not substantially

affected this procbs as such. It was pointed out that in-

adequate teacher training was one of the sources of these

difficulties. The main objective of the symposium was to make

a contribution to the solution of this problem by exchanging

views on the following three gtoup of themes:

1. The changing role of the teacher in contemporary

.school.

2. The content, methods and organization forme of the

training of teachers in She use of modern educational media.
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3. International co- operation in the field of the fur-

ther education of teachers in the use of modern educational

\media.

I.

The discussion on the these on thmohanging role of the

iteacher in contemporary school and on the indications re-

malting; !Vog this change for an appropriate integration of

modern educational media into the process of education was

mood in the fors of a panel discussion. The main points

at the discussion concerned the general questions of

the various roles and functions of the teacher in diverse,

educational situations, at various levels of tho'school eye-

tea; with the children and youth of various ages and isys-

tiousSchool subjects.Those kindly of activities were sought

in which the teacher cannot be substituted for by educational

sepia but must always act as a human persdnality. On the other

hand, also thoes kinds of situations were searched in which.

the educational media may aptly replace some of the teacher's

activities by modelling his "live human world

In conclusion, it was unanimously stated that the teacher

is -a factor that Cannot be substituted for in the process of

education and the technocratic ways of solving this problem,

that is to say a mechanical replacement of the teacher by

technology, were reje4cted. Educational media (even the most

perfect ones such's, audio- vioual and computer technology)

are merely a tool in the hands of the teacher. They do tot

eliminate his work,, but make it more' intensive, rational or

promote its effectiveness in some other'way. There is of

urea one assumption: educational media may become effective

aide only in the hands of i well-trained and motivated edu-

catonwilling ,to apply them, and knowing how to work with

them. Only then they icny be naturally' integrated into the

educational process and positively affect its efficiency.

_ _
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This positive attitude towards modern educational media

together with the appropriate skill to handle them and con..

sciously make use of them in fulfilling the educational ob-

jectives do not, however, develop by themselves. Both must

be fostered intentionally and systematically not only during

the teacher's initial training but also later on throughout

his teaching career. Por this reason the preparatiou for the

work with modern educational media must become an integral

part of teacher training and further education as well as a

component of the training provided for the leading eduottiomal

and inspection personnel o; the sohool adiOnistration autho-

rities._

Yet even this will not be sufficient. As the demands

made on the use of educational media are increasing and their

technical operation and maintenance are becoting more com-

plicated the discussants also suggested that it would be ex-

pedient to provide professional assistance for the teachers

through specially trainekadvisers, instructors, technicians

or laboratory assistants specializedAm the field of educa-

tional technology. In this way also. the second important

source of inautricient use of modern educations.' media in

teaching would be removed, resulting fro the changing role.

of the teacher in contemporary school. I is, the exacting t.

manipulation of educational media (incl vet of the prepaTa-

lion of poogrammes and other bresrers of instructional infer-

nation) which with some of the devices of educational teoh-

nology is complicated to such a degree that it distracts the

.teachers from carrying out his educational tasks and changes.

him into an operator of educational technology.

The third theme concerned with the question haw to pre-

vent_moderi school equipment from becoming an.otiose inven-

tory was based on the fact that tho role of the teacher in

the present conditions exceeds the narrow framework of in-

struction.-The teacher is assigned a number of tasks in the

field of up-bringing, particularly in the education apart

1'14,
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from the classroom. He is competent to co-ordinate the edu-
sitive influence of all the outside school factors of edu-
cation. Accordingly, the educational media must also exceed
the narrow boundaries of school instruction. They must assist
the teacher not,only in the process of the pupils' cognitive
learning but must also have their share in shaping the pupil's
personality Ind promoting their. individual imaginative andaOtiVe work. For that reieOn educatiofial

media must get not
only to the hands`of the teacher but also to the hands of 6.the pupils as a means of their self-education. The conclu-
sions of tha discussion

were summed up by dr. Uartin Hared
(CSSR),.rapporteur of this theme.

Twenty speakers took pirt in the discussion on the con-
tent, methods and forms at the training provided for teachers
in the use of modern educational media. From Czechoslovakia
they were: Jitka Dvnfikoll, who gave a report on the guidance
provided for the,teachers in the apprentice-training

establish-
manta with & view to Woderaizing

the process of education and
promoting their imaginative work; Dugan Rapala, who spoke
about the post-graduate training of higher school teachers
in the use of modern

educational media; Vladimir Haradta,
who gave a report on the use of video-recordings

in practising
the teaching skills; Aled Chlebedek, who;. gave an account of
the work done-in the field of the preparation of teachers for
MA application of modern educational media at the Central .

Institute fort the Training pf Educational Personnel in Fragua;
Svgtla Karfikovd, whn -e-xpreased

ooze thoughts on the class-
roomenvironment and its impact on the effectiveness of teach-ing and teaoher's work; ttdpdn Kolcidek, who concentrated on
theAueation-of-interlinking theory and practice in the train-
ing of teachers in designing programmed materials for self-
instruction; Jaromir Kopfiva, who gave information about the
arrangements made for the introduction of a spud* courseeof

1'45
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studies in educational technology at the Faculty of Educe-

Lion at Brno; Ludak Kouba, who talked about the training of

teachers in the application of teaching aids and computer

technology; Josef KubAlek who worked out a reportoen the're-

aulta achieved in investigating
the effectiveness of a set

of media in initial teacher
training;; Oldfich Lepil, who made

some comments about the problems of the training of natural

science teachers in the application of educational media;

Milod keddtko, who spoke about the contentrmethods'amd

forms of teacher training and about an effective use of the

material educational media, and Boris Uher, who generalised

the experience, gained at the'Faculty of Arts in Prague, with

WI initial training of teaehera of social science subjects

in the application of educational technology. The foreign

,discussants were the follow3;.g: Karl Bardl (GDR), who gave

information about, the in=itial teacher training,in the use

of educational media included in the professional studies;

Hans anrad (GDR) gave a report on 'the initial teacher train-

ing at the Leipzig University;
Asle Gire Dahl (Norway) Wks

about the _training provided for teachers in the field of

educational media at the teacher training college in Bergin;

Peter Flamme (GDR) talked about the application of educational'

technology,in the higher training of prospective teachers;

AndrdeNddasi and Pdter Vdri (hungary) gave a report on the

role of multimedia setsin the training of teachers in the

use of educational tecnnology.; Erhard Strobl (Austria) gave-

an account of the content, methods and forms_of the training

courses focused on the application of educational media.

This theme was also the topic of the two plenary ses-

sions at which comprehensive reports were given on the pre-

sent state of the training provided for teachers in thb ef-

fective use of 'educational media in selected European coun-

tries. Vdclav
StejakAI-Speke-there'on-the-theme_!Thw pr sent

state and prospects for the further development of the train-

ing coursee'provided for Czechoslovak teachers in thb use of

I (1
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1

Modern educational media", Erich Muller (CDR) on the theme

"The appl cation of educational technology as part of the

training further education of teachers", Teams Bedneifo-

vi (USSR) on he aubj t."Some problems of the present state

and the effects of educational technology in the soviet

general education, live Neville (Great Britain) on

the theme "The au sg appro ch to Una training of teachers

in the effective ude,of e ucational pedileandsWelt,er Cappel

(ICBM representi.tive) on the theme "Teacher training courses

in the use of educational media"..It is also necessary to

include the report given by Guy Bergeesinforming of the view-

point held by the UNESCO secretariat (Department' for the sys-

tem, contentt methods and technology of teaching) cis the topic

under'diioussion. -

The discussion on all the reports has shown that the

countries participating in the symposium have developed a num-

ber of very interesting concepts of hi0er teacher training

and the further edqcation of teachers many of which would'de-

serve to be made widely accessible.

There was a consensus that the methods of teaching assum- .

log the application of educational teohnology are something

quite new for many teaohers. For,thir reason the older teachers

in particular feel that they need further training in this

respect. However, even those teachers who have already con-

, lasted a training course in educational technology during

their higher studies or attended sof* other courses in edu-

cations]. technology, must needs continue to systematically

raise their qualifications as educational technology is making

fast progress. They must of necessity receive further 'educe-

tfin in the field following other syllabuses. Their further

education should take up the form of a deeper specialization.

In both cases, that is to say in the training of those

who get acquainted with eduoational teohnology for the first

time and of those teachers who were already acquainted with

"educational technology in their initial higher training, the
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courses provided for their fdrther education must be'very

specific and include practical ixamples of the appropriate

use of educational technology in theteaching of a particular

subject. Only advanced courses may include studies in the go-
neral theory of educational media,and tht technical, socio-

logical, psychological and physiological aspects lf this

theory. All the discussants were in agreement with this view-

' point. There was,, however, no agreement on the optimum balance

between theoretical and practical components of the further
0

education of teachers. Neither was there any agreement on

how to ensure that the theoretical studies included in the

system of the further education of teachers are related to

the-practice in the,classroom.

But whether the training courses in educationtl.teabto-

logy are,more theeietical pr more practical they must be very

closely related to the teicher.sinrticular subjects. Ths in-

structors'in the courses in educational technology Must haii

understanding for the conceptual structure and methodology

of these subjects. The training courses in educational tech-
,

nology which do pot take into account the subject matter abd

assume that the teacher himself will carry out the applica-

tionof the knowledge acquired to his own °Inject have proved,

everywhere to oelittle effective.

It_was also found important that the lecturers in the

training coure,s in educational technology should thesdelves

have a good command of educational technology and should aptly

integrate it into their own lectures as wall as into other

forme of their work.

The results of the discussion were summarised by Olive (

Neville lOreat Britain), rapporteur of this theme.

III.

Of quite another character was the discussion on. the

third theme which concerned potential international co-ppera-

1 el
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ion in this fielthamong the European countries. It was.ar-
, (*god as a free Alipasionfand went on at a high level ,of

asiivity on the fartpol'ell whcwsre present. Nine proposals

potehial luropeaWcooperation were Astaitted'for

disomiion and carefully) considered, Five proposals were un-

inimocelf,adopted and included later in the !last reoommen-

daticn.of the syspasium. These proposals coneernea the co-
operation in the field of

- obtaining and, disseminating" information aboUt the further

education oftea6hers in the use of educ ational media,

- working out' comp& Ltiverand case dies on the best expe-
rience thii traininclin-g ope,

-,,.publishwg national or European diz:ectories of institutions

and perso ns engaged in this field of education,

- organisihgintorMational meetings Which would continue in

the work begun at the Prague-iymposium and

developing audio- Visual aids (the so-called audio-visual

atlas5 which in 'the form,of qiesette video-tape recordings
would present the best1strategies used in the individual

countries in introducing educational media into the teaching

lpraotic

The rapportsur who 'summed up the result's was Zoltan

Bathory (Hungary,.

IV.

During thcsymposium the following events took place.

First it wi. a meeting with the teachers from the Bast- Bohemia.-

region arranged in the form of,a oolloqui at the Faculty of

Idusition at Hradec Krilove. The colloquy was opened and con-

ducted by dr. jindfichliellberg, Wc.,Vice-Dean of the facul-
ty.

The programme of the colloquy was divided into two parts.
In the first part prepared by Jifi Nikl the care by the

A
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Faculty of Education to its graduates by providing various

forma of poet-gradua studies to those wishing to raise

;Lair aualificatiodd in the field of the theoryssickpraatice

of edacal4onal media! waegshown by giving specific examples of '

this training..All the reports. were accompanied by TV shots

of the instruction ip the classroom andby the exhibition of

do- it- yourself teaching aids produced by the teachers from.

the,Svitavydistrict.
.

IA the second,part of the programme prepared by Jindfich

Bin, the teachers in the Faculty Of Education demonstrated

% the application of elfucational,technology, painly:television,

to their.owniteachili nd showed how they'train their,students

in the approilriate use educational' media of various types

and kinds. These repoits were also accompanied by television

shots and ev-plemented by a visit to the television centre

of the faculty.

.- 1 52 -

The professional part of the programme of the symposiva

was,a, lso enriched by avisit to the Information and Methodo-

\ logical Centre Komenium, National Establishment, Prague, ar-

ranged by Karel Jira. The guests were shown some selected ex-

hibits as well as the short films find television recordings

,which the symposium partiqipants had brought along to illu-

stratetheir reports in detail. In conclusion, a short*filse

Sehola Nova of Czechoslovak production was shown, dealing

with the international exhibition ofteaching ai88,4ductitio-
er

nal technology and school equipment held at Brno, in 105.'4

*

V.

In conclusion of the symposium, the final rqcommenda-

1 'Lion was unanimously adopted. It wps pruzzLI y a group of

editors guidance of dr: Dana Tolling Ova, CSc.,

who was rappoiliteur general di' the symposium.

The'recommendat.J.Q states that the further education

of teachers in the use of modern educational media must
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needs be consid ered as an integral part of lifelong educa-
tion of teachers and an effort must be MS62 to promotekts
fli.ther deVelOpment and iapraleamnt.sr4e blizsco seorot&riati
and the respective international organisations concerned
wit initial training anfuriher education of teachers are
therefove commended: to pay due attention to this task. The

aotit,?,ties are considered as priorities:\

bilateral and multilateral co-operation in the field at,
reeoirbh and information services, .

- collaboration of specialists and their exchange on the be-
., sis of respective cultural agreements;

- developing and'improvifi3 various forms of the further edu-
cation of teachers in the effective use of modern educatio-

.
nalliedia, and

furtheractivities aided at mutually advantageous co-opera-
.

tier% among Eurppean countries.

All tne participating countries were, also requested to
pay due attention to_ihe_identifica' .on of the organis&tions
conceri id with alo* probleas oY the further education of teach-
ers in.the aa4 a. 4evational media and to assist in compiling
vhational or European directPry of the"most important insti-
4tItioni and experts in this field. They should also attsmpt
t. raise the st,,,dard of the information provided on thel,
further education of tatheriin the us- of educational media.

'I They were further asked to make.an analyeis of the experience
in their own country pith

introducing various forma of the
further education of taachera in the use of educational media
and to elaborate this experience for example in-the form of
a coiparative or vase study describing some of the -significant__

'actuations, solution models and efficient etrateeed-of the
training and further education of teachers in the given field..
They were also recommended.io organize

international mon-
thsalatic seminars, working easione and other active forms
of'exchanging'experience4 fined during the past years.
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One part of the final recommendation was addreeaed di-

rectly to the UNESCOseci,etariat. The symposium participants

appealed to UNESCO to design its future programmes with

a view to the problems of the further eduattion of teachers

in the use of modern educational media and support the pro-

posals for further meetings of experts on the selected ques-

tions of this field. The next meeting of this Yind, in the

opinion of the symposium participants, should Oki place in

five years at the latest..

THE INTERNATIONAL SURVEY A EFFECTIVE USE OF EDUCATIONAL

MEDIA AND FURTHER EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

(Prague 1977)

JIM Tqxler

European Information Centre fcr the Further EducatiOp of

Teachers, the Charles University, Prague

The applicants fir the participation in the Internatio-

nal Symposium on the Further Education of Teachers in the

Uee of Educational Media (a detailed r6poo on this sympo-

sium is given in the present proceedings)-were-sent a

questionnaire containing five questions about the use of

educational media. The replies to this questionnaire were

expected to provide a survey of the use of educational media

in variobe European countries and to indicdto the'possibili-

tiee of their more efficient application in the educational

process.

The first item iu the questionnaire concerned the\kela-

tion of the individual participants to the main theme of the

symposium.

(s
The second and third question were related to the orga-

cL nizgtion of the training in the use of educational media in

1 1.0 A.,
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the individual countries. The second question concentrated

on teachere'rpOst -graduate studies whereas the

od the.

third' con -

4nining farteachers. Replies to these two questions were

..further education-of teachers or in -servico

to stvi detailed inforiatfon about the number of lessons de-
,

toted to the instruction in educational technology ,and
k

whether thertare any specialized {sourest-or whether the 4

respective information applies to other speoialist subjects

as well, and about'the teaching plans and syllabuses, text-

boob', twang methods available, etc.
. C .

The results of4the questionnaire, unfortunately, did

' not toss up to the authors' expectations. As a rule the re-

plies did not give all the satisfaCtory information. The same

applies to the fourth question (InWhet way is in-service

training of teachers reflected "in tip use of educatonal Media

in the process of education?)..
".

The last question, however, brought a number of inte-

resting replies (What are the-negative factors affecting 'the

use of educational media and their'impact on the teacher).

The request for bibliography which was also- made in the question.

naire, was partially fulfilled.

The Symposium on in-service training of teachers in the

us, of educational media-was held in Prague in SepteMber

1977 and was attended by 22 experts from various European

countries inclusive of the representatives of the UNtSCO

and ICBM
+)

and 34 representatives from Coechoslumkia, includ-

ing official guests and observers.

coup ies, except Czechoslovakia, sent theircreplies to ther

Unfortunately, not all the particinpats from the European%
questionnaire in time, and some failed to send them at all.

On 1,he,other hand, some of the foieign experts who could not

take part in the symposium have sent in their replies to tt?e

4,1
the International Council foe EducatiOnal Media

1 53
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questionnaire. The total number of the replies obtained from
12 European countries exclusive of Czechoslovakia finally
amounted.to 28 (including 5 from the socialist countries).
The patticitents from Czechoslovakia submitted 9 replies to
the questionnaire.

Several questionnaires haVe been incomplete and there-
fore the symposium of November 1977 was used as a base for4
collect4ng additional Informatior. directly from the parti-
cipants. Some of the talks about the questionnaire were very
i-teresting and useful and shed a new light on the problem
of the use of educational technology.

Besides this, further information sources appeared in
the reports given at the_symposiui and in the'discussion

commenta made during the panel discussivn of the symposium.
, .

It may be generaliy stated that apart from the.,queetion-
neire filled in by 28 experts coming from 12 European

countries the organizers of the symposium profitted by the
talks with some ofhe symposium participants and by the

respective ideas contained in the papers sewell as discus-
sioni"conducted during the symposium and used them as a source
of further i0Ormstion in compilina this survey.

i
'So it

Cr

seems setable to indicate the total information

underlying this survey, and which will be further analyzed,
as "replies and further findings".

(. .

fReplies to the questionnaire and further findings General
comments. It is imperative to note that most replies to the
questionnaire came from the specialists ip school education'

r---.....of whom many have a close personal relation to the use of
educatioial technology in instruction and expe ience in this
respect. Some replies odium from the teacnera, others from
experts in educational media, only a few replies were given
by the leading educational officials and one came from an -

educational' sociologist. Several re-pliea came from technical
experts who were originally concerned with the development
and production of educational technology.

154
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The teachers with personal experience with educational
isahnolOgy ught sainly natural science or languages. This
ie not stir taing as it'is a 411-known act that there are
subject *say related to educational technology,Isuch ae e
ehisisteg, geography, or modern language phonetics, whereas
iIt'other subjects such as social sciences educational tech -_,
nology 'is being only gradually applied. (AlthoUgh ii is some -
tislisfargued that the largest axt anion of educational tech.!
nolagy may be expected just Jul, e'soci;d6science.subjects.)

As to the general characteristics of the replies, all;'
'of then testify to the authors. positive attitude towards an
increasing use of educational technology inechools. These
positive attitudes, however, differ in their intensity..

' ,There is a malted difference between the attitudes main-
tained by the representatives of the science of eisciallet
education and those adiOcating other trends., Some experts
from-the latter group share in the opinion that educational
technology will substantially alter the school and may:even i
put the teacher .44...t.t. position widely different from the forser
'oft. The attitude maintained by the'socialist educators can
asst be expressed as a conviction that the role of .the teacher
in the process of-education cannot be substituted for nd 1
that educational technoloused by a well-Arained and mo-
tivatedteachaikwho continuicto raise his ilalification
may significantly' promote the effectiveness of instruction..
The use of educational technology is to'strengthenzAad.snot

weaken the key role of the teacher both from the formative
as well as informative'point of view.

,

Initial tretning and further education of teachers, It
is neither simple and the less expedient to separate initial
teacher training (basic education - leading to a diploma)
from the further education of teachers. ..

t

The repiiee to the questionnaire db not provide any ex-
haustive or precise report on the situation in European

4,
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countries concerning the period' of the time allotted to

instruction in'educational technology in'teacher training.

In initial training there are usually about twelveillisons

per term or pir two terms,, rhen the teacher gets acquainted

withAhe practical,cide of teaching his specialist subjects.

There is nok, usually any subject.dealing solely with the 'me-

thodological aspectof eddcationa ). technology, but the

teacher - students are given the necessary technical data on

the technology of educational media whenever it is consi-

dered to hi moat convenient and ten this information is

closely related to'the proepeetivi teacher's particular subi-

ject and isthus considered tobe most motivating: It is,

however, indisputable-that thh share *noted to educational

technology in teacherNtraininil iamodest and rather marginal.

The training in educational technology cannot, of course,

include only a limited number cif informative _lectures and de-

monstratione. A number of expert are:right in arguing that

the students in the faculties of education need above all to

get acquainted with the use of the technology of educational

media in the lectures and practical training given by their

educators. A live eiample is cerl.ainly most-influontial.The

queution cif an optimum period of the time allotted to the

training in educational technology can beat be answered to

the effect that apart from being informed of the technical

side of educational technhiogy t estudenta'shoulchget a-

cquainted with its use in the i truction given by their

educators: there is nothing more ttrastive than a live e-

sample.
.

Thus, in this respect, the most inf"um.tial factors a-

ffecting the teacher student's habit'of using educational

technology are not the .experts on educational media or edu-

cational technology but rather the teacher-educatore'im the

faculties of education or other inatitiltions, and the respect-

ive authorities should make them-accpet this role and widely

use educational technology in their own teaching practice.

1513
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A due stress was laid on-the fact that the information'
abOut educational technology should not be confined to only
ono perticular device or ifs technical proOertiest which
often ierves as an argument for convincing the prospective
users of technology that it is a means of a less demanding
anessitosier teaching.

k ,

The experti stated that the situation is gradually improv-
ing. The new students entering the faculties pi education are
more technically- minded than their forerunners. Comaunicalion
media have already become part of social life as well asof
the leisure-tire of each individual and so the introduction N.

of technology into- schools is beeomina.Comon matter.

-The main obstacle is evidently the elder generation of -

teachers. The fact that they are substantially less,scquainted
with the technology prevent'them from using it to a iariger
extent: The task concerning a widespread and immediate use
of educational technology will be throetened'unless further
training of teachers fills in this gap in education which
of course dose not lie only in supplying the respective in -
fbrmation but also in promoting the uecesiary motivation.,

40 And this task cannot be postponed until a new generation
of tisachernappeare.

,

Some of the experts pointed but that the conservatism
of the older generation stems from the fact that the teach-
ing career is usually taken up by women who are said to'be

117:: the objectives of initial training and further *du-
' cation of teachers with respect to the,use of educational

aediahould not be based on the taxonomy of educational
media but rather on the prObleme approach aimed at develop-ing understabding, analysing the problems and pioblan'
'solving so'that education would not be lagging behind on
aecount of the new development'of educational technology,i. e. by introducing new types of material into the school
education system." - Prom report prepared by the UNESCO
secretariat, Department of the structure, content and
methods of education.

157
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less technically-minded than men, to be weighed down by

family duties and therefore less liable to make an effort

to innovate or bring their teaching up.-to-date. Some coun-

tries believe to have found a solution 'by establishing

service centres, affilliated to schools, with a technical

staff facilitating the teachers work on the techni6a1 aide.

The teachers, they argue, would then be mole willing to use

educational technology in teaching, with'the assistance of

,tho school education authorities responsible for the appro-

priate curricula, syllabuses and programmes, and so the

original unwillingneo& to use:educational technology would

be overcole.

It is a well-known fact that there,is no unified system

of teacher training in Europe. There is a large number of

various forms of education not only in the individual coun-

tries in the German Federal Republic. Thie variety ranges

from an absolute autonomy of schools and teachere.30,0reat

Britain where diverse forms of in- service training are Pro-

vided for teachers and where the national institutions such

as the Council for Educational,Technology have only a sti-

mulating and supporting role, and the experience in Norway

and Denmark where the academic institutions providing the

further education of teachers - among other-subjects also

in the use of edudational technology - are attributed a de-

cisive influence - up to the institutio %zed systems of

,.the further education of teachers prey ent in the socialiet

countries.

Some of the experience obtained will be described in

detail. The Bergen Faculty of Education in Nor7ay provides

training in the use of educational technology (Nediapede-

gogik) in two types of courses of full-time studies, one

lasting a year and the other six monthe. The training re-

ceived in these courses qualifies the students for ochool-

broadcaete, production of films or printed materials, and

the graduates are in a position to work as school librarians,

or heads of the centres for'education in that country.
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The further' education of teachers in Norway 1e also
provided by the faculty of education and to a certain ex-
tent by the regional.faculties and is supportsd by the Na-.
tional Centre for the further Education of Teachers. These
institutions have prepared.

an extensive'programme (ranging
from a few days' schooling and 'a fortnight's.,sumaernschool
course up to one or two-term Study

courses) for the train-
ing in the use of technology in teaching. The courses in-
clude lectures en audio-Visual

devices, preparation of multi-.
media sets based on educational technology and practical
trainj ! in the use of educational mottia.

The Hungarian Natipnal Centre for Educational Techno-
logy established with UNESCO assistance ie concerned with
a large scale project for education. The time allotea.to
educational technology within the framework of the teache a
specialist subjects in the 'training of teachers in Hungarian
institutioni amounts to 60 hours and is extended to 'two
terms of these studies. The courses provide information about.
the basic technical data cn various types of educational
media and practical training in their use, but one of the
main objectives is to encourage the teachers in' their own .

prodbetion and preparation of simple audio -viautia aide. The
ratio of theory to practice is 40 ; '60 in these Courses. 4
The same ratio is applied in the further education of teach-,

In Hungary there are .tweuty centres for the further,
education of teachers which in conjunction with the Natio-
nal Centl:p for Educational Technology Provide teacher train-
ing in the use of educational media. The content of these
studieslis divided into units consisting of 15 lessons. The
followihg"target-groups have been 6'i? up: headmaiters and
their deputies, school inspectors, teachers in primary and
secondary schools and finally experts on educational media.

--- The Hungarian experts claim to have actteved positive
results in introducing educational

technology into the teach-
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ing practice in schools. Thanks to the increasing use of multi-

media the slower students have-achieved better resalts; Si-.

miler conclusions were drawn in Czechoslvakia where the use

of multimedia almost wiped out the differefoce between the

beat and average students.

The further education of teachers in Czechoslovakia is

being syatematicially organized and covers almost thelentire

peiiod of a teacher's career. It consists or Cale stages:

the adaptation stage during which the young teacher as;te-

ing intr luced into piacticalteeching under the guidance

of his more experienced colleaguesi the, innovation stage

when the teacher gets acquainted with the new developments

in the theory of education with a view to his particular

aubjects,and also with the new developments in educational

technology, and finally the specialization stage when the

mature teacher usually attempts to improve his professional

qualification by studying another subject.

tn-aerice education and training of, the Czechoslovak

teachers in the use of educational technology is mainly pro-

vided by the regional and district institutes of education

employing experts in the methodology of education.

To give at least one example, the Prague Research In-

stitute of Education offers in-service training souraea con-

sisting uf ten three-hodre' periods mapped ou4 for one school-

year. The training includes ten lessons of the theory of in-

struction, 14 leasona,of practical training and the rest is

devoted to specific training in the use of p9fticular tech-

nical educational medics. The qualification thus obtained'en-

titles the teacher to take up a post as ope:qaliat in the

teachin
gt

methods in the above mentioned regional or district

institute of education.

The difficulties encumbering the uma of educational
,

technology on a larger scale.

1-1
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,In their replies to thd fifth question of the question-
naire the participants were in agreement on the main obsta-
eles to a widespread and more expedient use of educational
technology in European primary and secondary schools. The
replies say be grouped together according to the following
categories: psychologiea: and social reasons, technical and
-administrative difficulties and lack of. information and mo-
tivation.

Psychological and social reasons. Theconse4atiem and
'traditionalism of msayieachers were often,indicated Eta the
relevant negative factors. It was stated that some teachers
refuse to use educational technology at all, others are
affaid that it might endanger their gosition or even their
teaching career .(which is anarogous to the machinerbreaking
in the 19th century when machines were believed to be the
cause of 6oemPloyment). The conservatism in some couktries
i& also due to thafetinizatiaof the teaching profession.
Another common reason lied in the fact that the preparation
of the programmes is rather tima-coneuming unless they are.
centrally prepared by the school education authorities. Ex-
cept for the educational technology used for demonstration
purposes, which is sometimes believed to beauperfiuona, the
possibilities of a further development of the efistingedu-
cational technology designed assist in self-eguoation
were welcome.

Technicaland'administrative difficiltits. A widespread
use of educational technology is hampered by frequent tech-
nical failures in some deviceq and also by their excessive
weight which often discourages the teacher - and a woman
teacher above all - from using them. 4

For this reason the devices should be as light as pos-
sible and easy to control. The seevice centres affilliated
to schools would substantially improve the eituation and
assist in equipping specialized class-rooms with built-in

1 61
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educational technology. (This method ie used id particular

in the eetAtliat countriee.)
4,

Certain types of educational technology are most suit=

iira e for a wider use in smaller groups of pupils and too

ge climes (30 - 40 etudente) are considered to be an ob-

tecle,,mainly in foreign language teaching. The problem,

heed be solved with a view to the technical as well as

administrative side and should receive in adequate financial

support.
..

We should note that the reasons concerning a lack of

money or programmes for the uei of educational technology.

,did not prevail in the replies to the questionnaire. It is

evident that only the school policy efficiently promoting

the use of educational technology and providing,a sufficient

,financial aupport, anticipating the use of educational tech-

nology already'in the teaching plans and eyllabuse., and at

the same time providing schools with the necessary teaching

. materials prepared centrally and Bold at a moderate price,
. ,

will beat ensure that the use of educational technology will

become more wideapread.

Lack of information and motivation. A thorough examina-

tion Ae the repliee.hae shown that insufficient education

*ak not very often considered to be an obstacle to a wider

use of educational technology.

One of the reoaona lies in the fact that the further

daucation of teachers which in some European countriee hoe

been institutionalized and provides a aource of additional

knowledgp and motivation does not exist at all or is pro7.

vided only to a limited extent in thb other countriee. Its

influence has-not therefore been fully investigated.

The further euucation of teachers should not be confined

only to imparting knqwledge of technology, however important

it may be. If educational technology really is to promote

the pupils' activity, first the teachers' enthuaiaem musil be
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aroused and inspire tham_to apply educational technology tO
a der extent. This of course goes beyond sere information
about e.control and operation of the devices and * super-
ficial ledge of their availability.

A (sorts Topagation of good results achieved in the
useinf'sducatio technology sight ale? be of some help.
Teachers conieieneee, Meiling*, seminars aad'newspapers

would help; t(o, in many reipects.11etting acquainted with
the good results achieved in the teachers' innovation acti-
vities has beame the main 'objective of the so-called *teach-

ers pedagogical_peadings*,of long standing in Ceeohoslovakia.

The further edacatie of teacherwshopld thus not be
considered as just-anctd4 institution but lAran effective
means of. breaking through the teacher 's isolation and as a
source of innovation, motivation and sound competition a*ong
the teachers.

163
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